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Welcome by the Dean

It is a pleasure to welcome you to BPP University.
The aim of this programme is to help prepare you for your further study.
You will get the most out of your time with us if you understand that high quality education is a twoway activity in which all you must engage.
Our tutors and support staff are committed to helping you to get the most value from your time at
BPP, but please do not forget that the main effort must come from you!
We welcome feedback to enable us to continually improve our programmes, and we look forward to
working with you.
Let’s have a great time together!
Good luck with your education and your future.

Professor Amanda Blackmore
Deputy Principal and Dean, School of Foundation and English Language Studies
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Welcome by the Deputy Dean

Welcome to the BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management.
BPP has been training professionals for many years across a range of disciplines, and you have made
an excellent choice for your first step in your professional career.
This introduction to the world of hospitality is designed to be intellectually stimulating and
challenging. It is designed to shape the hospitality professionals of the future and as such you are
about to undertake a course the content of which has been designed by, and with, hospitality
professionals.
All of us at BPP are keen to develop strong, mutually beneficial relationships with you to support
you on this career journey. You will find many opportunities to engage in building your industry
knowledge and professional network. I urge you to consider this to be the first day of your
professional career, and take every opportunity that you can find to help you on your journey.
You should have high expectations of us, and we have high expectations of you. We need your
commitment from day one, and we need to see you fully engaged in all the learning opportunities
and activities, whether face to face or via the virtual learning environment.
As future alumni and hospitality leaders of the future, we hope that your period of study at BPP will
be productive, positive and the beginning of a long-term association with us.
I look forward to getting to know you and wish you every success.

Paul Evans
Deputy Dean, School of Foundation and English Language Studies
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PROGRAMME INTRODUCTION
Programme Title

BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’

Qualification

BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management

Awarding Body

BPP University

Programme Lead

Paul Evans

Overview of Programme
The BSc International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’ programme is designed to meet increasing
market demand for hospitality professionals with undergraduate and professional qualifications and
to participate in the current drive to create closer links between higher education programmes and
employers.
The programme provides you with a solid foundation for those you wishing to begin or develop a
career in the hospitality profession. It achieves this by developing proactive hospitality graduates
who are equipped to achieve appropriate and rewarding roles and to make an immediate and ongoing contribution within the workplace. As such the programme seeks to develop your skills
appropriate to, but not restricted to, graduate hospitality careers in industry or practice.
The BSc International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’ programme curriculum builds from your
previous core business, service and hospitality activities and studies - through to areas of greater
technical and academic competence, integration and professional application.
The programme is focussed on the practical application of hospitality, contained within an
academically robust programme of study using practical examples and case studies. Through our
links with professional hospitality bodies, the programme provides an accelerated study into the
hospitality profession, focusing on the knowledge and skills expected of undergraduate you and
required by professional bodies and employers.
The programme is therefore designed to bring together a range of hospitality and business
disciplines, with a balance of intellectual and practical skills that will support you both as learners
and as future hospitality professionals.
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

Entry route to the Extended BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
with level 5 ‘Pass’ and IELTS 6.0 equivalent
Induction – 4 weeks

Entry point for
students with
Level 5 with ‘Pass’ and
IELTS 6.0

Pathway to Hospitality including the following
subjects
 Hospitality Management
 Academic Skills Support Non credit
sbearing

Term
1
Mathematical
Skills for Business

15 Credits

Management
Plan
and Report (Term 1) 15 Credits
The Professional
Banker
15
of 30 CreditsFinancial Statements
Understanding
15 Credits
Contemporary
Issues International
Hospitality
Information for Business
Decisions
15 Credits1
15 Credits
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
15 Credits
Digital Marketing for Hospitality
15 Credits

Term 2
Management Plan and Report (Term 2)
Final 15 of 30 Credits
Managing People and Projects or Performance
Management
15 Credits
Contemporary Issues International Hospitality 2
15 Credits
Personal and Professional Development 1
15 Credits

Term 3
Internship Placement including completion of the
following module
Personal and Professional Development
Assessment
Compulsory Work
Placement term

Management Plan and Report Assessment

Mathematical Skills for Business
The Professional Banker
Understanding Financial Statements
Information for Business Decisions

15 Credits
15 Credits
15 Credits
15 Credits
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Entry route to the BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’ with level 5
‘Merit’ and IELTS 6.5 (6.0 writing) equivalent
Term 1

Entry point for
students with
Level 5 Qualification
with Merit and
IELTS 6.5 (6.0 in
writing)

Management Plan and Report (Term 1)
15 of 30 Credits
Contemporary Issues International Hospitality 1
15 Credits
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
15 Credits
Digital Marketing for Hospitality
15 Credits

Term 2
Management Plan and Report (Term 2)
Final 15 of 30 Credits
Contemporary Issues International Hospitality 2
15 Credits
Personal and Professional Development 1
15 Credits
Managing People and Projects or Performance
Management
15 Credits

Term 3
Internship Placement including completion of the
following modules:
Personal and Professional Development
Assessment
Management Plan and Report Assessment

Mathematical Skills for Business
The Professional Banker
Understanding Financial Statements
Information for Business Decisions

15 Credits
15 Credits
15 Credits
15 Credits
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Entry route to the BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’ (Part Time)
with level 5 ‘Merit’ and IELTS 6.5 (6.0 writing) equivalent

Term 1
Entry point for student
wishing to study parttime with
Level 5 Qualification
with Merit (UK / EEA
students only)

Contemporary Issues International Hospitality 1
15 Credits
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
15 Credits

Term 2
Contemporary Issues International Hospitality 2
15 Credits
Managing People and Projects or Performance
Management
15 Credits

Term 3
Management Plan and Report
15 of 30 Credits
Digital Marketing for Hospitality
15 Credits

Term 4
Management Plan and Report
Final 15 of 30 Credits
Personal and Professional Development 1
15 Credits
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Your student support team

Student Manager

International
Programme
Administrator
Assessments

Student Advisors
Assessments
Programme Leader

Assessments
Subject tutor

Will advise you on your day-to-day
academic study and on issues
outside of University
Will
Will advise
advise you
you on
on who
who to
to contact
contact in
the
University
anddepartments
also on any –visa
in the
University
questions
may
arise issues.
usually forthat
IT or
Finance
Will also advise on any visa
questions that may arise

Will monitor your attendance and
visa compliance and meet with you
to discuss any other issues
Will advise you on how to succeed
academically and on industry
internships. Will monitor that all the
other support is in place

Will advise you on your academic
progress and feedback on
assessments

Assessments
Personal Tutor

A personal tutor is always available
in the library for consultation.

Assessments

Your individually allocated personal
tutor will meet with you regularly
to discuss your Individual Learning
Plan and success to date.

Assessments
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AIMS AND LEARNING OUTCOMES
Programme Aims
The aim of the BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management is to provide an integrated
academic and professional learning environment structured to enable you to gain the knowledge,
understanding and skills to pursue and sustain a hospitality career in industry or practice.
This programme equips you to:


Gain a comprehensive understanding of how various hospitality business disciplines
interrelate and how this understanding contributes to the effective management of
hospitality organisations;



Develop a critical understanding of the key concepts of hospitality to enable their
application at a professional level;



Develop an understanding of professional judgement including the competence, confidence
and maturity to apply it in the appropriate contexts;



Gain a knowledge of the theories, models and techniques of International Hospitality
Management, including being able to critically evaluate their effectiveness in different
situations;



Develop a range of skills and attitudes which facilitate effective transitions into the work
environment, including an appreciation of the responsibility of hospitality leaders;



Become effective communicators to be able to offer reasoned recommendations.
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Programme Learning Outcomes
These Learning Outcomes reflect those that will be achieved for the BSc(Hons) in International
Hospitality Management award.
Learning outcomes describe what you should know and be able to do if you make full use of the
opportunities for learning that the programme provides
There are no interim awards if you exit the programme early.
Knowledge and Understanding
Ref

A. You should be able to demonstrate a:

K1

Understanding of the internal and external business environments in which hospitality
managers operate in order to contribute to management decisions.

K2

Plan, design, manage and execute practical activities using appropriate techniques and
procedures whilst demonstrating high levels of relevant skills

K3

Critical awareness of contemporary issues in International Hospitality Management and their
impact on current practice

Cognitive Skills
Ref

B. You should be able to:

C1

Research and assess hospitality, theories, principles, concepts and factual information, and
apply such skills in explaining and solving problems

C2

Describe, synthesise, interpret, analyse and evaluate information and data relevant to a
professional or vocational context.

C3

Apply knowledge to the solution of familiar and unfamiliar problems develop a sustained
reasoned argument, perhaps challenging previously held assumptions

Professional Skills and Attitudes
Ref

C. You should be able to:

P1

Plan, design, execute and communicate a sustained piece of independent intellectual work
which provides evidence of critical engagement with, and interpretation of, appropriate data

P2

Critically assess and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of data in the context of research
methodologies and data sources and approaches

P3

Recognise and respond to moral, ethical, sustainability and safety issues in hospitality
including relevant legislation and professional codes of conduct
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General Transferable Skills
Ref

D. You should be able to:

T1

Take and demonstrate responsibility for your own learning and continuing personal and
professional development

T2

Reflect upon your experiences and performance, seeking and incorporating feedback in order
to contribute to your professional development.

T3

Work effectively independently and demonstrate effective communication and presentation
skills
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The QAA Benchmark Skills for Hospitality Programmes (QAA 2008) and corresponding BSc
Hospitality Programme Learning Outcomes
The QAA Benchmark Skills identifies the following requirement for an honours degree in hospitality:
…the skills and aptitudes of graduates in many HLST programmes are identified and these form
'generic' learning outcomes that should be achievable in all programmes in the HLST subject
individually, together with the subject-specific outcomes which are identified in section 6.
The depth and proficiency expected may differ from programme to programme and this will be
reflected in the aims and objectives of the programme and the approaches to learning, teaching and
assessment taken.
Each institution will, of course, make judgements about the content, nature and organisation of its
degree programmes and their constituent parts.
•
Research and assess paradigms, theories, principles, concepts and factual information, and
apply such skills in explaining and solving problems C1
•
Critically assess and evaluate evidence in the context of research methodologies and data
sources P2
•
Critically interpret data of different kinds and appraise the strengths and weaknesses of
approaches adopted P2
•
Describe, synthesise, interpret, analyse and evaluate information and data relevant to a
professional or vocational context C2
•
Plan, design, execute and communicate a sustained piece of independent intellectual work
which provides evidence of critical engagement with, and interpretation of, appropriate data P1
•
Apply knowledge to the solution of familiar and unfamiliar problems develop a sustained
reasoned argument, perhaps challenging previously held assumptions C3
•
Demonstrate effective communication and presentation skills T3
•
Work effectively independently and with others T3
•
Take and demonstrate responsibility for their own learning and continuing personal and
professional development T1
•
Self-appraise and reflect on practice T2
•
Plan, design, manage and execute practical activities using appropriate techniques and
procedures whilst demonstrating high levels of relevant skills K2
•
Recognise and respond to moral, ethical, sustainability and safety issues which directly
pertain to the context of study including relevant legislation and professional codes of conduct P4
•
Undertake fieldwork with continuous regard for safety and risk assessment. Internship
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The purpose of programme is to provide an integrated academic and professional training
environment that has been structured to enable you to gain the knowledge, understanding and skills
to pursue and sustain a career in hospitality. It seeks to develop skills appropriate to a graduate
career in hospitality, with the potential for your progression on to further academic or professional
study.
The modules and elements described below are subject to more detailed briefing papers and
bibliographies issued at appropriate points throughout the programme
LEVEL 6 – Extended BSc (HONS) IN INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
This programme includes the extra four weeks study for those students requiring an uplift in their
academic and English levels

Face to Face Module

Requirement

Credits

Compulsory
depending on
previous academic
and English
language
achievement

Non-Credit
Bearing

Compulsory

30 Credits

Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality 1

Compulsory

15 Credits

Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality 2

Compulsory

15 Credits

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Compulsory

15 Credit

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

Compulsory

15 Credits

Personal and Professional Development
(including Internship)

Compulsory

15 Credits

Pre Pathway to Hospitality – 4 weeks

Pathway to Hospitality
 Introduction to Hospitality
 Academic Study Skills

Core Module
Management Plan and Report
Compulsory Modules

Elective Modules
Choose one module from the following electives:
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Elective

15 Credits

Elective

15 Credits

In some instances information regarding content of a module is indicative, and actual module
content will be determined according to considerations (for example, regarding opportunities for
work with specific external partners or developments in the field) which are taken into account
closer to the point of delivery.
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LEVEL 6 - BSc (HONS) IN INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Face to Face Module

Requirement

Credits

Compulsory

30 Credits

Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality 1

Compulsory

15 Credits

Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality 2

Compulsory

15 Credits

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Compulsory

15 Credit

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

Compulsory

15 Credits

Personal and Professional Development
(including Internship)

Compulsory

15 Credits

Elective

15 Credits

Elective

15 Credits

Core Module
Management Plan and Report
Compulsory Modules

Elective Modules
Choose one module from the following electives:
Managing People and Projects
Financial Performance Management

In some instances information regarding content of a module is indicative, and actual module
content will be determined according to considerations (for example, regarding opportunities for
work with specific external partners or developments in the field) which are taken into account
closer to the point of delivery.
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Assessments Summary

Summative

Summative

Assessments 1

Assessments 2 and 3

Written Essay
(25%)

Portfolio
Submission (75%)

Academic Study Skills

Reading (25%),
Writing (25%)
tests, under timed
conditions

Listening (25%)
and Speaking
(25%) tests under
timed conditions

Management Plan and Report

Business Proposal
and Report (65%)

Presentation
(25%); Reflective
report (10%)

Contemporary Issues in International
Hospitality 1

Portfolio
Submission (100%)

Contemporary Issues in International
Hospitality 2

Portfolio
Submission (75%)

Modules
Introduction to Hospitality

Presentation (25%)

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Business Plan
(100%)

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

Portfolio
Submission (75%)

Presentation (25%)

Personal and Professional Development

Portfolio
Submission (50%)

Reflective report
(25%)
Presentation (25%)

Managing People and Projects

Performance Management

Case study analysis
and
recommendations
(100%)
Timed Exam
(100%)
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DIAGRAM OF ASSESSMENTS LEADING TO AWARD
Level 6 (Honours Degree)
BSc (Hons) International Hospitality
Management
120 Credits Level 6

Assessment

Module

Credit Rating

Work for Assessment

Non-credit
bearing

Formative
1. Each week you will compile a Portfolio: (This formative element
will relate to a relevant area of study in the module.)

Requirement
for Award

Weighting for
Classification

PATHWAY TO HOSPITALITY
Introduction to Hospitality

Level 5

The compilation of a portfolio analysing key business elements of
an identified key hospitality company. This may include use of
blogs, group discussions of articles, audio logs/recordings, and
reflection pieces/summary of an article, chapter, lesson or other
instructional activity and/or analysis of company information or a
relevant business issue.
Summative
There are two (2) summative assessments [100% of Module Grade].
1.

750 - 1000 word essay on an aspect of hospitality business
management from a choice of subjects directed by your tutor.
[25% of Module Grade].

2.

Completion of a weekly industry portfolio on key business
18
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elements of an identified key hospitality company. (This will
relate to a relevant area of study in the module). [75% of
Module Grade]
Academic Study Skills

Non-credit
bearing
Level 5

Listening
Formative assessment
1. Evaluates the ability to effectively listen to and take notes
from a formal academic/professional audio-visual talk or
lecture testing capacities to listen for gist and specific
details, and take notes effectively. The talks are chosen
from a variety of sources, and will be academic or
professional in nature.
Summative assessment
1. Listening is summatively assessed by evaluating the ability
to effectively listen to and take notes from a formal
academic/professional audio-visual talk or lecture.
[25% of module grade]
Speaking
Formative assessment
1. The evaluation of your performance in an academic
presentation based on an aspect of hospitality
Summative assessment
1. Speaking is summatively assessed through the evaluation
of your performance in an academic presentation based
on an aspect of hospitality. You will be assessed on having
suitable supportive academic arguments, the appropriate
organisation of material, relevant language and
vocabulary and effective pronunciation and intonation.
[25% of module grade]
Reading
Formative assessment
1. Reading is formatively assessed through various activities
and strategies. A range of professional and academic texts
19
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are used. Reading skills are regularly evaluated through
reading comprehension activities.
Summative assessment
1. Reading is summatively assessed by evaluating your
ability to read and understand a range of academic texts.
The assessment questions are designed to test a range of
skills, including skim, scan and detailed reading,
identifying specific information, as well as more critical
reading skills.
[25% of module grade]
Writing
Formative assessment
1. Formative assessments reflect the Summative assessment
in terms of their style and focus. Students are evaluated
on their knowledge of various elements of academic
discourse and style, incorporating elements such as
paragraphing, argumentation and academic referencing.
Summative assessment
1. The written assessment takes the form of a timed written
task at the end of the module and the submission of
portfolio tasks.
[25% of module grade]
COMPULSORY MODULES
Management Plan and
Report

30 Credits
Level 6

Formative
1. Formative 1: Written proposal outline – you must submit an
outline of your proposed project.
2. Formative 2 : Draft project –submit a draft of their project for
feedback and direction

Compulsory

12.5% Honours
Degree Level 6

Summative
Please Note: You must achieve a pass in each of the following
elements to pass the module.
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1. Management Report (65% of module total)
The project will consist of a substantial contemporary Business
Report on an industry or operational macro issue and how it
effects a hospitality business with conclusions identified on how it
might be managed.
This option embraces primary and/or secondary research in
meeting the project objectives.
2. Reflective Report (10% of module total) - 500 words
following Internship of your experience and development
3. Presentation (25% of module total) on your observations of
the report issue in practice following Internship
Contemporary Issues in
Hospitality
Part 1

15 Credits
Level 6

Formative (First term)
1. Portfolio of Assessment of three key issues in International
Hospitality Management
2.

Compulsory

12.5% Honours
Degree Level 6

Compulsory

12.5% Honours
Degree Level 6

Multiple Choice question paper

Summative
Term 1
1. Portfolio of Assessment of a minimum of three key ‘macro’
issues in International Hospitality Management [100% of
Module Grade]
Contemporary Issues in
Hospitality
Part 2

15 Credits
Level 6

Formative (Second term)
1. Portfolio of Assessment of a three key issues in International
Hospitality Management presented each week for tutor
feedback
2. Multiple Choice question paper
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Summative
Term 2
1. Individual presentation [25% of Module Grade] on one of the
key issues in International Hospitality Management contained
in the portfolio
2.

Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
Part 1

15 Credits
Level 6

Portfolio of Assessment of a minimum of three key ‘macro’
issues in International Hospitality Management [75% of
Module Grade]

Formative
There are 2 formative assessment tasks for this module.
1. Formative Element 1:

Compulsory

12.5% Honours
Degree Level 6

Prepare an elevator pitch to ‘sell’ your business idea.
2. Formative Element 2:
A written financial appraisal of the new business venture in which
you set out the resource requirements for your business and
present your sales, profit and cash flow projections for your
hospitality, or events business.
Summative
1.
A Business Plan
For example you will be given the details of an existing
hospitality operation for sale – or one that was been sold
recently. You are then required to produce a business venture
proposal, incorporating an industry/market analysis to support
your assumptions
This option must comply with the requirements of a full
business plan, and show evidence of appropriate research in
support of the proposition [100% of Module Grade]:
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Formative
1. Portfolio of Assessment Over the course of the term you will

Compulsory

12.5% Honours
Degree

Compulsory

12.5% Honours
Degree

be required to produce a robust business case for digital
marketing which can help meet the future aims and objectives
for a brand provided from an approved list.

Summative
1. Portfolio of Assessment - Digital Marketing Business Case
[75% of Module Grade]
Over the course of the term you will be required to produce a
‘professional’ portfolio of evidence comprising of robust
business case for digital marketing which can help meet the
future aims and objectives of a brand provided from an
approved list.
2. Individual Presentation [25% of Module Grade]:
You will present your business case in the form of slides for a
corporate presentation (PPT/PDF). Full briefing will be given
by the module tutor
Personal and Professional
Development

15 Credits
Level 6

Formative
1. Each week you will produce a portfolio which will contain
evidence of your professional development and achievements
to date. You will receive feedback from your tutor which will
help you to prepare for the summative assessments
Summative
2. Personal Development Portfolio:
Each week you will produce a portfolio which will contain
evidence of your professional development and achievements
to date. The portfolio will consist of:
3. A professional CV
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4. A letter of application in response to a job advertisement
which will be provided by your module leader
5. A personal reflective diary
6. A personal development plan
7. An ethics discussion
[50% of Module Grade]
8. When undertaking an internship
Professional Portfolio [25% of Module Grade]:
You will produce an internship portfolio which will contain
evidence of your professional development and achievements
during this time.
If an internship is not undertaken the Professional portfolio
will contain evidence of your academic development and
achievements during your studies, and how this has
contributed to your furure employability
Individual Reflective Writing and Presentation [25% of
Module Grade]: Reflecting on your experiences when
undertaking an internship (if undertaken).
If an internship is not undertaken the reflective writing will be
on a tutor directed topic
ELECTIVE MODULES
Financial Performance
Management

15 Credits
Level 6

Formative
1. Formative Element 1: (Week 5)
Undertake a mock assessment based on the initial weeks study

Elective

12.5% Honours
Degree Level 6

2. Formative Element 2: (Week 9)
A final mock timed exam
24
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Summative
1. This module is assessed through the completion of an
examination.(100% of module grade)
Managing People and
Projects

15 Credits
Level 6

Formative
1. A written reflective piece on an element of people
management from the module;

Elective

12.5% Honours
Degree

2. A written reflective piece on a project management technique
from the module;
Summative
1. A case study analysis and recommendation involving
management of people through a change process and
suggested application of project management principles
[100% of module grade].
For the classification of your degree the final module grades will be
combined according to the Diagram of Outcomes Leading to Award,
detailed in your programme handbook.
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STRATEGY FOR LEARNING, TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT
Programme Design Rationale
Your programme has been developed to enable and encourage you to become an independent, selfdirected learner who can work with your tutors as supporters and facilitators rather than traditional
‘teachers’. To achieve this all of your activities are designed to build your confidence and to help you
to become more self-reliant over the course of the programme.
It is important from the outset that you understand that we expect you to engage actively and
proactively in your own learning. The programme is designed around participation, contribution and
the development of independent enquiry.
Attendance at lectures and workshops, and being prepared and ready to take part is critical to your
success and the individual take a proactive approach in monitoring attendance.
The approach is designed to help you to develop theoretical and practical knowledge as well as key
professional and employability skills and attributes such as individual work, collaboration, problemsolving and communication skills.
Employability skills are embedded throughout the programme and represented by the Career Ready
icons in module information. These are the skills and attributes which employers value and look for
in their graduate employees.
The programme reflects the skills you will be expected to develop in your final year of an honours
degree (level 6). The levels are aligned to the QAA Framework for HE Qualifications, and you will
learn and be assessed at the appropriate level in each module.
The intended learning outcomes describe what you should achieve as a result of studying the
module. The assessment will be a demonstration of the results of your learning.
Each module has been developed to provide the knowledge and skills you need and to build on
related modules which may have come before. By the end of the programme, you will have
developed a wide range of important skills and technical knowledge which are valued and
demanded by employers.
BPP SoFELS provides a diverse learning environment with you from all over the world studying
together. This mirrors the increasingly global nature of the business environment and you will find
that the global context and cultural awareness feature strongly throughout the programme.
Similarly, you will find the use of technology apparent throughout all levels of the programme.
Digital skills form an integral part of many modules, whether that is using the Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE), common IT software packages or social media. You who wish to develop their
skills further can choose to study electives which involve building a website or mobile app. Digital
skills are increasingly important in the workplace and the programme has been designed to build
and enhance these in every student.
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Work Placements/Internships – Governance and Quality Assurance
As the internship forms an integrated part of the face to face programme, and provides the
opportunity for students to meet the module learning outcomes, BPP University will take overall
responsibility for the quality of the learning opportunities provided.
To complete the internship, students will be required to attend for a minimum of 12 weeks
(minimum 240 hours). All students on the programme will be sponsored by an employer who will
agree to offer a minimum of 12 weeks of work experience, which will enable the students to both
consolidate their academic and professional development and to meet the learning requirements of
the module.
Student may or may not be paid for this internship – however it is expected that they will receive a
minimum travel and meal allowance
In line with the QAA code of practice, section 9 (Work based and placement learning – September
2007), section 2 (Collaborative provision October 2010) and Part B, section B 10 (Managing Higher
Education with others), BPP University will undertake the appropriate QA processes to ensure that
all students on the programme receive an equivalent learning experience when undertaking the
placements, have the opportunity to meet the intended learning outcomes from the experience and
complete the required assessments.
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Career Ready
Employability is a word used across higher education, to refer to the skills you develop during their
studies which will help them in their search for a career after graduation. At BPP we aim to make all
of our students Career Ready, by focussing on the key skills and attributes employers expect from
day one of the programme. Throughout your studies, you will hear and see reference to Career
Ready skills and all modules clearly state the skills and attributes you will develop during your
studies. Our Careers Service plays a key role in helping you develop yourself into a Career Ready
graduate, and you are encouraged to utilise their services from day one of your
studies.
Your degree studies include an internship which will test your motivation, skills
and knowledge in real life – you need to be ready to excel during this
opportunity.
Career Ready Icons

Self-Management

Professional Context Skills

Business Understanding

Communications

IT and Numeracy

Problem Solving

Leadership

Individual work

Reflective Skills

Enterprise

Adaptability and Flexibility

Honesty and Integrity
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WHAT MAKES THIS PROGRAMME UNIQUE
BPP University is innovative and we are focussed on preparing you for the professions, by ensuring
they are taught by experts with relevant industry experience and develop the knowledge and skills
that employers require. A number of features make our programme unique:
Professionals teaching professionals
BPP has a practical approach to teaching leadership and management. Our practitioner faculty are
role models in using academic knowledge, practical experience and career-important skills
seamlessly. You are exposed to real life scenarios so that you are fully equipped to begin or enhance
your career. We recognise that all business roles are likely to contain elements of both leadership
and management, so we encourage you to begin to develop these skills from early in your studies.
You are encouraged to develop as leaders, through reflection on their skills and abilities.
The Deputy Dean and Programme Manager already have many years’ experience in the hospitality
industry, and in designing and running such programmes. Tutors employed on the programme all
hail from a hospitality industry background.
Close to Employers
There has been genuine hospitality industry involvement in the design of the programme by
recognised industry players. Modules will be specific to industry output and are developed using
case studies relating to industry issues and solutions
Internship
The programme will feature a hospitality industry internship - giving you the opportunity to gain
confidence and improve your employment opportunities for the future. Prior to going on your term
of internship your studies will feature a professional development module to ensure you are well
prepared.
Digital Literacy
Understanding how to use technology and digital tools to help you study and ultimately help you
succeed in the workplace is a key skill which is embedded throughout the programme. While many
you will be familiar with mainstream IT applications and software, it is not universally the case, and
there are always areas on which you can improve. Understanding how to use common software
packages, social media and e-learning tools, is structured within the programme.
Global Perspective
Over 70% of SOFELS’s students are from overseas, meaning it is a multi-cultural place to study.
Workshop will reflect the diverse nature of the student body and are likely to include students from
a number of different countries, both within and outside the EU. The opportunity to learn from your
peers about their cultural background, experiences and opinions provides a rich base from which to
develop yourself into a Career Ready professional. The world is an increasingly global market, so
graduates who are culturally aware are in demand. Global thinking and cultural awareness are
embedded into the modules you will study, by using examples and case studies from a wide range of
countries and encouraging you to share their own experiences.
Professional Recognition
Your degree will provide you with important currency as you enter the world of work, however
increasingly, employers value professional recognition as a sign of your employability. Your degree
programme has been accredited by the Institute of Hospitality and you may use the designation of
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Associate Member whilst studying – and upgrade your membership status thereafter. You will also
receive invites to IoH social events with opportunities to network and raise your employability
profile;
Student Support
At BPP we have an team of dedicated International Student Advisors, International Programme
Administrators and Personal tutors.
You will have a named Personal tutor throughout your time with us, who will assist and advise you
as you progress through your studies. The role of your Personal tutors to provide pastoral support
and study advice to ensure you have the best possible chance of success.
In addition to your Personal tutor, your tutors, module leaders and the programme team are of
course also available to assist with your studies.
There is also student administrators and a dedicated Learning Support & Inclusion manager, who are
there to help you if you have any kind of additional learning needs.
Individual Learning Profiles (ILP)
During your time with us you will have an individual learning profile created - this consists of
materials that have been designed to help develop your critical thinking about your learning process
i.e. learning about learning.
By engaging in the ILP system you are also building key study and transferable skills over the 10 week
term. Personal tutoring is a core aspect of the ILP system with you meeting your Personal Tutor (PT)
between 3 and 5 times per term to discuss the fortnightly materials you been working on.
Based on these discussions, your Personal Tutor provides ongoing, individual feedback and analysis
of your progression over the term of study.
Below is a diagram depicting how the ILP system is implemented on a fortnightly basis, reflecting
both you and your Personal Tutor’s participation:

1. Completion – You will complete the materials as set for per fortnight
2. Discussion – tutorial arranged between you and your Personal tutor to discuss
completion of materials, progress, or any other academic issues
3. Analysis – PT provides individualised feedback and analysis of your progress
4. You aims to apply aspects of the PT’s feedback/analysis to your learning
Individual Learning Profiles include the following tasks which focus on learning how to learn and aim
to develop key study and employability skills:
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Initial reflection
Action planning
Reflective writing
Using feedback
Skills analysis
Learning/study strategies
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Phase 2






Action planning
Learning styles assessment
Analysis of learning barriers
Prioritisation and self-management
Team working skills

Academic Study Skills
We require all our students to be able to demonstrate a good grasp and use of English in order that
they are able to undertake their University studies and Industry internship studies successfully.
Students who need to improve their use or confidence of the language must attend a term that
includes of Academic Study Skillsmodule, which ensures you have the necessary Academic and
Academic English skills and knowledge to succeed on the programme.
This cross-programme module provides 16 hours a week for four weeks (through weekly 4-hour
sessions) of input on the following topics:
 Using the VLE
 Study planning
 Academic Skills
o note-taking and writing cohesive paragraphs
o reading skills
o functional academic vocabulary
o understanding coursework assignments
o listening skills such as following lectures
 Research skills
 Harvard referencing
 Presentation skills
These courses benefit you by increasing your confidence in your own ability to understand what
tutors and the University demands of you. In the case of international students the modules are
essential to help you integrate into university life, and settle in the wider context of a new culture.
Outstanding Student experience

You will also be given the opportunity and gain valuable experience taking part and in organising
University events and hospitality functions under the supervision of the Programme Manager, and
working with BPP Students Association;
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Plagiarism
At BPP University you are joining an academic community in which we all share and discuss
information and ideas. This enables us to develop and improve our own knowledge and ideas.
However, you must acknowledge the source of the information or ideas you are working with.
Acknowledgement of where information and ideas come from is not only a matter of academic
integrity; it also allows those reading your work to follow up the original sources for yourselves.
Proper referencing of appropriate sources shows that work is built on solid foundations. You will be
given credit for this when the work is marked.
As part of the BPP University academic community you enjoy the same freedom to access
information and ideas, but have the same responsibilities to acknowledge them. This should be
done in a way which conforms to academic conventions and you will begin to learn how to do this
during the programme.
Plagiarism (i.e. not acknowledging sources) is a serious offence in all universities and is becoming
easier to detect. If plagiarism is suspected then an investigation will be undertaken and if you are
found to have plagiarised work then disciplinary action will follow. In cases of serious, proven
plagiarism, you may fail the programme and be expelled from the University. You could also be
disqualified from working in professions such as Law and Teaching. Plagiarism is very serious and
you should take it seriously.
To assist you in following the rules, there is a whole section on the VLE that explains what is meant
by plagiarism and provides information on the key issues affecting you.
The BPP University definition of plagiarism
“Using someone else’s words, ideas, or results, whether intentionally or unintentionally, in any kind
of assessment, without giving appropriate acknowledgement.”
Plagiarism includes, but is not limited to:





Copying the work of another without proper acknowledgement;
Copying from any source without proper acknowledgement;
Downloading and incorporating material from the internet within one’s work without proper
acknowledgement;
Paraphrasing or imitating the work of another without proper acknowledgement.

“Work‟ may be defined as, but is not limited to: text, illustrations, musical quotations, numeracy and
data analysis derivations, computer code, etc.; material downloaded from websites or drawn from
manuscripts or other media; published and unpublished material, including lecture handouts and
other you work.
Proper acknowledgement requires the identification of the work being used, and explicit attribution
by you of the author and the source using referencing acceptable to the University. For information
on how to properly reference your work please go to the relevant section on the VLE
Penalties for plagiarism:
Penalties for proven plagiarism vary, but at worst could lead to termination of your registration and
/ or notification of the act of plagiarism to the relevant professional body (i.e. the Solicitors
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Regulation Authority). For further information please refer to the General Academic Regulations.
These can be found in the Academic Registry section on the VLE.
Ways to avoid plagiarising:
 Plan your time so that you are not rushing to complete work at the last minute.
 Get into the habit of careful note taking from the start so that you can easily identify all the
sources you wish to reference.
 Learn the recommended referencing system of your institution (and department if applicable).
 If you are unsure, check with a tutor.
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15-Credit Modules Notional Student Hours
100 hours (notional student hours) over 15 week semester

Progression

Introduction

Week 1 - 10
Content

Consolidation
/ Revision

Assessment

Sample Level 6 Weekly Curriculum Activities Face to Face Delivery
Time
(Hrs)

%

Weekly preparation and consolidation

1

10%

Workshop preparation and consolidation

2

20%

Required reading

1

10%

Workshop

3

30%

Undertaking formative Assessment

2

20%

Wider Reading

1

10%

Hours of study per module per week

10

100%

Activity (Per module)
Face to face delivery
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Average Contact Hours
The number of hours you will spend in timetabled lectures/webinars and workshops lessons will vary
depending on the level of study and also the modules chosen.
However, as an indication, on average you should expect to be timetabled for 12 hours of lessons
each week.
You can of course also drop-in to see a tutor or Personal tutor at any time, subject to their
availability.
Typical timetabled week in term -1 – Pathway to Hospitality (4 Weeks):

Academic Study
Skills
Workshops 2 x 4
hours

Introduction to
Hospitality
Workshop 2 x 4
hours

Typical timetabled week
Term 1

Term 2

Management Plan
and Report

Management Plan
and Report

Workshop 3 hours

Workshop 3 hours

Contemporary
Issues in
Hospitality 1

Contemporary
Issues in
Hospitality 2

Workshop 3 hours

Workshop 3 hours

Digital Marketing
in Hospitality

Financial
Performance or
Mangt People and
Projects
Workshop 3 hours
or Webinar 2 hours

Workshop 3 hours

Entrepreneurship
and Innovation

Personal and
Professional
Development

Workshop 3 hours
Workshop 3 hours

Term 3 Internship (Face-to-face only)
Management Plan
and Report
Completion of
assessment during
Internship

Personal and
Professional
Development
Completion of
assessment during
Internship

Internship and
Employability Skills
2 hours

Individual Learning
Plan
Meeting with
Personal Tutor
0.5 hours

Individual Learning
Plan
Meeting with
Personal Tutor
0.5 hours
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Sample Learning activities at each delivery for each topic:
Face to face delivery

Face-to-face
Workshop Activities

Workshop

Workshop

Independent learning

Tell Me

Show Me

Let me try

Workshop Activity 1

Workshop Activity 2

Portfolio compilation

Tutor delivered key
concepts, examples,
key points.

Case study analysis
Student led discussion
Problem solving
Individual
Presentations / Group
Presentations

Research,

Collaboration.
Facilitated group
discussion (build
confidence)

Role play
Group work extending
over topics

Key speakers,
Industry experts
Professional
conversations

Peer questioning
and feedback
Tutor feedback
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Strategy for Learning and Teaching
Modules
The Programme is composed of modules, and these modules are linked to the National Framework
for Higher Education hospitality degree qualifications set by the QAA for Higher Education.
This document provides a module outline for every module undertaken during the Programme.
Each module contains educational aims, learning outcomes, modes of assessment and an indicative
scheme of work.
Below is a summary of the module outlines and how they interlink, more detailed module outlines
feature later in the handbook:
Summary of the module content
A. Management Plan and Report
This module is designed to improve your ability to undertake practical research into a strategic
management issue. You will be required to identify a business specific operational issue and, relating
this issue to management theory, produce of a fully developed research proposal for a business or
management topic including potential conclusions about your findings. For example – how zero
hours/flexible contracts introduced in a restaurant affects motivation and quality of service.
It brings together your learning from previous subjects, and the other modules in the programme,
into a larger piece of written work, and will also require you to deliver a presentation on your
findings following your internship.
This management report will link research with real issues faced by our industry panel of
Hospitality professionals.
Linked to: Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Contemporary Issues in Hospitality, Digital Marketing for
Hospitality.
B. Entrepreneurship and Innovation
This module is designed to encourage you to able to ‘think outside of the box’ and be able to identify
innovative solutions and USP’s in order to be able to create a business plan proposal based around a
specific operation or business opportunity. This will be a practical and tangible proposal featuring a
high level cost-benefit analysis
These business plans will be given feedback from our industry panel of Hospitality professionals
Linked to: Management Plan and Report; Digital Marketing for Hospitality; Personal and Professional
Development.
C. Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality Management 1 and 2
This two part module is designed to identify and critically evaluate major International socioeconomic issues currently facing the hospitality industry and the implications for management. You
will be given an opportunity to study and report in depth those which are of particular interest to
you and your future career. You will be asked to write an opinion piece in your portfolio that will be
studied by industry practitioners
For example – Sustainability in hospitality operations – the impact on customer perceptions of an
operation
These contemporary issues will be identified from the feedback from our industry panel of
Hospitality professionals.
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Linked to: Digital Marketing for Hospitality; Entrepreneurship and Innovation; Personal and
Professional Development.
D. Digital Marketing for Hospitality
This module looks at the exciting use and challenges of social media and digital information in order
to manage marketing in the modern day. This will require you to look at examples of specific
industry practice and, linked to the Entrepreneurship and Innovation module business plan, it will
require you to plan and create an effective digital promotional activity.
Linked to: Personal and Professional Development; Entrepreneurship and Innovation; Contemporary
Issues in Hospitality.
E. Personal and Professional Development
This is a very practical module and will help you develop the professional and employability skills
required in the workplace through the use of the industry-identified BPP Career Ready skills and
attributes. This includes IT skills, self-reflection and presentation skills.
The final assessment for this module with be completed during your internship term when you will
be expected to undertake an assessment as part of the experience.
Linked to: Entrepreneurship and Innovation; Contemporary Issues in Hospitality
F. Managing People and Projects
This module looks at how, in today’s multi-cultural society, how you might manage people and
delivery successful projects. The understanding of people management and interaction is vital to
ensure success in your future career.
Where possible the assessment for this module will be based on particular case studies provided by
our industry panel of Hospitality professionals.
Linked to: Personal and Professional Development; Entrepreneurship and Innovation; Contemporary
Issues in Hospitality.
G. Financial Performance Management
This module is about giving you the confidence to work with figures and percentages. How to
produce budgets and performance indices including key performance indicators (KPI’s). Also the
review and interpretation of internally produced figures in order to make decisions based on these
results.
Where possible the assessment for this module will be based on particular case studies provided by
our industry panel of Hospitality professionals.
Linked to: Personal and Professional Development; Entrepreneurship and Innovation; Contemporary
Issues in Hospitality.
H. Academic Study Skills (Induction four weeks)
This non-credit-bearing module is about giving you the confidence in your academic studies. You will
attend classes every week that is designed to improve your academic ability in assessments and your
written academic English especially.
Linked to: All other modules on the programme
I.

Internship and Employability Skills (second term for those students undertaking an
Internship)
This non-credit-bearing module is about giving you the support, confidence and abilities to succeed
in your internship. You will attend a two hour class every week that is designed to improve your
future employment including fundamentals of CV writing and interview techniques.
Linked to: All other modules on the programme.
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Educational Aims
These aims set out what the tutors on the module are seeking to achieve. These aims are designed
to enable you to meet the intended learning outcomes. The educational aims determine the
approach to teaching and will help you understand what is driving the choice of learning activity and
teaching method. All educational aims are mapped to BPP University’s Career Ready skills and
attributes, so you can clearly see the employability skills the module will help you develop. You will
be given opportunities during the module to evaluate how well the Programme and module
individuals are doing in achieving these aims.
The following are the published guidelines (QAA (2008) of the qualification aims which indicate
those educational aims that you, as a hospitality degree student, should be able to evidence at the
end of your honour degree programme.
The educational aims covered in this level 6 programme are indicated in red:
Hospitality programmes
6.6 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the defining
characteristics of hospitality as a phenomenon, including being able to:
 critically reflect upon the origin, meanings and development of hospitality
 analyse and reflect on the different cultural concepts of hospitality
 demonstrate a critical awareness of the boundaries of hospitality.
These educational aims are covered in the following modules:
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation;
 Contemporary issues in the hospitality industry.
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation
6.7 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to use technical and interpersonal skills and
knowledge to propose and evaluate practical and theoretical solutions to complex problems in
the core areas of hospitality, including being able to:
 operate and manage human and technical resources
 apply theory to the solution of complex problems within the core areas of hospitality
 analyse and evaluate food, beverage and/or accommodation service systems, their
implementation and operation.
These educational aims are covered in the following modules:
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation;
 Contemporary issues in the hospitality industry
 Management Plan and Report
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 operations management
 finance and management accounting
 human resources and organisational behaviour
 services marketing
 information systems and technology
 strategic management.
These educational aims are covered in the following modules:
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Entrepreneurship and Innovation;
Contemporary issues in the hospitality industry
Digital Marketing for Hospitality
Management Plan and Report
Entrepreneurship and Innovation

6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the business environment
and its impact on the hospitality industry, including being able to:
 display an insight into the structure of the hospitality industry and the contribution that it
makes to the global economy
 analyse and reflect upon the environmental influences which impact on hospitality
organisations
 evaluate the factors which influence the development of organisations operating within the
hospitality industry
 review and analyse the political, technological, social and economic factors which affect the
supply of and demand for hospitality.
These educational aims are covered in the following modules:
 Contemporary issues in the hospitality industry
 Management Plan and Report
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation
 Financial Performance Management
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 understand and apply the theories and concepts underpinning consumer behaviour within
the hospitality context
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
 analyse the quality of the service encounter and its impact on the hospitality consumer and
the service provider.
These educational aims are covered in the following modules:
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation;
 Contemporary issues in the hospitality industry
 Digital Marketing for Hospitality
 Entrepreneurship and Innovation
 Management Plan and Report
6.11 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to identify and respond appropriately to the
diversity that prevails within the hospitality industry in relation to stakeholders, such as:
 hospitality consumers
 hospitality employees
 hospitality organisations
 government and external agencies
These educational aims are covered in the following modules:
 Managing People and Projects;
 Contemporary issues in the hospitality industry;
 Digital Marketing for Hospitality ;
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Management Plan and Report;
Financial Performance Management;
Entrepreneurship and Innovation;
Personal and Professional Development.

Practical
application
Mangt of People
and Project
Management
Business
plan
Entrepreneurism
and Innovation
Effects of Macro
Forces
Management Plan
and Report
Macro Forces
Contemporary
Issues in
Hospitality

General Skills
Digital Marketing
in Hospitality
Financial
Performance
Personal and
professional
Development

Diagram indicating application of modules to industry
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Learning Outcomes
Whereas the educational aim is what the tutor is trying to achieve in order to support your learning,
the learning outcomes express what you should be able to achieve by the end of your study.
A learning outcome is a statement of what you are expected to know, understand or be able to do
at the end of the module, section or entire programme.
As mentioned above, the educational aims are designed to help you achieve your learning
outcomes. Each learning activity, whether readings, lectures, forums or other such practice are
designed with a specific educational aim and learning outcome in mind.
By knowing and understanding the intended learning outcomes of the module you will understand
the purpose of the activities you are asked to undertake by your tutor.
It is the learning outcomes that will be formally assessed. It is these outcomes that you have to
demonstrate you can meet in order to progress through your qualification and to achieve an award.
Learning outcomes are written in accordance with BPP University guidance and are designed to
meet four key domains:
 Knowledge and understanding – what do you know about an idea, theory or concept
 Cognitive – how well can you use and apply your knowledge
 Professional skills – how well you can use your knowledge and skills in a professional context
 Transferable skills – what general inter-personal and employability skills you can
demonstrate
Your learning outcomes therefore reflect both academic as well as professional and employability
skills. Some modules may have more emphasis on knowledge outcomes, particularly in the first
year. As you progress through your studies you will notice an increasing emphasis on the cognitive
skills.
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Modes of Assessment
There are two specific modes of assessment in each module: Formative and Summative assessment.
Formative assessments:
Formative assessments are designed to provide you with feedback on your performance and give
guidance on how it can be improved without counting toward the overall result on a module or
programme of study. Formative assessment opportunities will be provided during the modules and
may take place in or out of face-to-face contact time. They will take place at such a time so as to
allow you to use the feedback given to ‘feed-forward’ into improving your performance in the
summative assessment.
Summative assessments:
Summative assessments contribute to your learning, provide a measure of achievement in relation
to the intended learning outcomes of a programme or module of study and count towards the
overall result on a module and programme. You need to complete an assessment for every module
you undertake on the programme.
Scheme of work
The scheme of work shows you a breakdown of what you will be doing and covering in each topic in
each module.
The Scheme of work is only an indication of the types of activities and content that will be covered.
It indicates the type of teaching method and learning activity that will be undertaken in order to help
you develop the skills to meet the learning outcomes.
You need to refer directly to the live module on the VLE to get the most up to date information on
what activities and content will be covered each week.
Summary of key module components:

Educational
Aims

Learning
Outcomes

Learning and
Teaching activity.
(Scheme of work)

Assessment
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Specific Learning and Teaching Strategy
The learning and teaching strategy of the undergraduate degree programme will address the shift
within Higher Education away from content-based studies and towards skills-based methodologies
where practically possible.
It is designed around the concept of progression and the hierarchy of skills development from
knowledge acquisition through to analysis and evaluation.
Each topic within the modules has been designed to be delivered in a manner most appropriate to
achieving the educational aims and the learning outcomes. The precise delivery method and detailed
process used will depend on the appropriateness of the method to the learning outcomes and on
student numbers and demand.
Overall the learning and teaching strategies aim to encourage the skills and culture of independent
learning and actively discourage learner dependence. To achieve this, development of student based
activity will build your confidence and assist in your development with diminishing levels of
supervision over your period of study.
A range of subject specific learning strategies will be deployed to achieve this with the main
approaches to teaching and learning on the programme being summarised as:


An emphasis on the role of learners in acquiring knowledge and understanding



The need to move from content towards skills-based methodologies, specifically the skills of
self-managed learning



A recognition of the role of progression (evidence) through subject integration

A feature of the learning and teaching strategy of the programme will be the use of ‘real world’
activities to provide a student-centred approach which will engage you in problem solving activities
in a business context. This may include activities such as presentations, business simulations and
real-world case studies.
Workshop activities
Workshop activities are designed to build upon the knowledge, concepts and principles identified in
the required pre-reading. As a consequence the activities will be varied throughout each module.
They provide the opportunity for interactive discussion and debate and give you the opportunity to
put into practice the application of the concepts. It is therefore important that you ensure all preseminar work is undertaken. If you do not complete the pre-seminar work you will generally find
that you are unable to participate or contribute to the activities. The old adage ‘you get out what
you put in’ is the key principle at play here. The more you are prepared for the workshop the more
you will get out of it.
Tutors and Student Managers work closely together to ensure all you prepare as fully as possible, so
as to give you the best chance of success.
Throughout the workshops there is an emphasis upon participation and student interaction. The
lecturer is a learning facilitator and, therefore, you will be expected to arrive with questions and/or
ideas, to have prepared with prior readings, and to lead parts of the session.
It is through this method that ideas can best be examined, defended, justified and reflected upon.
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Research demonstrates that we learn effectively in social situations through interaction.
The combination of independent learning and seminar activities is designed to maximise your
learning opportunity.
Discussion forum
An important part of your learning journey is to interpret and make sense of what you have heard,
read, discussed and done. This helps you move beyond looking at ‘face value’ and enables you to
delve deeper into the key concepts and ideas.
These forums give you the opportunity to enter into discussion with each other, ask and answer
questions and to reflect and make sense of what has been learnt.
Whilst ultimate deadlines for contribution may be set by your tutor, you have more time to think
during these activities than when in the classroom.
It is important for the development of your learning and leadership skills that you develop the art of
reflection and sense-making in order to consolidate your learning from your activities...
Discovery Learning
Throughout the programme there is an emphasis on developing your own skills as a learner and you
can see this articulated in the design of the programme as ‘discovery learning’.
Research shows that you who are able to set their own study goals and self-direct their learning are
subsequently more able to self-assess and develop effective study paths for successfully completing
their qualifications.
The discovery learning activities will help you develop the academic skills required of
undergraduates that will enable you to develop the skills of independent knowledge acquisition,
enquiry, research and ultimately evidence based argument.
Reflection
Reflection on your experiences and learning enables you to identify skills and knowledge gaps, how
you might do things differently next time, what went well and what to continue doing and what
action you may need to take to enable yourself to successfully meet the learning outcomes.
Our focus here is on the ability to reflect on and learn from experiences.
The reflective activities contained in the modules are therefore designed to both help you develop
the skills of self-reflection which enables you to take responsibility for your own learning but also to
develop the skill of reflection on learning which meets both ‘Professional and Transferable’ learning
outcomes.

Online lecture &
reading

Workshop
activities

Acquisition of
knowledge

Application of
knowledge

Discussion
Forum, Reflection

Meets educational aims
Achieves learning outcomes
Ready for next level of study

Reflection on
Application

Improved
understanding, skills,
and new knowledge
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The role of the Personal Tutor
You will have a named Personal tutor throughout your time on the Programme. Their role is to
provide pastoral support, monitor attendance, academic progress and achievement.
Personal tutors play an important role in ensuring you understand the commitment required to
progress through their academic journey and can support you in reaching your end goal. Your
personal tutor will guide you through your course by regularly meeting with you and discussing any
challenges or issues you are encountering.
Personal tutors are a constant source of encouragement and support throughout your time with us
and are easily contactable should you need to speak to them.
Academic Support
Your module tutor is your first point of contact for technical academic queries related to any aspect
of your programme modules. They will be able to answer questions you may have about the specific
modules you are studying. Their contact details will be available on the VLE.
The degree also has a Programme Director, who is responsible for academic oversight of the entire
degree, coordination between tutors, personal tutors and academic performance. Your Programme
Director is available to assist you and discuss academic queries if your tutor or personal tutor is
unable to answer your query.
Ultimately, the Programme Director is responsible for the academic content of the programme,
student progression and for ensuring that you have the best experience possible during their time
with BPP. The Programme Director is available to discuss any issues that you don’t feel able to raise
with the wider academic individual.
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Student Support
Getting Started
The programme will begin with your orientation and induction session. This will be an opportunity to
interact with fellow students and the tutors, ask questions, and receive an introduction to the VLE.
When possible this induction will normally be a live face to face session with your tutors so you will
be able to see how approachable and friendly they are so that asking questions in the future will
make you worried. Where this is not possible this induction will be in the form of recorded sessions
and you will meet your tutors on a live synchronous webinar.
BPP staff support
We are here to help you. Whatever your question or problem, whether it is related directly to your
studies or to anything affecting your studies, we will try and work with you to find a solution. So
don’t hesitate to contact us if you are at all worried about anything related to your studies.
The key members of staff supporting you will be given to you at induction together with their email.
Tutors emails appear on all self-directed lessons so you can email them straight away with any
questions. Sometimes they may ask you to wait for an answer until the webinar, particularly if there
is more than one student asking the same question
Strategy for Assessment
The assessment strategy is underpinned by the BPP University regulatory framework which states
that:
Examinations and assessments will be used to:
 Provide the basis for decisions on your learning needs;
 Provide feedback to you to help with their learning;
 Provide a basis for a decision on your readiness to progress;
 Provide a basis for a decision whether they qualify for an award;
 Provide a basis for a decision about the grading of their achievement.
The Assessment Strategy for the BSc programme has also been designed in accordance with the key
principles of assessment as set out in the BPP strategy for assessment enhancement.
Care has been taken to include formative and summative assessments which:


Provide opportunities for you to work in individuals and be assessed informally in order to
develop employability skills such as individual and individual working and interpersonal skills;



Provide opportunity for regular constructive and developmental feedback;



Encourage the development of academic skills of wider reading and research;



Build a body of knowledge and understanding which can be levered with relevance,
confidence and sound judgement to aid business analysis and decision-making with particular
respect to the business environment;



Provide a range of opportunities to undertake more ‘practical’ assessments relevant to, and
requiring interface with, the real world of employment in terms of the nature and context of,
the task set;



Focus on business issues appropriate to the current environment;
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Include a range of methods to ensure inclusion and fair opportunity across a diverse body of
you.

Formative assessment is specifically designed to provide a safe learning experience and an
opportunity to receive feedback on your performance. Feedback either formally or informally will
be provided throughout the programme to ensure that you can act upon and learn from formative
assessments. This feedback is intended to also ‘feed-forward’ in helping you prepare for summative
assessments at the end of each term.
Depending on the nature of the assessments there will be a variety of peer, self and tutor assessed
work. You can also seek support from your Personal tutor in order to help you understand feedback
and produce a plan for improvement.
Formative assessment may take various forms such as:
 Multiple choice questions
 Short answer questions



Discussion activities
Interactive quizzes and tasks




Practice exam questions
Group Presentations

The programme adopts a criteria approach to assessing achievement against the learning outcomes.
Criteria referenced assessment is where your performance is assessed against some fixed, set, or
‘objective’ standard which is not affected by the number of people who reach it.
You will notice each level of study has a specific set of criteria. Each summative assessment will have
a marking scheme based on the set criteria and this will be made available to you during the module.
Strategy for Progression and Development
You will be expected to complete and pass summative assessments at the end of each term in order
to progress into the next term, and you must complete all assessments in order to be able to
progress.
In order to help and support you, your Personal tutor will monitor your progression, and where
necessary meet with you to discuss any concerns you or they may have.
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MODULE OUTLINES
Introduction
The modules and elements described below are subject to more detailed briefing papers and
bibliographies issued at module leaders at appropriate points in the programme.
Module

Requirement

Credits

Management Plan and Report

Core and
Compulsory

30 Credits

Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality 1

Compulsory

15 Credits

Contemporary Issues in International Hospitality 2

Compulsory

15 Credits

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Compulsory

15 Credits

Personal and Professional Development including
Internship

Compulsory

15 Credits

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

Compulsory

15 Credits

Managing People and Projects

Elective

15 Credits

Financial Performance Management

Elective

15 Credits
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CONTEMPORARY ISSSUES IN INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY 1 and 2
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

Level 6 (Honours)

Credit Value

15 Credits per term - Total 30 credits

Contact Hours

60 hours

Programme

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management

Module Leader

Seth Lewis

Related
Modules

Pre-requisites

None

Co-requisites

None

Post-requisites

None

Excluded
Combinations

None

External Accrediting Body

None

Introduction
When you watch the news – do you understand the implication of what is being said? The effects of
interest rate rises, terrorism, sustainability? All of these things and more - over which we often have
little or no control - will impact on your place of work and your career.
As a graduate prospective employers will expect you to have done your homework and be able to
form an understanding, and potentially an opinion, on many of the key issues that affect the
hospitality industry.
This module has been designed to ensure you have an understanding of those wider issues and
aspects of business that face hospitality managers and direct their actions on an almost a daily basis.
This is practical module to ensure that you leave with an appreciation of ‘macro’ elements that you
will be required to understand as an International hospitality professional. These issues are
identified by our panel of hospitality professionals and therefore remain current and up-to-date.
The module is assessed by a collection of writings, reflections and articles using your professional
portfolio plus an individual presentation. The portfolio will enable you to provide evidence of your
achievements, competencies and understanding of several important subjects to a future employer.
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Educational Aims
This module aims to:

Equip you with the skills needed to become an effective independent learner
Enable you to be critically aware of factors affecting International Hospitality
Management decision making
Enable you to identify a range of socio-economic, technological and cultural
issues affecting the International hospitality industry
Allow you to work on a complex, integrated activity that will consolidate and
integrate previous skills and learning
Enable you to use key IT packages to complete a range of functions in
business

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module you will be able to:
1

Identify a range of key socio-economic, political, technological and cultural issues affecting
the International hospitality industry;

2

Be critically aware of important macro factors affecting International Hospitality
Management decision making and the boundaries of hospitality. ;

3

Explain the norms and accepted behaviour of international hospitality business practices;

4 Critically reflect upon the origin, meanings and development of hospitality
5 Demonstrate an insight into the structure of the hospitality industry and the contribution
that it makes to the global economy

The table shows where the module learning outcomes above achieve the learning outcomes
Learning
Outcome 1
Knowledge and
understanding

Learning
Outcome 2

Learning
Outcome 3



Cognitive
(thinking) skills



Professional
skills and
attitudes



Transferable
skills



Learning
Outcome 4

Learning
Outcome 5
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Fulfils the following Hospitality Benchmark Statements
6.6 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the defining
characteristics of hospitality as a phenomenon, including being able to:
 critically reflect upon the origin, meanings and development of hospitality
 analyse and reflect on the different cultural concepts of hospitality
 demonstrate a critical awareness of the boundaries of hospitality.

6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the business
environment and its impact on the hospitality industry, including being able to:
 display an insight into the structure of the hospitality industry and the contribution that it
makes to the global economy
 analyse and reflect upon the environmental influences which impact on hospitality
organisations
 evaluate the factors which influence the development of organisations operating within the
hospitality industry
 review and analyse the political, technological, social and economic factors which affect the
supply of and demand for hospitality.

6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 understand and apply the theories and concepts underpinning consumer behaviour within
the hospitality context
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
 analyse the quality of the service encounter and its impact on the hospitality consumer and
the service provider.
6.11 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to identify and respond appropriately to the
diversity that prevails within the hospitality industry in relation to stakeholders, such as:
 hospitality consumers
 hospitality employees
 hospitality organisations
 government and external agencies
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of two tasks (see below) using an online
professional portfolio software that will enable you to transport your reflection into practice.
In addition to the summative elements, the module contains two formative assessments to assist
you in evaluating your progress in the module.

Contemporary Issues in Hospitality Term 1
Formative (First term)
1.
Portfolio of Assessment of three key issues in International Hospitality Management
2.
Multiple Choice question paper
Summative Term 1
1.
Portfolio of Assessment of three key issues in International Hospitality Management [100%
of Module Grade]

Contemporary Issues in Hospitality Term 2
Formative (Second term)
1.
Portfolio of assessment of a three key issues in International Hospitality
Management presented each week for tutor feedback
2.
Multiple Choice question paper
Summative Term 2
1.
Individual presentation [25% of Module Grade] on one of the key issues in
International Hospitality Management contained in the portfolio
2.
Portfolio of Assessment of three key issues in International Hospitality Management
[75% of Module Grade]
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Indicative Reading
To develop your skills in finding, accessing and analysing business information, data and knowledge
you are encouraged to explore all sources of information to drive and enhance your learning (books,
academic and professional journals, online resources, etc.).
Below is an indicative list of reading that you may find helpful in your studies; more specific readings
may be used throughout the module.
Texts
The nature of this module means that there are few ‘set’ books on contemporary issues; there will
be recommended readings and journals but in the main, where possible, it will be based on current
industry and PESTLE employer feedback and data.
Alvesson M. and Sveningsson S. (2016) Changing Organizational Culture: Cultural Change Work in
Progress, Routledge
Altinay, L., & Paraskevas. A. (2015). Planning research in hospitality and tourism, 2nd Edition.
London, England: Taylor & Francis.
Auguste G. et al. (2013) Luxury Talent Management: Leading and Managing a Luxury Brand, Palgrave
Ball, S. Horner, S. & Nield, K. (2007) Contemporary Hospitality & Tourism – management issues in
India and China, Oxford, Butterworth-Heinemann.
Berry E., (2015), Pestle Analysis Essentials, CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform
British Hospitality Association – British Hospitality: Trends and Developments, 2015
Cadle C. et al. (2015) Business Analysis Techniques: 99 essential tools for success, 2nd Edition, BCS
Dev C. (2010), Hospitality Branding (Cornell Hospitality Management: Best Practices), Cornell
University
Enz C., (2009) Hospitality Strategic Management: Concepts and Cases, Wiley, 2nd Edition
Gardetti M, and Torres A., (2015), Sustainability in Hospitality: How Innovative Hotels are
Transforming the Industry, Greenleaf
Evans N. (2016), Strategic Management for Tourism, Hospitality and Events, Routledge
Hawkins R. (2011) Responsible Hospitality: Theory and Practice, Goodfellow
Horner S. (2016), Talent Management in Hospitality and Tourism, Goodfellow

International Encyclopedia of Hospitality Management (2010) Elsevier Science, Business &
Economics
Robertson H., (2015), Pestle Analysis for Business, CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform
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Sloan P. et al. (2012), Sustainability in the Hospitality Industry 2nd Ed: Principles of Sustainable
Operations, Routledge
Stuman et al. (2011) The Cornell School of Hotel Administration on Hospitality: Cutting Edge
Thinking and Practice, Cornell University
Thomas J., (2011), Scenario Planning in Organizations: How to Create, Use, and Assess Scenarios
Chermack
Wood, R. C. (2013) Key concepts in Hospitality management, SAGE, 1st ed
Wood, R. C. (2015) Hospitality management, SAGE, 1st ed
Journals
International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality – Emerald Insight
Journal of Tourism and Hospitality Management -Emerald Insight
Useful websites
www.managers.org.uk (Chartered Management Institute’s website)
www.managementhelp.org
www.thinkingmanagers.com
www.valuebasedmanagement.net/
www.intute.ac.uk/socialsciences/
www.cipd.co.uk
www.leadership-expert.co.uk/
www.iod.co.uk
www.kotterinternational.com
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INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.
Module Title: Contemporary issues in hospitality:
The following list of Contemporary issues has been compiled from a poll of hospitality professionals.
You will review and discuss a minimum of six of these factors throughout the two terms, as directed
and in discussion with your tutor:
Examples:
1. Globalisation
 Demographics and expectations
 Increasing global competition
 World Hospitality ‘Hot Spots’ and the Macro Environment
 China
 India
 Dubai
 London
 Hong Kong
2. Managing Consumer Behaviour
 Increasing customer expectations
 Developing a customer service culture
 TripAdvisor and online feedback
3. Brands and brand management
 Brand and the customization of services
 Hotel ownership and financial restraints
 Brand management and differentiation
4. External pressures
 Safety and Security
 Crisis management
 Exchange rate fluctuations
5. E-Commerce marketing
 Mobiles
 Apps
 Making social media relevant
 Influences of dynamic pricing and revenue management
6. Talent Development
 Developing Hospitality as a career choice
 Talent management - Influencing and engaging young professionals
 Immigration pressures and talent retention
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7. The Environment
 Sustainability
 Sustainability Leadership
 The cost of going ‘green’
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Term 1 session outlines
The lessons outlines are indicative only – the actual subject matter will be determined according
to current industry issues
Topic

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Content

INDUCTION
WEEK

Module Overview
At the end of this session you will have an
understanding of what you will learn by
studying this module and how it will be
assessed. Key topics and resources.

Week 1

Topic Title: Globalisation – understanding
demographics
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 1 of 7

Preparation Session:
Delivered by the Module Leader
Begin preparation work for session 1
Prepare electronic portfolio outline

Reading:
Enz C., (2009) Hospitality Strategic
Management: Concepts and Cases,
Wiley, 2nd Edition
Chapter 10: Global Strategic
Management and the Future
Workshop Activity 1:
Introduction to the module
Workshop Activity 2:
Case study reviewing the long term
effects and power of demographics
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Week 2

Topic Title: Globalisation – developing
nations
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry

Reading:
Enz C., (2009) Hospitality Strategic
Management: Concepts and Cases,
Wiley, 2nd Edition
Workshop Activity 1:
Developing nations and hospitality
world ‘Hot Spots’.

This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
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ongoing basis
Subject 1 of 7

Week 3

Topic Title: Consumer Behaviour in
Hospitality
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 2 of 7

Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Intercontinental Hotel
Group’s Entry Into China
Case Study: Starwood Hotels and
Resorts Brings Aloft to India
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Reading:
Wood, R. C. (2013) Key concepts in
Hospitality management, SAGE, 1st
ed
Consumer Behaviour in Hospitality
(Smit 2010)
John T. Bowen Shiang-Lih Chen,
(2001),"The relationship between
customer loyalty and customer
satisfaction", International
Journal of Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 13 Iss 5 pp. 213 –
217
Jay Kandampully Dwi Suhartanto,
(2000),"Customer loyalty in the hotel
industry: the role of customer
satisfaction and
image", International Journal of
Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 12 Iss 6 pp. 346 351
Workshop Activity 1:
Challenges of managing service
quality.
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Managing Customer
Increasing expectations
Case Study: Kano Model in practice
Portfolio
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Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Week 4

Topic Title: Consumer Behaviour in
Hospitality
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 2 of 7

Reading:
Wood, R. C. (2013) Key concepts in
Hospitality management, SAGE, 1st
ed. Chapter: Service Quality in
Hospitality (Mahoney 2010)
Abraham Pizam Valeriya Shapoval
Taylor Ellis , (2016),"Customer
satisfaction and its measurement in
hospitality enterprises: a revisit and
update", International Journal of
Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 28 Iss 1 pp. 2 – 35
Roya Rahimi Ebru Gunlu ,
(2016),"Implementing Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) in
hotel industry from organizational
culture perspective", International
Journal of Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 28 Iss 1 pp. 89 112
Workshop Activity 1:
Developing a Customer Care Culture
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Developing a Customer
Care Culture in practice
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Week 5

Topic Title: Consumer Behaviour in
Hospitality

Reading:
Stuman et al. (2011) The Cornell
School of Hotel Administration on
Hospitality: Cutting Edge Thinking
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understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 2 of 7
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and Practice, Cornell University
Kisang Ryu Hye-Rin Lee Woo Gon
Kim, (2012),"The influence of the
quality of the physical environment,
food, and service on restaurant
image, customer perceived value,
customer satisfaction, and
behavioural
intentions", International Journal of
Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 24 Iss 2 pp. 200 223
Workshop Activity 1:
Building service quality tools into
your organisation
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study:
How to build service quality into your
organisation Suskind (2011)
Practical example of quality tools and
innovation in practice –
Intercontinental Hotels
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Week 6

Topic Title: Brands and Brand Management Reading:
Dev C. (2010), Hospitality Branding
(Cornell Hospitality Management:
This week we will discuss and develop an
Best Practices), Cornell University
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
Nedra Bahri-Ammari Mathilda Van
Niekerk Haykel Ben Khelil Jinene
Chtioui , (2016),"The effects of brand
This subject issues will be decided by our
attachment on behavioral loyalty in
hospitality professionals forum on an
the luxury restaurant sector",
ongoing basis
International Journal of
Contemporary Hospitality
Subject 3 of 7
Management, Vol. 28 Iss 3 pp.
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Workshop Activity 1:
Exploration of the concepts and
effects of branding and franchise
operations
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: The power of Branding.
Starbucks worldwide
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Week 7

Topic Title: Brands and Brand Management Reading:
Dev C. (2010), Hospitality Branding
(Cornell Hospitality Management:
This week we will discuss and develop an
Best Practices), Cornell University
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
Yao-Chin Wang Yeasun Chung ,
(2015),"Hotel brand portfolio
strategy", International Journal of
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
Contemporary Hospitality
ongoing basis
Management, Vol. 27 Iss 4 pp. 561 584
Subject 3 of 7
Workshop Activity 1:
Managing in a brand environment:
opportunities and constraints
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Carnival Cruise lines
Case Study: Critical analysis of three
International global brands
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Week 8

Topic Title: Conflict and Hospitality

Reading:
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Subject 4 of 7
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Cadle C. et al. (2015) Business
Analysis Techniques: 99 essential
tools for success, 2nd Edition, BCS
Workshop Activity 1:
Continued conflict and influences on
International hospitality
management
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Examples from an
international brand on security and
implications
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Week 9

Topic Title: Conflict and Hospitality
management
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis

Week 10
Portfolio
Preparation

Reading:
Cadle C. et al. (2015) Business
Analysis Techniques: 99 essential
tools for success, 2nd Edition, BCS
Workshop Activity 1:
Political influences on hospitality
Workshop Activity 2:
Case study: Managing in conflict

Subject 4 of 7

Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Portfolio preparation
In this session, we will bring together the
various concepts and principles developed
over the course. At the end of it you will be
able to:

Workshop:
Coursework development workshop.
Discussion with you on the research
you have completed, the completion
of the assignment and the next steps.



Demonstrate knowledge of all key
syllabus areas.

Workshop
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Plan time appropriately in order to meet
the submission deadline.



Develop a line of reasoning and make
effective decisions

Contemporary Issues in Hospitlity

Coursework Skills
Research Techniques
Report Writing
Portfolio Presentation

Term 2 lesson outline
Topic

Content
Module Overview

INDUCTION
WEEK

At the end of this session you will have an
understanding of what you will learn by
studying this module and how it will be
assessed. Key topics and resources.

Topic Title: The environment and
sustainability
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Week 1

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Preparation Session: 60 minutes
Workshop
Delivered by the Module Leader
Podcast:
Assessment News
Begin preparation work for session 1

Reading:
Sloan P. et al. (2012), Sustainability
in the Hospitality Industry 2nd Ed:
Principles of Sustainable Operations,
Routledge
Yang Jiang Youngtae Kim ,
(2015),"Developing multi
dimensional green value",
International Journal
of Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 27 Iss 2 pp. 308 –
334

Subject 5 of 7
Workshop Activity 1:
Principles and rationale of Hospitality
sustainability
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Hospitality sustainability
inception and introduction
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
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understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Topic Title: The environment and
sustainability
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 5 of 7

Reading:
Gardetti M, and Torres A., (2015),
Sustainability in Hospitality: How
Innovative Hotels are Transforming
the Industry, Greenleaf
Brigitte Prud'homme Louis Raymond
, (2016),"Implementation of
sustainable development practices in
the hospitality
industry: a case study of five
Canadian hotels", International
Journal of Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 28 Iss 3

Week 2
Workshop Activity 1:
Green marketing and branding
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Effective introduction
and use of green issues in marketing
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Topic Title: The environment and
sustainability
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
Week 3
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 5 of 7

Reading:
Gardetti M, and Torres A., (2015),
Sustainability in Hospitality: How
Innovative Hotels are Transforming
the Industry, Greenleaf
Workshop Activity 1:
The role of leadership and
organisational competencies in
sustainability
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: The cost of going green
Portfolio
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Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Topic Title: Talent management
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Week 4
Subject 6 of 7

Reading:
Horner S. (2016), Talent
Management in Hospitality and
Tourism, Goodfellow
Workshop Activity 1:
The need for effective talent
management in hospitality
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: The changing attitudes
towards hospitality? Talent
management programmes in Hilton
and Compass groups
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Topic Title: Talent management
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry

Week 5

This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 6 of 7

Reading:
Horner S. (2016), Talent
Management in Hospitality and
Tourism, Goodfellow
Workshop Activity 1:
Case Study: International attitudes
and approaches to Hospitality
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: International attitudes
and approaches – comparison across
borders
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
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understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Week 6
Subject 6 of 7
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Reading:
Horner S. (2016), Talent
Management in Hospitality and
Tourism, Goodfellow
Workshop Activity 1:
Case Study: International attitudes
and approaches – comparison across
borders 2
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: International attitudes
and approaches – comparison across
borders 3
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Topic Title: Globalisation – understanding
cultural influences
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry
This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Week 7

Subject 7 of 7

Reading:
Evans N. (2016), Strategic
Management for Tourism,
Hospitality and Events, Routledge
Yu Qin Bin Li Larry Yu ,
(2015),"Management innovations in
a Chinese hotel company: the case of
7
Days Inn", International Journal of
Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Vol. 27 Iss 8 pp. 1856 1880
Workshop Activity 1:
Understanding customer cultural
influences in hospitality
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Comparison between
decision making criteria
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
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understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Topic Title: Globalisation – understanding
cultural influences
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry

Week 8

This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 7 of 7

Reading:
Evans N. (2016), Strategic
Management for Tourism,
Hospitality and Events, Routledge
Workshop Activity 1:
Employee management - when
cultures collide
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: managing employee with
cultural differences / successful cross
functional teambuilding
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue

Topic Title: Globalisation – understanding
cultural influences
This week we will discuss and develop an
understanding of a key socio-economic or
business issue especially relevant to the
hospitality industry

Week 9

This subject issues will be decided by our
hospitality professionals forum on an
ongoing basis
Subject 7 of 7

Week 10
Portfolio
Preparation

Portfolio preparation
In this session, we will bring together the
various concepts and principles developed
over the course. At the end of it you will be
able to:

Reading:
Evans N. (2016), Strategic
Management for Tourism,
Hospitality and Events, Routledge
Workshop Activity 1:
Managing your own bias
Workshop Activity 2:
Case Study: Leadership of cultural
differences
Portfolio
Research and compilation of relevant
articles, blogs, journal articles and
writings in order to evidence
understanding of this week’s
contemporary issue
Workshop:
Portfolio development workshop.
Discussion with you on the research
they have completed, the completion
of the assignment and the next steps.
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Demonstrate knowledge of all key
syllabus areas.



Plan time appropriately in order to meet
the submission deadline.



Develop a line of reasoning and make
effective decisions

Contemporary Issues in Hospitlity

Webinar:
Research Techniques
Report Writing
Portfolio Presentation
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PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

Level 6 (Honours)

Credit Value

15 Credits

Contact Hours

30 hours

Programme

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management

Module Leader

To be appointed

Related
Modules

Pre-requisites

None

Co-requisites

None

Post-requisites

None

Excluded
Combinations

None

External Accrediting Body

None

Introduction
The Personal and professional development module has been designed to ease your transition into
employment.
It is a practical module and will give you the skills you need to engage in a number of highly practical
experiences - enabling you to consider and provide solutions to real work problems through the use
of the BPP Career Ready skills and attributes. It will also provide you with the digital literacy skills
which are essential in professional situations. This will ensure that your current and future
employability is constantly at the heart of your degree.
The module is assessed by a portfolio and an individual presentation. The portfolio will enable you to
provide evidence of your achievements, competencies and understanding of ethics - ‘measurable
characteristics of a person related to success at work’. These include behavioural skills, technical
skills, attributes (such as intelligence), or attitudes (such as taking a proactive approach).
The combination of ability to demonstrate skills, competencies and appropriate academic
knowledge and critical thinking skills will make you a graduate who can demonstrate a range of
outcomes recognisable by potential employers as desirable and rare. As well as being knowledgeable
you will be an ‘experienced student’ which is exactly what employers want.
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Educational Aims
This module aims to:

Equip you with the skills needed to become an effective independent learner
Enable you to be more aware of International Hospitality Management
operations and management through undertaking an internship
Enable you to use sound judgement in a range of decision-making contexts

Enable you to use key IT packages to complete a range of functions in business
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Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module you will be able to:
1. Demonstrate effective communication and presentation skills using key software packages;
2. Work effectively independently and demonstrate responsibility for their own learning and
continuing personal and professional development self-appraise and reflect on practice
Internship
3. Plan, design, manage and execute practical activities using appropriate techniques and
procedures whilst demonstrating high levels of relevant skills
4. Recognise and respond to moral, ethical, sustainability and safety issues including relevant
legislation and professional codes of conduct
5. Analyse the quality of the service encounter and its impact on the hospitality consumer and the
service provider

The table shows where the module learning outcomes above achieve the learning outcomes

Learning
Outcome 1

Learning
Outcome 2

Learning
Outcome 3

Knowledge
and
understanding



Cognitive
(thinking)
skills



Professional
skills and
attitudes





Transferable
skills





Learning
Outcome
4

Learning
Outcome
5
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Fulfilling the following Hospitality Benchmark Statements
6.6 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the defining
characteristics of hospitality as a phenomenon, including being able to:
 critically reflect upon the origin, meanings and development of hospitality
 analyse and reflect on the different cultural concepts of hospitality.
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to use technical and interpersonal skills and
knowledge to propose and evaluate practical and theoretical solutions to complex problems in
the core areas of hospitality, including being able to:
 apply theory to the solution of complex problems within the core areas of hospitality
 analyse and evaluate food, beverage and/or accommodation service systems, their
implementation and operation.
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 operations management
 human resources and organisational behaviour
 services marketing
 information systems and technology
6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the business
environment and its impact on the hospitality industry, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect upon the environmental influences which impact on hospitality
organisations
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
 analyse the quality of the service encounter and its impact on the hospitality consumer and
the service provider.
6.11 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to identify and respond appropriately to the
diversity that prevails within the hospitality industry in relation to stakeholders, such as:
 hospitality consumers
 hospitality employees
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of two tasks (see below) using an online
professional portfolio software that will enable you to transport your reflection into practice.
In addition to the summative elements, the module contains two formative assessments to assist
you in evaluating your progress in the module.
Face to face Delivery
Formative
1. Personal Development Portfolio:
Each week you will produce a portfolio which will contain evidence of your professional
development and achievements to date. You will receive feedback from your tutor which
will help you to prepare for the summative assessments.
Summative
1. Personal Development Portfolio:
Each week you will produce a portfolio which will contain evidence of your professional
development and achievements to date. The portfolio will consist of:






A professional CV
A letter of application in response to a job advertisement which will be provided by
your module leader
A personal reflective diary
A personal development plan
An ethics discussion

[50% of Module Grade]
2. When undertaking an internship
Professional Portfolio [25% of Module Grade]:
You will produce an internship portfolio which will contain evidence of your professional
development and achievements during this time.
If an internship is not undertaken the Professional portfolio will contain evidence of your
academic development and achievements during your studies and how this has contributed
to your furure employability
Individual Reflective Writing and Presentation [25% of Module Grade]:
Reflecting on your experiences when undertaking an internship (if undertaken).
If an internship is not undertaken the reflective writing will be on a tutor directed topic.
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Indicative Reading
To develop your skills in finding, accessing and analysing business information, data and knowledge
you are encouraged to explore all sources of information to drive and enhance your learning (books,
academic and professional journals, online resources, etc.). Below is an indicative list of reading that
you may find helpful in your studies; more specific readings may be used throughout the module.
Core Text
Cottrell, S (2010) The Personal Development Planning Handbook, 2nd Edition Palgrave Study Skills,
Skills for Success, London, Palgrave MacMillan
Pedlar M. et al., (2013) A Manager's Guide to Self-Development , McGraw-Hill
Thorpe A. et al., (2010), Leadership and Management Development, 5th Edition , Chartered Institute
of Personnel and Development
Other Books
Arnold, D., Beauchamp, T., Bowie, N. (2012) Ethical Theory and Business, 9th Edition, Pearson
Armstrong, M. (2008) How to be an Even Better Manager, 7th Edition. London: Kogan Page. eBook
Cottrell, S (2008) The Study Skills Handbook, Palgrave Study Skills, Skills for Success, London, Palgrave
MacMillan
Fisher, C., Lovell, A. (2009) Business Ethics and Values: Individual, Corporate and International
Perspectives (3rd edn) London, Prentice Hall Financial Times
Goldsmith, M. (2008) What Got You Here Won’t Get You There, London
Useful websites
www.managers.org.uk (Chartered Management Institute’s website)
www.managementhelp.org
www.thinkingmanagers.com
www.valuebasedmanagement.net/
www.intute.ac.uk/socialsciences/
www.cipd.co.uk
www.leadership-expert.co.uk/
www.iod.co.uk
www.kotterinternational.com
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INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.
Module Title: Personal and Professional Development
 Understanding skills for business
 Working as part of an individual
 Digital skills for business
 Academic and professional writing
 Professional communication and presentation skills
 Cultural awareness and internationalisation
 Professional Ethics
 Professional development planning
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Topic

Content
Module Overview

INDUCTION
WEEK

At the end of this session you will have an
understanding of what you will learn by
studying this module and how it will be
assessed. Key topics and resources.

Topic Title: Understanding skills for
business
In this topic we will develop an
understanding of the skills needed to be
successful in business, and an awareness of
the skills you need to develop in order to
achieve your career potential. At the end of
it you will be able to:

Week 1



Articulate the key skills relevant to
professional life



Appreciate your own skills gap



Understand how to plan for your
skills development

Personal and Professional Deveopment

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Preparation Session: 60 minutes
Workshop
Delivered by the Module Leader
Podcast:
Assessment News
Begin preparation work for session 1

Reading:
Professional and journal articles on
employability and expectations in the
workplace
Podcast
Introducing the reading materials for
this topic.
Workshop:
Talking heads – hospitality business
leaders introduce the employability
skills they want to see in graduates
Independent Study:
Research a hospitality job or an
organisation you would like to work
for and prepare notes to discuss in
class
Online Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum,
giving examples. Read other posts
and prepare some notes for a
seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task: Group work to share thoughts
on employability skills needed by
business professionals
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task: Individual completion of a skills
assessment (on line)
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Reflection:
Write up notes on your current skills
in preparation for producing a CV.
Your CV will be developed in week 3
and will be needed for Week 7 of the
module.
Topic Title: Working Independently
In this topic we will experience working as
part of an effective individual and explore
the attributes of an effective individual. At
the end of it you will be able to:

Week 2



Describe the features of an effective
individual



Demonstrate an understanding of
individual roles and how to interact
to get the results you want

Reading:
Theories on effective individuals and
basic leadership: e.g. Belbin,
Tuckman
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for
this topic.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation exploring key
features or individual work and
individual structures
Independent Study:
On line research activity – how do
individuals function remotely? What
are the benefits and risks?
Complete ban on line questionnaire
to identify your natural individual
skills
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum,
giving examples. Read other posts
and prepare some notes for a
seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Facilitated discussion on the
attributes of highly effective
individuals using case studies
Workshop Activity 2:
Individual Role Play
Task: individual meetings with
observation and feedback
Reflection:
Reflect on your performance in your
role play. Did you achieve what you
wanted to? What did you learn from
the experience?
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Topic Title: Digital Skills for Business
In this topic we will cover the fundamental
digital skills needed by all employees in the
modern world, in order to draw up
professional-looking reports, presentation
slides and spreadsheets. This will also be an
opportunity for learners with more
advanced IT skills to share their expertise
with others in the session

Personal and Professional Deveopment

Reading:
Basics of Microsoft Office (Word,
Excel, Powerpoint)
Basics of Prezi
Workshop Activity 1:
Overview of Word/Excel skills
(selection of beginner/intermediate
functions) to be covered + practice
activities based on example
scenarios


Task: you set up coursework
document with sample
section/subsections; add
contents page



Make amendments to
subsections and update
contents accordingly



Peer teaching by more skilled
you



Task: you set up spreadsheet
and add
tables/formulae/filters

At the end you will be able to:



Week 3


Week 4

Manage Word documents, adding
images, formatting text, adding
cover/contents pages, managing
macros, using review tools
Manage slideshows in Powerpoint
and Prezi, adding multimedia,
applying consistent designs,
animating elements
Manage spreadsheets in Excel,
organising lists, creating tables,
applying formulae, performing
calculations, applying filters

Topic Title: Academic and Professional
Writing Skills
In this topic we will explore different
methods of workplace communication,
assessing the suitability and effectiveness in
different contexts. At the end of it you will



Add data from sample set to
tables and produce set of
figures using formulae/filters
Workshop Activity 2:
Overview of Powerpoint/Prezi skills
needed (beginner/intermediate) +
practice activities for each


Task: you divide into 2
individuals, 1 using
Powerpoint, 1 using Prezi to
start making a presentation
containing
title/overview/main
body/references slides



Compare presentations and
discuss which package has
more user friendly
functionality

Reading:
Guided reading on communication
theory
Podcast
: Introducing the reading materials
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be able to:


Describe the role of communication
in business



Understand the techniques needed
to present and reference a business
report and other professional
documents



Develop a professional CV



Set up a profile on LinkedIn

Personal and Professional Deveopment

for this topic.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation exploring
different types of business
communication and useful guiding
principles
Workshop:
Talking heads – What do employers
want from a CV?
Independent Study:
On line research activity – source
examples of business reports and
identify useful features
Discussion Forum:
Facilitated discussion on a range of
communication issues in business, for
example, level of formality needed,
suitability of tools in different
contexts
Post your thoughts on how to present
an excellent CV.
Workshop Activity 1:
Reports and Other documents
Task: you lead discussion on purpose
and usefulness of key elements of
business reports
Workshop Activity 2:
Group discussion based on the
discussion forum posts.
Task: Share thoughts and ideas on
key attributes of an excellent CV. This
session will be facilitated by a
member of the careers service
Reflection:
Complete your CV and submit to your
tutor for feedback

Week 5

Topic Title: Professional Communication
and Presentation Skills
In this topic we will build effective
presentation skills. At the end of it you will
be able to:


Explain the features of an effective

Reading:
The art of presenting, meeting the
needs of different audiences,
understanding how to reach an
audience
Podcast:
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presentation


Discover the skills of presenting to a
professional audience



Prepare appropriate presentation
resources

At the end of this session, the brief
for the summative assessment
(presentation element) will be made
available and your tutor will
organise the individuals for the
presentations which will take place
in week 10.

Week 6

Week 7

Individual presentations (Formative
Assessment)
In this session, you will be required to do
your formal individual presentations to your
module tutor.

Personal and Professional Deveopment

Introducing the reading materials for
this topic.
Workshop:
A selection of presentations
segments which are to be reviewed
and evaluated
Independent Study:
Effective presentation resources –
what is effective for different
audiences?
Discussion Forum:
Based on the on line recorded
lecture, post your thoughts to the
discussion forum, on which
presentations worked and which did
not. What did you learn?
Workshop Activity 1:
Effective presentations
Task: pair works. You will be provided
with a presentation brief and a
standard presentation pack. Your role
is to prepare for the presentation by
working on the resources and
developing what you will say
Workshop Activity 2:
Effective Presentations
Task: presentations with peer review
and feedback
Reflection:
Reflect on the experience of
presenting and what you have
learned. Network with your individual
to start preparing for the summative
presentation.
Each individual will be given a 20
minute timeslot in which to present
and take questions.

You will need to attend as an individual at
the given timeslot and provide all
appropriate resources to support your
presentation.

All individual members must
participate in the presentation in
order to be able to complete the
assessment and receive feedback to
consider for the summative
assessment.

Topic Title: Cultural Awareness and

Reading:
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Internationalisation
In this topic we will focus on the skills,
knowledge and attitudes you need to
survive in a global community. We will
discuss the importance of being culturally
aware in a business setting, examining what
culture is and the implications for
conducting business across borders. At the
end of the session you will be able to:


Explain the meaning of culture



Compare common business
practices in different countries



Debate the importance of etiquette
in business decision-making



Draft a strategy to conclude a crossborder business deal

Topic Title: Professional Ethics
In this topic we will explore the relevance of
ethics in business, and appreciate the
different ethical approaches individuals can
take when making decisions. At the end of it
you will be able to:

Week 8



Describe key ethical
theories/models



Discuss the relevance and
implications of maintaining an
ethical stance in the workplace



Distinguish the regulatory
frameworks which influence ethical
decision making

Personal and Professional Deveopment

Definition of culture and its
applications in business settings
Example scenarios in commercial
settings with questions to be covered
in class
Workshop Activity 1:
You consider different definitions of
culture and discuss their impact on
common business situations
Workshop Activity 2:
International business strategy
Task: you read a brief describing a
deal which an organisation seeks to
complete with another company
outside their country. You work in
individuals to draw up a document to
outline their approach to the
situation taking key features of the
destination culture into consideration
in order to maximise chances of
success
Reading:
Key ethical approaches to decision
making – rational, normative,
instrumental,
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for
this topic.
Workshop:
The role of ethics in business, and
key influencing factors
Independent Study:
Explore examples of differing ethical
decisions in a business context –
consider your responses in the light of
the theory presented
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum,
giving examples. Read other posts
and prepare some notes for a
seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the
discussion forum posts.
Task: Feedback on the ethical
decisions. Discuss with your peers
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different viewpoints and value
systems which influence decisions.
Workshop Activity 2:
The Cost of Ethics
Task: pair work – research and make
notes on the real cost of ethics in
business. Build an argument for
engaging in ethical activities
Reflection:
Do you know your views on ethics in
business? Can you see how other
viewpoints may be acceptable?
Reflect on the dilemmas faced both
at a corporate and individual level
when making decisions.
Topic Title: Professional Development
Planning
In this topic we will adopt frameworks for
your own personal development planning.
At the end of it you will be able to:

Week 9



Record your own professional skills
in a clear and concise manner



Explain your key skills backed up
with appropriate evidence



Produce a professional CV

Reading:
Guided reading on professional skills
(press, journal articles)
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for
this topic.
Workshop:
Introduction to skills for professional
careers (e.g. Accounting, HR,
Marketing, Finance)
Independent Study:
Interview a professional in a career
you are interested in and clarify the
key skills they deem necessary and
important. Revisit your skills
assessment from week 1 and identify
any changes or developments
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum,
giving examples. Read other posts
and prepare some notes for a
seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Individual presentation
Task: Individual feedback on research
and class discussion
Workshop Activity 2:
CV Surgery
Task: Peer review of CVs. A member
of the careers service will lead the
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session.
Reflection:
Reflect on the experience. How did
you feel during the debate? Were you
able to get your points across
effectively? What would you do
differently next time?

Week 10

Individual presentations (Summative
Assessment)
In this session, if not undertaking an
internship, you will be required to do your
formal individual presentations to a panel
consisting of both BPP faculty and external
business professionals.
You will need to attend as an individual at
the given timeslot and provide all
appropriate resources to support your
presentation.

Coursework
Preparation

Portfolio preparation
In this session, we will bring together the
various concepts and principles developed
over the course. At the end of it you will be
able to:




Each presentation will be assessed
according to level 4 criteria. All
individual members must participate
in the presentation in order to be
able to complete the assessment.

Workshop:
Coursework development workshop.
Discussion with you on the research
they have completed, the completion
of the assignment and the next steps.

Demonstrate knowledge of all key
syllabus areas.

Webinar: Coursework Skills
Plan time appropriately in order to meet Research Techniques
Report Writing
the submission deadline.
Portfolio Presentation
Develop a line of reasoning and make
effective decisions

Internship meetings
During your Internship you will have three
meetings with your internship supervisor
and internship manager in order to assess
your performance.
Internship
Meetings

Each individual will be given a 20
minute timeslot in which to present
and take questions.

Webinar
Developing your internship diary and
presentation

At this meeting your reflective internship
diary will be reviewed
This will also be an opportunity to discuss
and arrange your final presentation
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

Level 6 (Honours)

Credit Value

15 Credits

Contact Hours

30 Hours

Programme

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management

Module Leader

Kyriakos Kyriakopoulos

Related
Modules

Pre-requisites

N/A

Co-requisites

N/A

Post-requisites

N/A

Excluded
Combinations

N/A

External Accrediting Body

N/A

Introduction
Studying Financial Performance is relevant for any Hospitality context where resources are used: for
commercial firms; not-for-profit; large restaurants, or sole traders starting up their own business.
Whatever the strategic objective of the organisation managers and decision makers will be very
interested in using its resources in the most efficient way.
Management and budgeting of sales and cost is of critical importance in the support of all Hospitality
business activities and can lead to the financial success or failure of an organisation. Performance
management has evolved from being purely concerned with the recording and measurement of
costs, to supporting decision makers in their routine and strategic decisions.
The aim of this module is to provide you with an understanding of the fundamentals of cost and
management budgeting and control by introducing you to the principles, mechanics and subjective
issues involved in the preparation of internal organisational information together with performance
knowledge and techniques.
This module is designed to provide you with a tool kit that you can use to develop a better
understanding of the performance of businesses and the decisions and problems that businesses
face.
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Educational Aims
This module aims to:
Develop your knowledge and understanding of the basic
concepts, theories and context that underpin management in
hospitality
Develop your technical skills to analyse cost, volume and pricing
structures
Gain an understanding of budgetary control, variance analysis to
measure and improve performance
Develop an understanding of techniques used for long and short term
decision making
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Learning Outcomes
After completing this module, you will be able to:
1
2
3
4

Explain the purpose of management hospitality, role of the management accountant and
discuss the changing role of management accounting.
Demonstrate an understanding and knowledge of the hospitality costing techniques,
methods of budgeting and variance analysis.
Identify, calculate and critically evaluate relevant data for use in hospitality management
decision making both in the short term and long term.
Critically interpret data of different kinds and appraise the strengths and weaknesses of
approaches adopted

The table shows where the module learning outcomes above achieve the stage one learning
outcomes

Learning
Outcome 1

Learning
Outcome 2

Knowledge and
understanding





Cognitive
(thinking) skills



Professional skills
and attitudes
Transferable skills

Learning
Outcome 3

Learning
Outcome
4
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Fulfilling the following Hospitality Benchmark Statements
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 finance and management accounting
 information systems and technology

Mode of Assessment
Formative Elements
Please note: These elements do not count towards your final module grade:
3. Formative Element 1: (Week 5)
Undertake a mock assessment based on the initial weeks study
4. Formative Element 2: (Week 9)
A final mock timed exam
The assessments are marked according to the Level 6 Marking Criteria contained in your programme
handbook.
Summative Elements
2. This module is assessed through the completion of an examination.(100% of module grade)
The examination will be assessed using level 6 criteria
For the classification of your degree the final module grades will be combined according to the
Diagram of Outcomes Leading to Award, detailed in your programme handbook.
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Indicative Reading
Core
Atrill, P., McLaney, E. (2015) Hospitality Management Accounting for Decision Makers, 8th edition,
Harlow: Pearson Education Limited.
Proctor, R. (2012) Managerial Accounting: Decision Making and Performance Improvement, 4th
edition, Harlow: Pearson Education Limited.
Books and Texts
Drury, C. (2015) Management and Cost Accounting, 9th edition, London: Cengage Learning.
Academic and Professional Articles
You will be strongly encouraged to use journal articles relevant to their areas of
research. These may include articles extracted from the following sources, which are not
exhaustive:
Accountancy
Accounting, Organisations and Society
Contemporary Cost Accounting and Control
Financial Management
Harvard Business review
Journal of Accounting Research
Journal of Business Finance and Accounting
Journal of Cost Management
Journal of Management Accounting Research
Management Accounting
Management Accounting Research
Managerial Auditing Journal
The Accounting Review
The International Journal of Accounting
Online Resources
Professional hospitality bodies:
ICAEW – www.icaew.com
ACCA – www.accaglobal.com
CIMA – www.cimaglobal.com
http://www.local.gov.uk/
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INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.

Syllabus:






Management accounting
Cost accounting
Budgeting
Financial Performance Management
Decision making
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Topic

Content

Learning and Teaching Strategy

INDUCTION

Module Overview

Preparation Session: 60 minutes
Workshop
Delivered by the Module Leader
Podcast:
Assessment News

At the end of this session you will have
an understanding of what you will learn
by studying this module and how it will
be assessed. Key topics and resources.
Week 1

Nature and functions of cost 1
In this topic we will explore the
classification of costs and at the end of it
you will be able to:


Understand different types of
costs – (fixed, stepped, variable
costs)



Explain the importance of cost
nature and functions in
organisations



Identify differences between
variable/marginal costs



Demonstrate your
understanding of appropriate
costing: fixed, variable, marginal
costing and absorption costing
techniques

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding of key definitions,
concepts and theory of costing.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation introducing the
nature and functions of costs
Independent Study:
Conduct research on types of costs in a
chosen organisation
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Explain the types of costs identified
and Discuss
Workshop Activity 2:
Examine costs of products/services using
marginal and absorption costing and
make decisions based on the 2
techniques.
Task:
Examine a case study together with cost
information and apply costing models
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based on scenarios of different levels of
activity and the relationship between
fixed/stepped and variable costs
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.

Week 2

Nature and functions of cost 2
In this topic we will further explore the
costs by examining a case study and at
the end of it you will be able to:


Demonstrate understanding of
different cost types



Demonstrate differences
between variable/marginal costs



Apply absorption costing



Select and apply cost techniques



Calculate Break-even



Identify resource needs



Identify costing scenarios which
apply fixed and variable cost
information

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding and
demonstrating key definitions, concepts
and theory of costing.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation exploring marginal
and absorption costing techniques and
general costing theory and analysis.
Independent Study:
Conduct research on types of costs in a
chosen organisation
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Explain the costing techniques
used, identified and be able to Discuss
the data and analysis
Workshop Activity 2:
Examine organisational costs of
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products/services using case studies and
consider fixed and variable cost
dynamics.
Task:
Examine a case study together with cost
information and apply costing models
based on scenarios
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.
Week 3

Introduction to Budgetary Planning &
Control
In this topic we will examine the need for
budgeting and the importance as a
planning and control tool and refer to
organisational case studies and at the
end of it you will be able to:


Understand what is meant by
the term ‘budgeting’



Identify what are the revenue
and costs needed for budgeting
purposes



Explain budgetary terminology
for different types of
organisations



Understand why budgets are
important planning and control
tools



Demonstrate the importance of
budgets in contemporary
business planning and control
scenarios



Apply revenues, costs and
evaluate the key areas within
organisational budgets

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing and demonstrating
understanding of key definitions,
concepts and theory of budgetary
planning & control.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation exploring the
concepts of budgets and the need for
planning and control
Independent Study:
Conduct research on types of costs in a
chosen organisation
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Explain the types of budgets
identified and research an organisation
to consider the nature of costs and cost
functions
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Workshop Activity 2:
Examine budgetary information
Task:
Examine a case study based on
contemporary issues and identify
budgeting planning and control aspects
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.
Week 4

Budgetary Planning & Control
In this topic we will further explore the
budgetary control and planning
environment by examining a case study
and at the end of it you will be able to:


Identify budgets to actual
performance



Understand actual performance
to planned performance through
variance analysis concepts



Demonstrate the knowledge and
apply variance analysis



Identify and apply major
revenues and costs and consider
resource planning and control
environments



Identify key areas for budgetary
control and resource planning



Demonstrate value added
concepts of budgetary scenarios
from ‘flexed-budgeting’
considering the products /
services as part of the budgetary
planning process

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding and applying
concepts of budgetary planning &
control.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation on detailed
budgeting and examination of the
importance of planning and control to
meet organisational objectives.
Independent Study:
Conduct research on an organisation and
how it might construct its budgetary
planning & control process
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Explain the types of costs and
revenues and demonstrate knowledge of
variance analysis from a set of data
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‘actual’ v budget’ and be able to discuss
Workshop Activity 2:
Examine budgetary information and
consider performance improvement
initiatives
Task:
Examine a case study containing together
with cost information and apply
knowledge of performance measures and
initiatives
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.

Week 5

Week 6

Formative Assessment
Going through the formative tutorial
with the you to reinforce the knowledge
gained from Week 1 to week 4

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research

Introduction to Financial Performance
Management
In this topic we will examine issues of
Financial Performance Management and
some of the drivers for efficient resource
planning and the performance
dashboard/indicators and at the end of it
you will be able to:

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding of key definitions,
concepts and theory of Financial
Performance Management.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation on Financial
Performance Management as a planning
and control technique.
Independent Study:
Conduct research on types of costs in a



Understand what are
performance measures



Identify suitable key
performance indicators



Explain the uses and value of
performance measures

Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding of topics covered
from week 1 to week 4; assessments to
be marked by the tutor and feedback will
be provided.
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chosen organisation
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Explain the types of performance
measures and Discuss
Workshop Activity 2:
Examine from your research a business
set of data and identify suitable KPI’s
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.
Week 7

Financial Performance Management
Techniques & Improvement Initiatives
In this topic we will examine Financial
Performance Management techniques
and improvement initiatives concerning
resource allocation and at the end of it
you will be able to:


Understand some performance
measurement techniques



Demonstrate your
understanding of the uses of
performance measures and the
support for decision-making



Explain why performance
measures are a useful
technique/tool

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding of key definitions,
concepts and theory of Financial
Performance Management techniques
and initiatives.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation examining
performance measurement techniques
and contemporary dashboards and KPI’s
for global /diverse business.
Independent Study:
Conduct research on types of
performance measurement techniques
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
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some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.
Task: Explain the types of costs identified
and Discuss
Workshop Activity 2:
Examine a case study
Task:
Examine a case study based on scenarios
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.
Financial Performance Management
Techniques & Improvement Initiatives
In this topic we will examine Financial
Performance Management techniques
and improvement initiatives and at the
end of it you will be able to:

Week 8



Identify specific performance
measures from specific cases



Analyse information and identify
KPI’s



Demonstrate an understanding
of performance measures

Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding of key definitions,
concepts and theory of performance
measurement techniques.
Workshop:
Lecture presentation examining
performance measurement techniques
and concepts of performance
improvement initiatives.
Independent Study:
Conduct research on types of costs in a
chosen organisation
Discussion Forum:
Based on your research, post your
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
examples. Read other posts and prepare
some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
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forum posts.
Task: Explain the types of costs identified
and Discuss
Workshop Activity 2:


Identify via research specific
performance measures from
case studies



Analyse information and identify
KPI’s and demonstrate an
understanding of Findings /
research

Task:
Examine a case study or research
together with cost information and apply
costing models based on scenarios
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.
Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.
Decision-making
In this topic we will consider the
decision-making process and how it
relates to planning & control of the areas
covered earlier in the module and relate
to the contemporary challenges of
change and the need for performance
improvement / enhancement initiatives
and at the end of it you will be able to:

Week 9






Reading:
Guided reading and individual research
Podcast:
Introducing the reading materials for this
topic.
Formative Assessment:
Testing understanding of key definitions,
concepts and theory of decision-making
Understand the decision-making and its importance in performance
measures and initiatives.
process in the context of
Workshop:
performance measures and
Lecture presentation exploring the
improvement initiatives
nature and functions of cost
Identify specific performance
measures from specific cases and Independent Study:
consider decision-making to
Conduct research on types of costs in a
improve performance and
chosen organisation
performance initiative concepts
Discussion Forum:
Analyse information and
Based on your research, post your
consider the key decision-making
thoughts to the discussion forum, giving
KPI’s
examples. Read other posts and prepare
Demonstrate an understanding
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some notes for a seminar discussion.
Workshop Activity 1:
Group discussion based on the discussion
forum posts.


Task: Explain performance
measurement and the relevant
decision-making process and the
relevance to aiding improved
performance initiatives.



Demonstrate your understanding
of the uses of performance
measures and the support for
decision-making and enhance
planning and control.

Workshop Activity 2:
Task:
Examine and research information and
identify and explain why performance
measures are a useful technique/tool to
aide performance measures and
importantly identify performance
improvement decisions
Formative Assessment:
Recapping of key definitions, concepts
and theory.


variance analysis concepts

 Reflection:
Reflect on the topic. Have you achieved
the learning outcomes? Identify areas
where you require further clarification.
Week 10
Revision
Exam

Assessment preparation
In this session, we will bring together the
various exam techniques developed over
the course. At the end of it you will be
able to:


Demonstrate knowledge of all key
syllabus areas.



Manage your time appropriately in
the exam.



Breakdown the requirements of a
question with reference to the mark
allocation.

Mock Question Day:
You sit an invigilated mock exam under
exam
conditions. The tutor debriefs the exam
and the student self-marks.
At the end of each question, you will
identify what they have done well that
they want to repeat, and what they
haven’t done well ─ that they need to
work on.
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Combine technical knowledge and
commercial awareness with
reference to the scenario.



Communicate the key issues clearly
and concisely.

Financial Performance Management

Webinar:
Interactive session summarising the
format of the exam, technical content to
be learned, exam technique explained
through examples of question practice.
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Introduction
Hospitality professionals are increasingly expected to effectively manage and motivate their staff to
meet business objectives. That means they may have to lead individuals of staff on specific projects,
or to participate (or even head) cross-functional teams that draw together people from different
departments and skill-sets.
At other times, you may be expected to lead people through times of organisational change.
This can only be done if you have the knowledge and understanding of how to manage people and
organisational culture effectively. Therefore, this module is aimed at increasing your employability,
and to arm you with a sound understanding of a range of critical considerations in relation to
managing people and projects so that you can meet the emerging needs of successful organisations.
Managing people and projects can be seen to coincide, for example, in the event of the
implementation of new hospitality systems. The ability and skills needed to work as part of crossfunctional individuals is an on-going process, and a challenge that today’s hospitality professionals
must be able to meet.
In this module we address some of the key theories and principles of effective people and project
management. It provides a substantive contemporary learning platform for you to maximise the
performance, motivation and commitment of the people around you once you enter the working
environment.
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Educational Aims
This module aims to:
1

Develop your understanding of the concept of strategic fit and
the tools and techniques used to analyse the competitive
environment as a basis for strategic decisions

2

Provide an understanding of the key concepts of managing
people and projects, and appreciate how approaches must be
aligned to an organisation’s strategic context

3

Demonstrate the integrative relationship between organisational
structure, culture, and leadership and how each have important
roles in effective management of people and projects

4

Help you develop a range of relevant skills to lead and manage
individual, individual and individual behaviour within
organisations

5

Understand and use project management tools and techniques
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Learning Outcomes
On successfully completing this module, you will be able to:
1. Analyse business and organisational scenarios using a range of techniques and
perspectives in order to facilitate appropriate management recommendations;
2. Demonstrate the contribution that motivation, organisational culture, structure and
leadership can contribute to organisational project success;
3. Evaluate how effective individual and team working can improve organisational
effectiveness, and how this relates to project management;
4. Understand key tools and principles of project management and how to apply them
appropriately.

The table shows where the module learning outcomes above achieve the stage one learning
outcomes

Learning
Outcome

Learning
Outcome

Learning
Outcome

Learning
Outcome

1

2

3

4

Knowledge and
understanding

√

Cognitive
(thinking) skills
Professional
skills and
attitudes
Transferable
skills

√

√
√

√

√
√

√
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Fulfilling the following Hospitality benchmark statements
6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to use technical and interpersonal skills and
knowledge to propose and evaluate practical and theoretical solutions to complex problems in
the core areas of hospitality, including being able to:
 operate and manage human and technical resources
 apply theory to the solution of complex problems within the core areas of hospitality
 analyse and evaluate food, beverage and/or accommodation service systems, their
implementation and operation.
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 operations management
 human resources and organisational behaviour
 information systems and technology
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
 analyse the quality of the service encounter and its impact on the hospitality consumer and
the service provider.
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of one (1) independent task (the summative
element).
In addition to the summative element, the module contains the following formative elements:
Formative
1. A written reflective piece on an element of people management from the module;
2. A written reflective piece on a project management technique from the module;
Summative
1. A case study analysis and recommendation involving management of people through a
change process and suggested application of project management principles [100% of
module grade].

For the classification of your degree the final module grades will be combined according to the
Diagram of Outcomes Leading to Award, detailed in your programme handbook.
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Indicative Reading
Books and Texts
Core Text
Mullins, L. (2013) Management and Organisational Behaviour, 10th edition, Harlow, Pearson

Additional Resources
Buchanan, D. and Huczynski, A. (2013) Organisational Behaviour: An Introductory Text, 8th edition,
London: Pearson Higher Education
Morgan, G. (2006), Images of Organization, London, 2nd edition, Sage
Mullins, L., Brassington, F. (2007), Managing People, Finance and Marketing, 2nd edition, Pearson
Education
Newton, R. (2007) Project Management Step By Step: How To Plan a Highly Successful Project,
Pearson Higher Education, 2nd edition
Sheldrake, J (2010), Management Theory, 2nd Edition, Thomson Learning
Volberda, H., Morgan, E., Reinmoeller, P. (2011) Strategic Management, 2nd edition, Cengage
Learning
Worthington I and Britton C (2009), The Business Environment, 6th edition, Prentice hall
Yukl, G. (2009), Leadership in Organisations, 5th Ed, Prentice Hall: New Jersey.
Academic and Professional Articles
David Marginson and Stuart Ogden (2005), Managers, budgets and organisational change:
unbundling some of the paradoxes, Journal of Accounting & Organisational Change Vol 1, pp 45-62
Tim Brady and Andrew Davies (2010), From hero to hubris – Reconsidering the project management
of Heathrow’s Terminal 5, International Journal of Project Management, Vol 28 (2010) 151–157
Anna Lund Jepsen and Pernille Eskerod (2009), Stakeholder analysis in projects: Challenges in using
current guidelines in the real world, International Journal of Project Management, Vol 27, 335–343
Online Resources
Business Week online (www.businessweek.com)
Financial Times (www.ft.com)
Global Reporting Initiative (www.globalreporting.org/Home)
Management Today.com: (www.managementtoday.co.uk)
People Management Journal (access via BPP on-line library)
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The Times: (www.thetimes100.co.uk/theory)

INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.
Module Title: Managing People and Projects
Syllabus:


The strategic context of managing people



The importance of motivation, and how this can be maximised at the workplace



The influence and role of organisational culture and organisational structure



Understanding leadership



The importance of individual working, and what makes effective project individuals



The principles and tools of project management
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Topic

Content
The Strategic Nature of Managing
People

Week 1

In this topic we will:
1. Understand the internal, micro
and macro environments, and
how we can analyse them by
using appropriate tools for
effective strategic decision
making
2. Appreciate the changing nature
of the competitive landscape
3. Understanding how competitive
direction and strategy impact on
how we approach managing
people and projects
4. Explain the concept and
importance of ‘strategic fit’, and
how this requires vertical and
horizontal alignment of the
organisation

Managing People and Projects

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Workshop Activities
Activity 1
Introduction to the module, its objectives
and its relevance to their careers. This
will also include a review of the forms of
assessment
Activity 2
Kwizine and Sons
– A fictitious corporate catering company
that has some interesting approaches to
managing people! This will be used to
introduce the range of subject areas that
will be covered in module, and allow
them to reflect on employment
situations so far in their lives
Activity 3
Competitive Strategies and Managing
People
- You are asked to consider generic
implications of a hospitality business
adopting different competitive strategies
in relation to how it approaches
managing people and projects
Activity 4
Strategic Fit and
– the key element of the Workshop is
understanding the principles of strategic
fit and how these can be applied to a
case study on a major hospitality brand

Week 2

Motivation and Reward

Workshop Activities

In this topic we will:
1. Contrast and compare different
management assumptions about
how to motive people at work
2. Use motivation theory to

Activity 1
Why Do People Work? – A discussion on
our assumptions about what motivates
us, and why we work. Why do some
people work for nothing?
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understand how it can be applied
to the workplace in order to
maximise commitment and
performance
3. Define intrinsic and extrinsic
reward, and the role of money as
a motivator
4. Understand the assumptions
behind Total Reward and the
advantages it brings

Managing People and Projects

Activity 2
The Surprising Truth About What
Motivates Us
– we will watch a video presentation on
what research has shown us about the
what really motivates us, particularly
how money rewards can reduce
cognitive performance
Activity 3
Applying Motivation Theory to a brand
– You will use the case study to review a
major hospitality company and using
motivational theory explain how they
have created such motivated, creative
workforce. Their conclusions will be
presented to the rest of the class for
discussion

Organisational Culture

Week 3

In this topic we will:
1. Define organisational culture
2. Understand its importance to
organisational success
3. Explain and discuss theoretical
models that can be used to
understand culture
4. Explain and apply cultural
typologies
5. Appreciate
the
integrative
importance of organisational
culture in relation to motivation,
and organisational control

Workshop Activities
Activity 1
What is Organisational Culture and what
is an ‘appropriate’ Organisational Culture
Activity 2
Case Study: You will be asked to think
about a hospitality business they would
like to control. What would be the type
of culture appropriate to its success?
What are the values and beliefs that
would lie at its heart, and why are they
important? How would these articulate
themselves in how you manage people?
Are any of the cultural typologies learnt
useful?
Activity 3
Case Study: Understanding the Culture
at Ritz Carlton – a number of multimedia clips and a case study will be used
to illustrate a luxury brand approach to
cultural management. How is this culture
appropriate to the needs of the
business?
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Week 4

Week 5

Organisational Structure

Workshop Activities

In this topic we will:
1. Define organisational structure
and clarify its importance to
organisational success
2. Explain how organisational
structure influences the
dynamics of managing people
and projects
3. Discuss the main structural
approaches and typologies
4. Understand how organisational
structure must be aligned and
appropriate to meeting
organisational objectives

Activity 1
A comparative study of Hospitality
organisational structures using Travel
Lodge and Intercontinental Hotels
– Two radically different organisational
structures, with two radically different
organisational aims. You will identify
wider consequences and considerations
in relation to managing people and
projects

Leadership and Management in
Hospitality

Workshop Activities

In this topic we will:
1. Explain the relationship between
leadership and management
2. Understand the range of
theoretical approaches to
understanding leadership and
their use in managing people and
projects
3. Investigate the influence of
leadership on organisational
culture and motivation
4. Explain contemporary
perspectives of organisational
leadership, in particular the idea
of ‘distributed leadership’

Managing Teams
Week 6

Managing People and Projects

Activity 2
Imagine if Hospitality companies had a
flat structure?
– a short exercise, where you will
identify the consequences of an
inappropriate structure

Activity 1
The Importance of Situational
Leadership
We look at what happened when one
highly successful manager took over
from another at an operation. What
approach did he take? Was it successful?
Activity 2
Assessing Your Own Style of Leadership
– you answer a range of MCQ’s in order
to plot themselves in the Mouton and
Blake Leadership/management Grid
Activity 3
Distributed Leadership – an exercise
where you analyse a famous hospitality
manager’s leadership style and approach
Workshop Activities

In this topic we will:
Activity 1
1. Differentiate between individuals Team based Project management
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2.

3.
4.

5.

Week 7

Week 8

and teams
Identify the principles of teams
and groupthink and clarify the
importance of managing
Identify the organisational
advantages of teamwork
Understand the key success
factors for effective team
working
Investigate the emergence of
virtual individuals, and the
challenges this brings to
managing projects

Managing People and Projects

Organisations
– You will compare and contrast different
company’s use of individual working.
What are the similarities? What are the
differences and why?
Activity 2
Working For McDonalds
– We finish this week with the most
substantive Workshop activity thus far.
The activity revolves around a case study
of how McDonald’s addressed
perceptions of a typical ‘McJob’, and how
by focussing on a strategic approach to
managing its people (incorporating
individual working, culture, and
motivation) it increased engagement and
organisational performance. This case
study embraces all aspects of the module
covered so far.

The Principles of Project Management

Workshop Activities

In this topic we will:
1. Define a project
2. Understand the key stages of
project delivery and planning
3. Explain the role and importance
of the project manager
4. Clarify the principles of project
management
5. Identify the critical success
factors for project delivery
6. Explain key tools for project
management and what they
contribute

Activity 1
The principles of project management

Project Control and Risk Management

Workshop Activities

In this topic we will:
1. Identify the elements of a
control system appropriate to a
particular project
2. Determine key performance
indicators
3. Understand the nature of risk in
project management, and how it

Activity 1
Case study:
You will have researched this project,
and with the use of the iron triangle of
projects, assess
A/ was it a success compared to the
project targets?
B/ what aspects of control management

Activity 2
Case Study:
You will be given a project brief
concerning the relocation of a hospitality
business.
Amongst the tasks you must undertake is
a network analysis and critical path
identification.
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can be managed
4. The concept of project
opportunity

Week 10

Managing People and Projects

needed to be addressed?
You will assess the critical success factors
and approach to leadership that
delivered success to this project

Revision

Workshop Activities

Assessment preparation
In this session, we will bring together the
various concepts and principles
developed over the course. At the end
of it you will be able to:

Activity 1
A tutor led review of the key knowledge
areas of the module



Demonstrate knowledge of all key
syllabus areas.



Plan time appropriately in order to
meet the assessment requirements.



Breakdown the requirements of the
tasks with reference to the mark
allocation.



Communicate the key issues clearly
and concisely.



Develop a line of reasoning and draw
a conclusion.
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Introduction
Travel, tourism and hospitality together make up the world’s largest industry and the vast majority
of businesses in this sector are independently owned and operated. In other words this is an
incredibly entrepreneurial sector of the economy. In this module you will gain an insight into the
world of the entrepreneur and find out what it takes to start and grow a business in this vibrant and
exciting sector.
During this module we’ll cover a range of topic areas starting with the concept of entrepreneurship
itself. What is an entrepreneur? Are entrepreneurs born or made? Are you entrepreneurial? Do
you have to be self-employed to be an entrepreneur? What is an intrapreneur?
In the weeks that follow you will gain an insight into the frameworks and processes, challenges and
rewards of setting up a successful hospitality, or event management business. You will learn all
about the business planning process as you develop the skills to prepare your own business plan for
a new hospitality or event management venture. You will learn about marketing and finance from
an entrepreneurial perspective. You will develop an understanding of the role that innovation can
play in helping you gain an edge over your competitors and you will gain an insight into the detail
that goes into developing your operational plan.
The module uses a full array of resources to help you grasp this subject including online lectures,
workshops and weekly webinars. The module includes the use of case studies and many creative,
entrepreneurial seminar activities. The VLE hosts a wealth of helpful materials to read, watch,
research and discuss as you build up your knowledge of entrepreneurship and apply newly acquired
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skills to help you in your studies and later in your career - whether that's setting up your own
business or working for someone else.

Educational Aims
This module aims to:
Develop your understanding of the entrepreneurial process (from opportunity
assessment and idea generation to the presentation of a justified market
opportunity for a new hospitality, or event management business)
Develop the ability to scan environments to recognise opportunities for
entrepreneurship and develop ideas in relation to a hospitality or events
business in line with the individual’s own attributes, creativity and skills.
Generate entrepreneurial ideas and develop new products or services (on the
basis of sound market analysis) that are economically viable and attractive and
have the potential to create value for customers and other stakeholders in ways
that are socially responsible.
Analyse information, knowledge, competences and resources required to
successfully launch a new hospitality or event management business.
Analyse their personal entrepreneurial capabilities and evaluate the extent to
which these have developed over the duration of the module.
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Learning Outcomes
1. Identify the steps of the entrepreneurial process including those required to research and
evaluate the market potential of an innovative idea for a new hospitality or events business (or
an existing business);
2. Evaluate a range of alternative approaches for fostering and organizing innovative and creative
activity in order to guide development in a hospitality, or event management context;
3. Appraise the resource requirements for the cost-effective development and growth of new
hospitality or event management ventures;
4. Produce and communicate effectively a business plan for a new start up or to grow an existing
hospitality or events business venture.

Learning
Outcome 1
Knowledge and
understanding

Learning
Outcome 2



Cognitive
(thinking) skills

Learning
Outcome 3




Professional
skills and
attitudes
Transferable
skills

Learning
Outcome 4
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Fulfilling the following Hospitality Benchmark Statements
6.6 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the defining
characteristics of hospitality as a phenomenon, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect on the different cultural concepts of hospitality
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to use technical and interpersonal skills and
knowledge to propose and evaluate practical and theoretical solutions to complex problems in
the core areas of hospitality, including being able to:
 apply theory to the solution of complex problems within the core areas of hospitality
 analyse and evaluate food, beverage and/or accommodation service systems, their
implementation and operation.
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 operations management
 finance and management accounting
 human resources and organisational behaviour
 services marketing
 strategic management.
6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the business environment
and its impact on the hospitality industry, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect upon the environmental influences which impact on hospitality
organisations
 evaluate the factors which influence the development of organisations operating within the
hospitality industry
 review and analyse the political, technological, social and economic factors which affect the
supply of and demand for hospitality.
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 understand and apply the theories and concepts underpinning consumer behaviour within
the hospitality context
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of one independent task [the Summative Element].
In addition to the summative element, the module contains two tasks to assist you in evaluating
your progress in the module [the Formative Elements].
Formative
There are 2 formative assessment tasks for this module. Please Note: These elements do not count
towards your final module grade.
1. Formative Element 1:
Prepare an elevator pitch to ‘sell’ your business idea.
2. Formative Element 2:
A written financial appraisal of the new business venture in which you set out the resource
requirements for your business and present your sales, profit and cash flow projections for your
hospitality, or events business.
Summative
Please Note: You must achieve a pass in the summative assessment task in order to pass the
module.
1.

A Business Plan
For example you will be given the details of an existing hospitality operation for sale – or one
that was been sold recently. You are then required to produce a business venture proposal,
incorporating an industry/market analysis to support your assumptions
This option must comply with the requirements of a full business plan, and show evidence of
appropriate research in support of the proposition [100% of Module Grade]:

The formative and graded elements are awarded a percentage grading according to the Marking
Criteria contained in your programme handbook.
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Indicative Reading
To develop your skills in finding, accessing and analyzing business information, data and knowledge
you are encouraged to explore all sources of information to drive and enhance your learning (books,
academic and professional journals, online resources, etc.). Below is an indicative list of reading that
you may find helpful in your studies; more specific readings may be utilized throughout the module.
Core Reading

Entrepreneurship, Global Edition
5th Edition
Bruce Barringer, Duane Ireland
Jul 2015, Paperback, 592 pages
ISBN: 9781292095370

Supporting Books and Texts
Barringer, B.R. and Ireland, R.D. (2015) Entrepreneurship: Successfully Launching New Ventures, 5th
ed. New Jersey: Pearson International
Burns P (2011) Entrepreneurship and Small Business, 3rd ed. London: Palgrave Macmillan
Burns, P (2014) New Venture Creation: a framework for entrepreneurial start-ups, London: Palgrave
Macmillan
Burns, P (2014) Corporate Entrepreneurship: innovation and strategy in large organisations, 3rd ed.
London,(Ahmad, 2010) Palgrave Macmillan
Kuratko, D (2014) Introduction to Entrepreneurship, 9th ed. Canada, Cengage Learning
Mariotti, S & Glackin, C (2010) Entrepreneurship, 2nd ed. New Jersey, Pearson International
Meyer, M. H. & Crane, F.G. (2011) Entrepreneurship: an innovator’s guide to start-ups and corporate
ventures, Thousand Oaks, California, Sage Publications
Stokes, D. & Wilson, N. (2010) Small Business Management and Entrepreneurship.6th ed. Andover:
Cengage Learning.
Stokes, D., Wilson, N. & Mador, M. (2010) Entrepreneurship. Singapore: Cengage Learning.
Storey, D. J. & Greene, F. J. (2010) Small Business and Entrepreneurship. Harlow: Pearson Education.
Stutely, R. (2007) The definitive business plan: the fast-track to intelligent business planning for
executives and entrepreneurs, 2nd ed. London, Prentice Hall
Williams, K. (2011) Brilliant Business Plan: what to know and do to make the perfect plan, Harlow,
Pearson Education
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Academic and Professional Articles
Ahmad, H. M. (2010). Personality Traits among Entrepreneurial and Professional CEOs in SMEs.
International Journal of Business and Management, 5(9), 203–213.
Ardichvili, A., & Cardozo, R. N. (2000). A model for the entrepreneurial opportunity recognition
process. Journal of Enterprising Culture.
Atherton, A. (2007). Preparing for business start-up: “pre-start” activities in the new venture
creation dynamic. Journal of Small Business and Enterprise Development, 14(3), 404–417.
Buenstorf, G (2007) Creation and pursuit of Entrepreneurial Opportunities: an evolutionary
economics perspective, Small Business Economics, 28: 323-337
Cason, M. & Wadeson, N (2007) The discovery of opportunities: Extending the economic theory of
the entrepreneur, 28(4), 285-300
Chell, E. (2013) Review of skill and the entrepreneurial process, International Journal of
Entrepreneurial Behaviour and Research, 19: 6-31
Fabling, R (2007) Practice Makes Profit: business practices and firm success, Small Business
Economics, 29(4), 383-399
Sarasvathy, S & Venkataraman, S (2011) Entrepreneurship as Method: Open Questions for an
Entrepreneurial Future, Entrepreneurship: Theory and Practice, 35(1), 113-135
Ward, T. (2004) ‘Cognition, creativity, and entrepreneurship’. Journal of Business Venturing 19, 173–
188.
Online Resources
Other useful resources include
Keynote – accessed through UWL Library electronic resources
Mintel – accessed through UWL Library electronic resources
Department for Business Innovation and Skills Publications:
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-innovation-skills
http://www.greatbusiness.gov.uk/start/
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/index.html
http://www.fsb.org.uk/
http://www.isbe.org.uk/
http://businesshelp.lloydstsbbusiness.com/
http://www.barclays.co.uk/Startupsupport/Writingasmallbusinessplan/P1242559649359
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/Pages/home.aspx
http://www.ons.gov.uk/census/2011census/censusanalysisindex
http://thestartuptoolkit.com/blog/
http://www.startups.co.uk/
http://www.heeg.org.uk/
http://theleanstartup.com/
https://www.gov.uk/business-finance-support-finder
http://www.eban.org/
http://ecorner.stanford.edu/
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Indicative Scheme of Work
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.

Syllabus


Entrepreneurship defined; Entrepreneurship in context; The Entrepreneurial mind-set



Recognising opportunities and generating business ideas / Conducting a feasibility analysis



Business Planning - the process and the plan



Analysing the business environment / Conducting industry and competitor analysis



Preparing the legal and ethical foundation for the business



Entrepreneurial finance and funding / Analysing resource requirements / Generating profit,
income and cash-flow forecasts



Entrepreneurial marketing / Communicating with customers and other key stakeholders



Intrapreneurs, international entrepreneurship and growing the business
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Week

Content

Learning and Teaching Strategy

Induction
(Head
Start)

Introduction to Entrepreneurship
Introducing you to the dynamic and
exciting world of entrepreneurship, the
definitions and key concepts that
underpin entrepreneurship, including but
not limited to innovation and creativity
and the structure and mode of delivery.

Preparation for Week 1:
Preparation for Workshop Activity
Reading
Relevant chapter or introductory material
The vocabulary of entrepreneurship and
the basic concepts of entrepreneurship
and new business ventures.

Week 1

Entrepreneurship in context

Reading
Chapter 1 in Barringer and Ireland, plus
additional journal article.



The changing demographics of
entrepreneurs,



The economic importance of
entrepreneurship,



International entrepreneurship,



Social entrepreneurship.

Preparation: You will be asked to prepare
answers on what forces have led to the
boom in entrepreneurship worldwide and
in the UK.
Workshop Activity 1
Workshop activity: Analysing
entrepreneurs, their qualities and
shortcomings.
Workshop Activity 2
Quiz on entrepreneurship - definitions,
role in the economy, societal role.
Take the General Enterprise Tendency test
- http://www.get2test.net/ - how
entrepreneurial are you?

Workshop Activity 3
Debate: Are entrepreneurs born or
made?
Independent study and consolidation
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.
Discussion forum
Post to a discussion forum. Share
reflective practice
Week 2

Innovation and Entrepreneurship


Defining innovation

Reading
Chapter 3 in Burns (2011)
Entrepreneurship and Small Business,
plus additional journal article.
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Innovation and competitive advantage Independent Study/Preparation:
Task: Listen to ‘Why management
Creativity and entrepreneurship
innovation is a largely unexplored source
of competitive advantage’ by Julian
Barriers to innovation
Birkinshaw, co-founder of the
Why innovations fail
Management Innovation Lab, London
SOFELS
Workshop Activity 1
Activity 1: Interactive tutor-led lecture
around the nature and definition of
innovation and its role in organisations,
with opportunities for Q&A. Case insight:
McDonalds
Workshop Activity 2
6 Hats Thinking – apply the 6 hats
thinking technique to a problem and see
what solutions you come up with.
Watch: Watch ‘Creating an Innovation
Mind-set’ with Vijay Govindarajan,
Professor at the Tuck School of Business
at Dartmouth College in New Hampshire,
then Q&A.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNz
kmZdM4A4)
Workshop Activity 3:
You are challenged to innovate for a wellknown brand
Independent study and consolidation
Watch: where good ideas come from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nug
RZGDbPFU
Watch: Listen to Richard Branson at the
Living Innovation Library discuss
entrepreneurial start-up, innovation,
managing risk and selecting key staff.
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.
Discussion forum
Post to a discussion forum. Share
reflective practice.
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Week 3

Identifying and evaluating the
opportunity


The entrepreneurial process



Recognising opportunities and
generating ideas



Finding gaps in the market place



Industry and competitor analysis



Qualifying and quantifying the size
and nature of the 'gap' in the market

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Reading
Chapters 2 and 3 in Barringer and Ireland,
plus additional journal article.
Independent Study/Preparation:
Activity 1: Read the case study on My
Favourite Booking and answer the
questions set.
Workshop Activity 1
Activity 1: Interactive tutor-led lecture
around the entrepreneurial process and
opportunity identification, and
opportunities for Q&A.
Workshop Activity 2
Case studies to analyse the origins of
several entrepreneurial ideas (plus linking
the innovation process from Week 2).
Workshop activity 3:
Simulation of market research,
competitor analysis and evaluation of the
'gap' in the market
Independent study and consolidation
Case study: the story of Chipotle with
questions
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.

Week 4

Business Planning


Business planning process



Business models and Value
propositions



Mission statements



Types of venture



Developing the plan



Sources of funding



Format and structure

Reading
Chapter 4 in Barringer and Ireland, plus
additional online material.
Preparation:
You will be asked to research and prepare
the contents list of a business plan.
Workshop Activities 1
Activity 1: Interactive tutor-led lecture
about business planning - specific learning
for the session, and opportunities for
Q&A.
Workshop Activity 2:
Critical evaluation of several business
plan samples (including poor, average and
excellent)
Video: Examples of several elevator
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pitches for new venture ideas.
Independent study and consolidation
Follow up activity on Business models and
value propositions.
Develop the elevator pitch for a specified
new business idea
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.
Formative
Assessmen
t

Elevator Pitch

Week 5

Entrepreneurial Finance

2 minute elevator pitch
Feedback to be given by tutor and peers
during the session with additional written
feedback where appropriate.



The financial issues of
entrepreneurial ventures



Types of entrepreneurial finance:
debt funding and equity funding and
the advantages and disadvantages of
each



Sources of funding for new ventures



Sources of funding for business
growth



Estimating start-up costs



The bases for forecasting financial
projections

Reading
Chapters 8 and 10 of Barringer and
Ireland, plus online article
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/importan
ce-financial-plan-small-business4713.html .
Workshop Activity 1
Quiz: Testing your recall and
understanding of sources of funding.
Interactive lecture to explore and explain
how start-up costs are estimated and how
sales forecasts are projected.
Workshop Activity 2
Case study to analyse the start-up costs,
cash flow and projections in several
samples of business plan (poor, average
and excellent).
Independent study and consolidation
Videos and links to various funding
organisations that further explain specific
funding options for new or growing
ventures.
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.
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Entrepreneurial Marketing


Selecting a market and establishing a
position



The 4 P’s of marketing for new
ventures



Undertaking market research for new
ventures



The sales process

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Reading
Chapter 11 of Barringer and Ireland, plus
additional journal article.
Workshop activity 1
Interactive lecture to explore and explain
entrepreneurial marketing concepts and
ideas.
Workshop activity 2:
Consider some examples of viral
marketing and guerrilla marketing
campaigns. Why were these successful?
Devise your own campaign.
Workshop activity 3:
Analysis of the sales and marketing
activities used at the start of a business
and once the business had achieved high
growth/maturity - using real ventures
Independent study and consolidation
Applying the learning from this week to
coursework.
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.

Week 7

Operations Management


The legal status of the firm



Protecting intellectual property rights



The production and distribution chain



Supply chain management



Location and design of facilities



Defining and managing quality for
success

Reading
Chapter 7 of Barringer and Ireland, plus
additional journal article.
Workshop Activity 1
Quiz: Testing you recall and
understanding of the different legal
status of the firm.
Interactive lecture to explore and explain
how the effective management of
production, distribution and supply chain
can support success.
Workshop activity 2:
Case studies to analyse production and
supply chain management strategies;
location and design factors.
Independent study and consolidation
Applying the learning from this week to
your business plan.
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Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.

Week 8

Intrapreneurs, international
entrepreneurship & resources for
entrepreneurs


Definition and explanation of
'intrapreneurs' using examples.



Entrepreneurial skills in a corporate
environment.



Additional considerations for
international entrepreneurship.



Resources available to entrepreneurs
prior to start up and during each
stage of the venture’s life cycle

Reading
Chapter 18 of Burns (2011)
Entrepreneurship and Small Business,
plus additional online material.
Workshop Activity 1
Interactive tutor-led lecture around the
subject-specific learning for the session,
and opportunities for Q&A.
Workshop activity 2:
Writing a job description/specification for
an entrepreneurial role in a given
organisation.
Workshop activity3:
Short case study on international
entrepreneurship challenges and
decisions
Workshop activity 4:
Research based activity to draw up
shortlist of helpful resources for the key
management individual members in a
new venture.
Independent study and consolidation
Linking all topics together coherently for
coursework
Reflection
Reflect on the topic. Have learning
outcomes been achieved? Identify areas
where further research required.

Assessmen
t
preparatio
n

Assessment preparation



Review of all learning outcome
and key topics



Review of business planning
process and linking all topics and
concepts covered



Common mistakes made and how
to avoid them



Examples of good and best
practice
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Reminder of deadlines and time
management



Reminder to seek feedback prior
to submission
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DIGITAL MARKETING FOR HOSPITALITY
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

Level 6 (Honours)

Credit Value

15 Credits

Contact Hours

30 hours

Programme

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management

Module Leader

Andreia Areal

Related
Modules

Pre-requisites

None

Co-requisites

None

Post-requisites

None

Excluded
Combinations

None

External Accrediting Body

None

Introduction
Digital marketing is a very fast-paced environment and should be considered at the online hybrid of
the traditional ‘marketing methods’. Significant advancements in mobile and tablet adoption and
then interaction which has given both brands and customers 24/7 access to key information on their
products and services globally.
Today’s revenue strategists must be digital marketing professionals. They have to communicate in
the way their customers most prefer. They are active on social media and have a strong online
presence. We need revenue teams to do the same and recognise that these online customers need to
be understood, nurture and managed with the correct online planning and communications. Schools
and organisations need to educate young (business people) on properly segmenting their business,
understanding the different personas, building loyalty and nurturing it through social media and
other digital channels. These are vital skills in driving and managing demand.
Michael McCartan, Duetto Managing Director, Europe, Middle East and Africa (2016)
The 24-hour-library (google search), social media platforms and apps have accelerated the amount
of live feedback from consumer behaviour which can have positive and negative impacts for a
business. It is essential that there are intelligent communication and market planning strategies in
place in order for brands to fully respond with robust control mechanisms across the many digital
marketing channels.
An online brand must be able to deal with the multi-faceted customer groups interactions in order
to credibly manage online reputations. It is also essential that a comprehensive understanding of
these platforms is applied in practice in order for a business to truly profit and/or success in securing
a credible value added proposition from their digital marketing strategy.
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Educational Aims
1

Be critically aware of how to use and manage digital marketing with a view to growing a
business;

2

Identify the critical factors of digital marketing and their links to social media;

3

Understand key digital marketing tools and how they might be used to measure success;

4

Demonstrate the ability to differentiate between digital audiences and the required
marketing practices to satisfy these markets.

This module aims to:
Equip you with the skills needed to become an effective independent digital
learner
Enable you to be critically aware of factors that affect the management of
Digital Marketing and its links to key customer channels (social
media/website)
Ensure you have a comprehensive understanding of the key facts of digital
marketing in practice
Allow you to work on a complex, integrated activity that will consolidate and
integrate previous skills and learning that are able to be applied in a digital
environment.
Ensure you understand how the digital marketing function supports the wider
corporate objectives of businesses and therefore its impacts to decisions
made.
Provide you with professional digital skills and are able to in context of the
industry or sector in which the digital environment resides and also that
learners have the ability to manage and make key decisions appropriately and
their impacts to business
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Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module you will be able to:
1
2
3
4
5

Examine the role of digital media and the various frameworks that are used to evaluate the
effectiveness of digital channel performance;
Critically analyse and evaluate the digital marketing framework and its links to social media;
Examine the digital and social factors included in the marketing mix in order to create
business growth;
Explore relevant marketing theories and practices affecting hospitality digital marketing;
Identify how social media directly influences the broader context of online campaigns and
integrated marketing communications;

The table shows where the module learning outcomes above achieve the learning outcomes

Learning
Outcome 1
Knowledge
and
understanding
Cognitive
(thinking) skills



Learning
Outcome 2

Learning
Outcome 3







Learning
Outcome 5



Professional
skills and
attitudes
Transferable
skills

Learning
Outcome 4
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Fulfilling the following Hospitality Benchmark statements
6.6 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the defining
characteristics of hospitality as a phenomenon, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect on the different cultural concepts of hospitality
6.11 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to use technical and interpersonal skills and
knowledge to propose and evaluate practical and theoretical solutions to complex problems in
the core areas of hospitality, including being able to:
 apply theory to the solution of complex problems within the core areas of hospitality
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 services marketing
 information systems and technology
 strategic management.
6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the business environment
and its impact on the hospitality industry, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect upon the environmental influences which impact on hospitality
organisations
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 understand and apply the theories and concepts underpinning consumer behaviour within
the hospitality context
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
6.11 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to identify and respond appropriately to the
diversity that prevails within the hospitality industry in relation to stakeholders, such as:
 hospitality consumers
 hospitality organisations
.
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of two tasks (see below) using an online
professional portfolio software that will enable you to transport your reflection into practice.
In addition to the summative elements, the module contains a formative assessment to assist you in
evaluating your progress in the module.
Formative Elements
Please Note: These elements build towards the overall Summative assessed element of the module.
1. Portfolio Content
Over the course of the term you will be required to produce a robust business case for
digital marketing which can help meet the future aims and objectives for a brand provided
from an approved list.
Summative Elements
1. Portfolio Content - Digital Marketing Business Case [75% of Module Grade]
Over the course of the term you will be required to produce a ‘professional’ portfolio of
evidence comprising of robust business case for digital marketing which can help meet the
future aims and objectives of a brand provided from an approved list.
2. Individual Presentation [25% of Module Grade]:
In Week 8 of your final term you will present your business case in the form of slides for a
corporate presentation (PPT/PDF). Full briefing will be given by the module tutor
The graded elements are awarded a percentage grading according to the Marking Criteria
contained in your programme handbook.
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Indicative Reading
To develop your skills in finding, accessing and analysing business information, data and knowledge
you are encouraged to explore all sources of information to drive and enhance your learning (books,
academic and professional journals, online resources, etc.).
Below is an indicative list of reading that you may find helpful in your studies; more specific readings
may be used throughout the module.
Core Text
Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2015) Digital Marketing, 6th edition, Pearson Education Limited
Additional Texts
Newland , M.(2011) Online Marketing: A User’s Manual. John Wiley and Sons Ltd
Onkin, S.Caleb, Whitmore S., Null L, Justin, Cutroni J. (2010) Performance Marketing with Google
Analytics: Strategies and Techniques for Maximizing Online ROI John Wiley and Sons,
Parkin, G. (2010) Strategies for Online Success New Holland
Shish, C. (2011) Facebook Era: Tapping Online Social Networks to Market, Sell and Innovate, 2nd
edition, Pearson Education Ltd
Smith, P. Chaffey D. (2008) Marketing Excellence 3rd Edition Butterworth-Heinemann
Straus, J. Frost, R. (2011) E- marketing 6th Edition Persons Education
Thomas, B. Housden, M. (2010) Direct and Digital Marketing in Practice A& C Black
Varnali, K. Toker, A. Yilmax, C. (2011) Mobile Marketing McGraw-Hill Education – Europe
Weber, L. (2009) Marketing to the Social Web. 2nd Edition John Wiley and Sons Ltd
Useful websites
www.cim.co.uk
www.marketignweek.com
www.socialmediaexaminer.com
www.brandrepublic.com
www.buzzfeed.com
www.digitalmarketingmagazine.co.uk/
www.emarketer - http://www.emarketer.com/
www.theidm.com
Academic and Professional Articles
Nation Branding Dinnie K (2016)
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=vhzCgAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=academic+journal+hospitality+2015&ots=133
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VuYVvrd0i&sig=ZLnGudLDi1dty3zRIZ13cu3w04#v=onepage&q=academic%20journal%20hospitality%202015&f=false
Brand, A. (2016) The best luxury services are customized, not standardized. Harvard Business Review
https://hbr.org/2016/03/the-best-luxury-services-are-customized-not-standardized
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INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.
Module Title: Digital Marketing for Hospitality:










What is digital marketing?
The importance of digital primary and secondary research.
Digital marketing audit
Organisational digital business strategy
Assessing social media platforms
Idea and campaign management
Digital segmentation, targeting and positioning
Controls – monitor and evaluation
Reporting – ROI and new recommendations
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Term 1 Lesson outline
Topic

Content
Module Overview

INDUCTION
WEEK

At the end of this session
you will have an
understanding of what are
the fundamentals of digital
marketing and how it will be
assessed.

Topic Title: What is Digital
Marketing?
This week we will learn and
discuss the key aspect of
digital marketing (search
engines, social media, paid
advertising, video, online
campaigns) and how they
link to the traditional
marketing methods (events,
networking, PR, print) which
remain important to the
hospitality industry
Week 1

This subject issues will be
decided by our digital
marketing professional’s
forum on an ongoing basis

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Preparation Session: 60 minutes
Workshop
Delivered by the Module Leader
Ted Talk / Podcast:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_KX_vxVsJc
Begin preparation work for session 1 –
Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital Marketing
5th edition revised Pearson Education Limited
(Chapter One, Pages 4 – 24)
Reading:
Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital Marketing
5th edition revised Pearson Education Limited
(Chapter One 26 – 45)
Ted Talk / Podcast
Social Media...You Haven't Seen Anything yet by Jerry
Kane
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzcQzM8CgIc
Workshop Activity 1:
Interactive seminar examining and discussing how key
aspects of digital marketing relate to traditional
marketing methods. You will learn the fundamental
aspects of digital marketing from search engines, paid
advertising, social media and online campaigns).
Understanding these digital factors is of vital
importance to successful digital business activity and
the additional factors facing organisations doing
business internationally.
Workshop Activity 2:
Review and discuss the 5 core outcomes from the
case study – Travel Republic
Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital Marketing
5th edition revised Pearson Education Limited
(Chapter One 41 – 42)
Reflection:
What have You learned from the chapter, case study
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and ted talk?
Topic Title: The importance
of digital primary and
secondary research.

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Two 57 – 91)

This week we will learn and
discuss the importance of
digital primary and
secondary research (often
with fast-paced unpredictable results) and its
importance to building a
robust justification and then
commercial business case.

Podcast/Ted Talk

This subject issues will be
decided by our digital
marketing professional’s
forum on an ongoing basis

Why All Good, and Some Bad, Research Is
Improbable: Marc Abrahams at TEDxCERN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1b3iteSyg1I
Six Reasons Why Research is Cool: Quique Bassat at
TEDxBarcelonaChange
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RA-imyU9je0
Independent Study: Research a brand of your choice
and critically explain where it sits in the market based
on digital research factors
Workshop Activity 1:
Discussion on the comparison of traditional and digital
processes of market research

Week 2

Workshop Activity 2:
Interactive workshop where You will build a list of
differences between traditional and digital market
research. You will critically appraise the
advantages/disadvantages of each type and how this
may impact to marketing planning and business cases.
Workshop Activity 3:
You will choose their top 3 key research elements and
explain how they will use them to build an effective
plan and a solid business case. This must also include
risks of credibility and issues around fast paced
consumer behaviour and market trends.
Reflection
You should be able to complete a checklist of research
methods that will be able to inform their own
academic activities that support their summative
assessment.
Week 3

Topic Title: Digital
Marketing Audit
This week we will learn and

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Two 91 – 116)
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discuss an understanding of
a digital marketing audit
which will help shape the
business case, your
objectives and
recommendations.

Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital Marketing
5th edition revised Pearson Education Limited
(Chapter Three 151 – 176)

We will be learning some of
the key tools and
frameworks which help
create a compelling audit.
From this the results are
twinned with week 2 market
research tasks. This in turn
leads to SMART objective
setting.

6-Step Marketing Audit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btajwiZQ0fE

This subject issues will be
decided by our digital
marketing professional’s
forum on an ongoing basis

Podcast/Ted Talk:
Marketing Audit 101
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JXSCm9VqX0

Independent Study:
Understand core marketing models SWOT/PESTEL/ANSOFF/VALUE CHAIN
Discussion Forum:
Workshop Activity 1:
Choosing a brand and completing a practical SWOT
and Pestle analysis for review and discussion. This will
aid You build a compelling framework for their
summative assessment.
Workshop Activity 2:
Taking the same brand and completing an Ansoff and
Value Chain analysis for review and discussion. This
will aid You build a compelling framework for their
summative assessment.
Reflection:
You will be required to complete a 250 word reflective
log demonstrating the importance of a digital audit
and its impacts to a marketing plan and business case.

Topic Title: Organisational
Digital Business Strategy

Week 4

This week we will discuss
the current (case
study/agree brand)
organisational digital
business strategy to ensure
that what You build and
recommend as part of their
plan is aligned with the
current and or future

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Four 188 – 242)
Podcast/Ted Talk
Build a Digital Strategy in 5 Steps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgwrnjVRHRw
What is a digital marketing strategy?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JNZcNeXBOk
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growth of the real world
business.
This is also a chance to
review the feasibility of
what You recommend in
order with the capacity of
the business in question.
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Workshop:
Independent Study:
Research brands that have best practice with regards
good organisational digital business strategy and to
compile a check list to help guide their own
conclusions.
Discussion Forum:
Workshop Activity 1:
You will be asked to select a brand to which they need
to compose their summative report on, and explain
their reasons why.
You will need to tackle key issues within their chosen
brand in order to fully explore the critical success
factors and challenges when implementing new
marketing plans that will have direct impacts to the
social media and digital marketing plans.
Workshop Activity 2:
You will be required to highlight three key growth
opportunities for their chosen brands and then
critically evaluate the rationale behind their choices.
From this rationale You will begin to compile the
framework for their summative assessment and begin
to ask deeper questions into the viability, risks,
success factors and outcomes that would face a real
world marketing plan.
Reflection
You will be able to build a key criteria list which they
can follow as a skeleton argument in order to make
their summative assessment both justifiable and
evaluative.

Topic Title: Assessing Social
Media Platforms

Week 5

This week we will discuss
and develop a deep
understanding of the key
social media platforms and
how each one uniquely
targets different customer
groups. The focus will

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Five 257 – 300)
Podcast/Ted Talk
How Social Media is Changing What We Share About
Our Lives
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rbc7ytkTiQ4
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enable You understand and
evaluate the importance of
mobile marketing.
You will be able to evaluate
which one is the most
relevant for their summative
assessment and the
risks/impacts that each
channel has with their
defined development
strategy.
Key platforms discussed will
be:
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
You Tube, Instagram and
Snapchat.
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How One Tweet Can Ruin Your Life
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAIP6fI0NAI
Workshop:
Independent Study:
Find snapchats’ paid for advertising partners and
evaluate what benefits these brands are getting
from connecting to customers.
Discussion Forum:
Workshop Activity 1:
You will be asked to examine five key social media
platforms and evaluate their differences
1.Facebook
2. Twitter
3. You Tube
4. Instagram
5. Snapchat
You will be asked how each of these social media
platforms can positively or negatively impact on their
digital business planning and how they are going to
respond to these key issues with practical solutions.
You will be able to use the ted talks to use this as a
basis for their discussions.
Workshop Activity 2:
Case study – The new Napster changes the music
marketing mix (Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012)
Digital Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson
Education Limited (Chapter Five 301 – 304)
You will be asked to evaluate the fast changing digital
music services and how they impact the music
industry as a result of technology.
It is critical to evaluate the proposition to both music
consumers and also the other competitors such as
iTunes in this busy market.
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Reflection
You will need to summarise what the Napster cast
study does for music consumers and the music
industry. Then reflect how case study evidence like
this can impact their own assessment.
Topic Title: Idea and
campaign management
This week we will discuss
and develop the BIG IDEA
that will be the key driver in
You’ business case. This will
be the promotional aspect
that will make sure your
competitors are not able to
compete easily with your
stand-out idea. This will
enable your digital
marketing to drive either:
a) Brand awareness or
b) Lead generation or
c) Both
Week 6

This idea will also be the
backbone of the business
case where a full risk
assessment and viability
methods become at the
forefront of You minds.
Making this a commercial
win for their ‘chosen’
business is critical.

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Eight 426 – 468)
Podcast/Ted Talk
Seth Godin: How to get your ideas to spread
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBIVlM435Zg
The shape of ideation by Stefan Mumaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BErt2qRmoFQ
Independent Study:
Look at the big idea of the week from marketing week
and or brand republic and see how you adopt some
of their executive thinking into your own work.
Discussion Forum:
Workshop Activity 1:
Analysis the rationale behind the hospitality and
events digital marketing case study (Chapter 8 page
465 – 466). Try and explain what markets they were
targeting and why and whether you agree with the
ideation, images, wording (digital marketing
communications) and overall design.
Workshop Activity 2:
You will critically analyse their own ideas and online
strategies in order to drive their business plan. There
is no right answer with a creative idea but it is very
important to justify and critically evaluate how You
reached the ideation and what are the likely impacts
to their overall business case/plan
Reflection
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You should review how much extra creative
intelligence will need to be built into the ideation so
that their ideas are both feasible and practical. Or has
this exercise helped to reaffirm that their creative
ideas are robust
Topic Title: Digital Customer
Engagement
This week we will discuss
the key aspects of customer
engagement and how to
ensure what customers
values are really at the heart
of your digital marketing
planning.
Direct and relevant
information will be derived
and analysed from the
previous market research
tasks, the audit,
organisational aims and
objectives.

Week 7

This then links to the
consumer behaviours that
are active on each of the
social media channels from
week 5 and then to the
ideation of week 6. From
this You will be able to build
upon relationship marketing
from customer loyalty,
valued added proposition
and use of e-marketing
methods.
This reverse tail approach
will enable You to build a
first-class, commercial and
real-world digital marketing
business case/plan.

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Six 310 – 356)
Podcast/Ted Talk
Customer loyalty programmes... why bother! : Lance
Walker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EkiOwoLz-4
Workshop:
Independent Study:
Review the article from smart social and see what are
the impacts that you can introduce to your
assessment
http://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketingstrategy/customer-retention-strategy/7-questionsto-drive-customer-engagement/
Discussion Forum:
Workshop Activity 1:
Based upon the ted talk video, You are asked to
critically discuss and evaluate would a customer
loyalty programme be a good options for their
business case/plan?
And have they fully considered what this means to
their own digital consumer engagement strategy
Workshop Activity 2:
Using the Facebook case study for Princess Cruises
You are asked to critically evaluate the use of online
competitions to drive consumer engagement. You
should also the use of Facebook tabs, email marketing
and inspire by blog tactics in order to increase their
chances of a success marketing campaign.
Reflection
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You should be able to build a robust checklist of what
they will need to implement a competition based
marketing strategy and to what social media channels
and/or website.
Topic Title: Managing
Digital Media Channels
This week we will develop a
deep understanding of
marketing communications
that can help manage and
positively influence digital
media channels (SEO/Online
PR/Affiliate partners/Display
advertising/email/social and
viral marketing)
This information will be key
to building a comprehensive
justification when managing
digital media channels.

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Nine 483 – 544)
Podcast
Maria Mandel on Evaluating Digital Media Channels
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lp7Dnvu1NsU
In Paid Media Brands Need to Remember Context is
Everything! - Scott Clark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DkmbOd-DKI
Workshop Activity 1:
Evaluation of digital media channels and the targeting
of customers
Workshop Activity 2:
You are required to critically discuss what digital
media channels they would use and what customer
groups would they be targeted at?
What are the impacts (good and bad) to using these?
Brands have limited budgets so a huge movie trailer is
not going to work for most organisations.

Week 8

Workshop Activity 3:
You will need to give vital consideration to the context
of their digital marketing planning through media
channels as there is a high risk that lack of adoption
could exist from the varied customer groups. If the
critical analysis is not discussed and evaluated there
can be a high failure rate of digital marketing
planning.
Reflection
You should build a check list (priority rated) so that
they can build a robust media channel strategy to
ensure that their digital plan has strong evidence
of success.
Week 9

Topic Title: Managing
Digital Channels

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
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The campaign is ready! – We
will be discussing and
developing a deep and
comprehensive
understanding of how to
measure and control your
digital performance.
You will learn how to preempt digital key issues that
may limit the success of the
campaign. We will also look
at pre-crisis, crisis and post
crisis communications to
ensure that the business
case can change in an agile
and robust manner.
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Limited (Chapter Ten 554- 593)
Podcast/Talks
Justin Cutroni Presents: "Rethinking Digital Analytics"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4Ori9l_Sgo
Review webinar in 2016 predictions in hospitality for
digital marketing
http://www.leonardo.com/resources/2016predictions-in-hospitality-digital-marketing/
Workshop Activity 1:
Building upon the live seminar from Justin Cutroni,
You will critically discuss and evaluate the associated
challenges around managing and monitoring of digital
channel performance. Who will do it? How? What
matters as a metric? How is the relevant to the live
campaign and it’s a planning? What issues arrive from
brands in the digital and social space with a live
campaign?
Workshop Activity 2:
You should consider the risk analysis of crisis
communications and how brands need to factor in the
opinions (often negative) of campaigns that often
start out as simple and fun in their ideation.
It is very important that it is clear from their plan who
owns the ‘live process, the content, the format and
how this can impact the end results
Reflection
You will be able to build in a level of contingency
planning for the fast-paced real-world of website and
social media channels that can have an effect on
brand reputation.

Topic Title: Managing
Digital B2C & B2B
consumers
Week 10

You will learn the
importance differences of
marketing practice in B2C &
B2B customers which
impacts marketing plans and

Reading: Chaffey, D. Ellis-Chadwick, F. (2012) Digital
Marketing 5th edition revised Pearson Education
Limited (Chapter Eleven 598 – 614 and Chapter
Twelve 622 - 643)
Podcast/B2C Ted Talk
Philip Kotler on creating a cult brand with true raving
fans!
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strategies.
Understand the differing
elements of each customer
group will help student’s
finalise the critical detail of
their reporting.
You will learn that being
mindful that their reports
will have distinct differences
if they are planning to target
both customer groups and
the direct impact it will have
on shaping a business.
Revision and reflection
session
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcUq2WM2Luc
Podcast/B2B Podcast
Philip Kotler: Emotions in B2B
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgXhsTC_lKU
Independent Study:
Review Blog on 2016 B2C & B2B Convergence
https://blogs.adobe.com/digitalmarketing/digitalmarketing/exploring-the-convergence-of-b2c-andb2b-marketing/
Workshop Activity 1:
You will critically discuss the depth to which they have
considered B2C and/or B2B marketing within their
business plans, ideation, social media and the impacts
to risks, contingencies and the all-important critical
success factors
Workshop Activity 2:
Based on the B2C Kotler ted talk, You will critically
discuss what it will take to create a cult brand with
raving fans (advocates) from their selected brand for
summative assessment
It will highlight the depth of You thinking from
strategy to tactical campaigns that lead to business
success.
You who express a fluid and comprehensive argument
will be the ones who truly understand the corporate
brand, the digital channels, the digital customers and
the online impacts of their recommendations.
Reflection
You will be able to create a list of best practices
formed by their own opinion from group discussions.
This will allows You to build a final check list in order
to review their summative assessment ahead of
submissions.

Coursework
Preparation

Portfolio preparation
In this session, we will bring
together the various
concepts and principles
developed over the course.

Workshop:
Coursework development workshop. Discussion with
you on the research they have completed, the
completion of the assignment and the next steps.
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At the end of it you will be
able to:





Webinar: Coursework Skills
Demonstrate knowledge Research Techniques
of all key syllabus areas. Report Writing
Portfolio Presentation
Plan time appropriately
in order to meet the
submission deadline.
Develop a line of
reasoning and make
effective decisions
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MANAGEMENT PLAN AND REPORT
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

6

Credit Value

30 Credits

Contact Hours

30

Programme

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management

Module Leader

Michael Dawson

Related
Modules

Pre-requisites

None

Co-requisites

None

Post-requisites

None

Excluded
Combinations

None

Awarding Body

BPP University

Introduction
The Management Plan and Report requires you to undertake a substantial business orientated
report involving analysing the effects of a macro influence on a hospitality organisation. This module
gives you the opportunity to apply your academic and business skills in a professional context.
Together with the Entrepreneurship and Innovation and Contemporary Issues in Hospitality modules
this is aimed at improving your knowledge of the issues facing hospitality managers and those you
will be facing in your future career.
This is a practical project based module underpinned by sound academic principles that offer you
the opportunity to significantly deepen your knowledge and understanding of a business issue or
project based on your academic learning to date.
You will be required to write a detailed and substantive case study or report proposal and report
that identifies and addresses a contemporary business issue, problem or question, providing a
platform for the further development of your major employability skills such as self-management,
research and evaluation.
Importantly, it also gives you an opportunity to gain in-depth knowledge of a specific industry or
market that you may be wanting to enter. This can give you a significant advantage in interview
situations.
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An individually written reflective report and presentation will offer you the opportunity to consider
how undertaking and completing the individual project has given you a greater self-awareness and
how the experience can be used going forward in employment situations.
Your endeavours will lead to value adding, practical business solutions orientated outcomes, during
which you will be able to demonstrate your professional credibility.

Educational Aims
This module aims to:

1

Allow you to demonstrate your ability to utilise and
contextualise significant amount of research, applying
investigatory and analytical skills to present meaningful
outcomes

2

Demonstrate the ability to present a sustained piece of
writing that address a business issue or opportunity

3

Create an opportunity for you to develop a range of
skills associated with research including analysis,
interpretation, written expression, formal report
writing, verbal presentation and self-disciplined study

4

Allow you to work on a complex, integrated activity
that will consolidate and integrate previous skills and
learning

5

Encourages reflection upon your contribution and role
within the dynamics of individual working and their
appropriateness towards the finished task
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Learning Outcomes
On successfully completing this module, you will be able to:
1. Demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the main concepts, frameworks and
processes that need to be considered when addressing hospitality organisational issues
2. Demonstrate research skills contiguous with the organisational problem or opportunity
identified.
3. Develop and deliver a project proposal and presentation
4. Source and utilise relevant information from a range of sources to support critical analysis,
evaluation and problem solving

Learning
Outcome 1
Knowledge and
understanding

Transferable
skills

Learning
Outcome 3

Learning
Outcome 4



Cognitive
(thinking) skills
Professional
skills and
attitudes

Learning
Outcome 2
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Fulfilling the following Hospitality Benchmark Statements
6.6 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the defining
characteristics of hospitality as a phenomenon, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect on the different cultural concepts of hospitality
 demonstrate a critical awareness of the boundaries of hospitality.
6.12 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to use technical and interpersonal skills and
knowledge to propose and evaluate practical and theoretical solutions to complex problems in
the core areas of hospitality, including being able to:
 operate and manage human and technical resources
 apply theory to the solution of complex problems within the core areas of hospitality
 analyse and evaluate food, beverage and/or accommodation service systems, their
implementation and operation.
6.8 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to evaluate and apply, within the hospitality
context, appropriate theories and concepts from the generic management areas of:
 operations management
 finance and management accounting
 human resources and organisational behaviour
 information systems and technology
 strategic management.
6.9 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to analyse and evaluate the business environment
and its impact on the hospitality industry, including being able to:
 analyse and reflect upon the environmental influences which impact on hospitality
organisations
 evaluate the factors which influence the development of organisations operating within the
hospitality industry
 review and analyse the political, technological, social and economic factors which affect the
supply of and demand for hospitality.
6.10 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to recognise and value the centrality of the
hospitality consumer and meet and respond to their needs, including being able to:
 understand and apply the theories and concepts underpinning consumer behaviour within
the hospitality context
 analyse the needs and expectations of different hospitality consumers and develop
appropriate responses
 analyse the quality of the service encounter and its impact on the hospitality consumer and
the service provider.
6.11 An honours graduate in hospitality will be able to identify and respond appropriately to the
diversity that prevails within the hospitality industry in relation to stakeholders, such as:
 hospitality consumers
 hospitality employees
 hospitality organisations
 government and external agencies
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of the summative element.
In addition to the summative element, the module contains the following formative elements:
Formative
1. Formative 1: Written proposal outline – you must submit an outline of your proposed
project.
Deadline: Week 5
2. Formative 2 : Draft project –submit a draft of their project for feedback and direction
Deadline: Week 9
Please Note: This element does not count towards your final module grade.
Summative
Please Note: You must achieve a pass in each of the following elements to pass the module.
1. Management Report (65% of module total)
The project will consist of a substantial contemporary Business Report on an industry or operational
macro issue and how it effects a hospitality business with conclusions identified on how it might be
managed.
This option embraces primary and/or secondary research in meeting the project objectives.
2. Reflective Report (10% of module total) - 500 words following Internship of your
experience and development
3. Presentation (25% of module total) on your observations of the report issue in practice
following Internship
The assessments are marked according to the Marking Criteria contained in your programme
handbook.
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Indicative Reading
To develop your skills in finding, accessing and analysing business information, data and
knowledge you are encouraged to explore all sources of information to drive and enhance
your learning (books, academic and professional journals, online resources, etc.).
Below is an indicative list of reading that you may find helpful in your studies; more specific readings
will be determined by the type of project, and subject area.
NOTE – there is no core text for this module
Books and Texts
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st edition, Palgrave
MacMillan
Evans, V.,(2011) FT Essential Guide To Writing A Business Plan, 1st edition, Pearson Education
Thomas, G., (2011) How To Do Your Case Study: A Guide For You and Researchers, 1st edition, Sage
Publications
Williams, S. (2009) The Financial Times Guide to Business Start Up, 5th edition, Harlow:
Pearson Education Limited.
Academic and Professional Articles
Pre start up formal business plans and post start up performance: a study of 116 new
ventures, Venture Capital, Oct-Dec 2007, Vol 9 Issue 4 P237-256.
Writing a Business plan to attract investors, Graziado Business Report, 2009, Vol 12 Issue 2
p1-5.
Online Resources that may be useful:
www.hmrc.gov.uk/startingup/
www.bytestart.co.uk
www.newbusiness.co.uk
www.britishchambers.org.uk
www.startups.co.uk
www.cim.co.uk
www.mintel
www.euromonitor
www.berr.gov.uk (for market intelligence)
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INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.

Module Title: Management Plan and Report
Syllabus:


Writing a case study or report



Research skills



Referencing



Writing a reflective report



Presentation skills

The first term is spent framing the foundations of research and potential methodologies of
research in preparation of the actual management plan.
In the second term classes are held where the tutor is able to advise you on your individual
proposal and application of the previous term’s work
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Term 1 Content
Week
Induction Head
Start Week

Content
Introduction to the Module

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Workshop Activity: 1:
Introduction by the tutor.

This week will explain what the module is
about and how it will be assessed. We Workshop Activity: 2:
will look at possible research topics, so Practice a short piece of reflective writing
you can start identifying possible subjects on an incident from your academic career
for your research proposal.
to date.
We will also look at what is meant by
reflective writing, focusing on good and Preparation for Week 1:
bad examples, and will discuss the types • Read materials on the module on the
of personal development goal that you
VLE.
should focus on for the reflective writing • Student thinks about possible topic
assignment.
for research proposal.
Reading:

Week 1

Week 2

Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Introduction to the Research Process
Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
Topics covered in this session include:
the nature of the research process and
 The nature of the research process. the two main research strategies.
 Quantitative and qualitative
approaches to research
Workshop Activity: 2:
 Key structural aspects of the research You will consider how to adopt a
process
qualitative and a quantitative approach to
 Central concepts used in research
a business problem.
methods
Reading:

Research models, variables,
relationships and developing suitable
aims and objectives






Using research models to clarify
possible variables and relationships
The distinction between correlation
and causation
Focusing on key variables and
discussion of a suitable aim,
objectives, research questions,
hypotheses etc.
Operationalising the chosen
variables

Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
formulating the purpose of the research
and thinking about key variables.
Workshop Activity: 2:
You will review examples of research
questions and aims - and to work on
developing a suitable aim and objectives
for your own research topics.
Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
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Week 3

Introduction to Sampling
Topics covered in this Workshop
Activity: include:
• Sampling, representativeness of a
sample, sampling techniques
• Levels of measurement
• Reliability and different types of
validity
• Social desirability bias

Week 4

Week 5

Literature review, ethics and research
Topics in this session include:

Literature searches

Critically reviewing the literature

Writing a literature review

Key issues and concepts in conduct
of ethical research

Examples of ethical failure in
research

Areas of ethical conflict in the
research process

Strategies for gaining access

Overview of Data Collection –
Questionnaire surveys
Topics covered in this session include:





Forms of survey – advantages and
limitations
Questionnaire design.
Piloting
Questionnaire administration
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Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
sampling methods in business research
and other issues relevant to research
reliability and validity.
Workshop Activity: 2:
Group discussion of population definition,
sampling frames, sampling methods and
application of different techniques to
different scenarios.

Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
the ethics of business research and on the
purpose of a literature review and how to
prepare for and write one.
Workshop Activity 2:
Constructing a literature review over a
specific topic
Workshop Activity: 3:
Identifying and searching for academic
articles and other resources. Looking at
article extracts and seeing how these can
provide insights to guide the primary
research on the given topic.
Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
how to put together a questionnaire and
conduct a questionnaire survey.
Workshop Activity: 2:
You will review good and bad examples of
survey questions and look at developing
questions based on relevant literature
(article extracts).
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Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Week 6

Overview of Data Collection – semistructured interviews and observation
methods








Week 7

Forms of interviewing
Preparing for and managing an
interview
Observational techniques
Participant observation
Unobtrusive measures
Structured observation

Overview of Data Analysis



Quantitative data presentation,
analysis and interpretation

Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
interview and observation methods in
business research.
Workshop Activity: 2:
Group discussion around a research
interview
Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
quantitative data, how to present it and
how to analyse it.
Workshop Activity: 2:
Group exercises involving the
interpretation of data.

Week 8

Overview of Data Analysis
• Qualitative analysis of data.
• Introduction to content analysis

Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
the principles and practice of content
analysis.
Workshop Activity: 2:
You will apply ideas of content analysis to
specimen material.
Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan
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Week 9

Managing resources and planning
Topics covered in this session include
• Resource management
• Gantt charts and budgets
• The idea of the critical path and
network diagrams
• Presenting the research

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

Workshop Activity: 1:
Presentation and tutor-led discussion on
managing resources and planning the
research process, and on presenting a
research report.
Workshop Activity: 2:
You are to produce an outline plan for
your own research project.
Reading:
Cottrell, S., (2014) Dissertations and
Project Reports: A Step By Step Guide, 1st
edition, Palgrave MacMillan

Week 10

Wrap and Review
 Review of course
 Class survey
 Refresher on structure, formatting
and referencing
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Term 2 Content
Topic

Content

Learning and Teaching Strategy

Week 1

Introduction to the MP&R report
requirements

Workshop Activity 1
This will be given over to student
questions, and to establish student
project individual memberships.

A formal individual session that aims
to:


Discuss the project options



Identify the key dates and stages
of the individual project

Workshop Activity 2
The second hour will allow you to
discuss possible topics for the individual
project.
Workshop Activity 3
Allocation of tutor supervision
commences

Week 2

The requirements of the Case
Study/Report proposal

Workshop Activity 1
The session will be taken up for the first
hour with a detailed review of the
requirements and content of the
following:
The case study or report
What makes a good business plan and
business case study will also be clarified,
with the need to specific doable
objectives
Workshop Activity 2
The second hour will be given over to
finalising the individual project
proposals and objectives

Week 3

Research Skills Revisited

Workshop Activity 1
A formal session clarifying appropriate
research approach and methodology. A
key issue will be establishing what is
appropriate and feasible within the
constraints of the module
Workshop Activity 2
You will put together a research plan
relevant to their individual projects
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Week 4

Referencing and Writing a Reflective
Report

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

Workshop Activity 1
A review of using the Harvard
Referencing System for their projects,
along with Guidance as to vetting
appropriate sources of information. Also
you will learn how to write a good
reflective report.
Workshop Activity 2
Library will show online learning system
to support your research skills.

Week 5

How to Make a Good Presentation

Workshop Activity 1
A review of the do’s and don’ts of a
professional and effective presentation
Workshop Activity 2
The importance of verbal and non-verbal
communication, especially in the context
of the Q+A’s during the summative
individual presentations
Formative 1 submission

Week 6

No organised content

You will be expected to continue with
self-managed individual work, and to
use this time to arrange for supervisor
meetings.

Week 7

No organised content

You will be expected to use this week to
work on their projects and use the
feedback from the presentations to
develop and improve their written work

Week 8

No organised content

You will be expected to use this week to
work on their projects and use the
feedback from the presentations to
develop and improve their written work

Week 9

No organised content

You will be expected to use this week to
work on their projects
Formative 2 Submission.
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Week 10

No organised content

Digital Marketing for Hospitality

You will be expected to use this week to
work on your final report
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STUDY AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS (LEADING TO INTERNSHIP)
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

N/A

Credit Value

Non-credit bearing

Contact Hours

20 hours for those students undertaking an internship in term 3

Programme

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management

Module Leader

Marshall Hall

Related
Modules

Pre-requisites

None

Co-requisites

None

Post-requisites

None

Excluded
Combinations

None

External Accrediting Body

None

Introduction
As a graduate now embarking on a professional career, it is important that you can demonstrate
effective skills that are valued in the workplace. Higher Education is about more than just gaining
subject knowledge and the associated critical and analytical skills; it is also about applying this
knowledge in the practical context of work.
This module has been designed to bring together an appropriate balance of academic and vocational
elements to enable you to meet the demands of the future hospitality manager
This module will be delivered alongside your academic and technical studies in the final term, and
will enable to you to understand, develop and put into practice a range of skills relevant to
enhancing your employability.
You will benefit from a work placement where you can apply your knowledge and gather evidence to
demonstrate the skills you have acquired, whilst gaining a deeper understanding of the
requirements of your employer.
Above all this module is about you and your development! The techniques you will learn will ensure
that you start your working life as a more confident, self-directed and independent employee.
Students will NOT be allowed to go on an internship unless this programme has been completed
with 100% attendance.
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Students will NOT be allowed to undertake an internship with outstanding modules to pass.

Educational Aims
This module aims to:

Provide an understanding of norms of electronic business communication

Enable you to examine past experiences to inform future development

Develop your understanding of workplace practices

Develop your understanding of how to enhance your employability

Provide an understanding of recruitment selection processes

Develop your understanding of social media used in a business context
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Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Analyse accepted norms of electronic business communication
Contribute to an effective business presentation
Evaluate past experiences to inform your future development
Critically analyse your USP to enhance your employability
Prepare for common recruitment selection processes
Apply best practice to social media used in a business context

Learning
Outcome 1
Knowledge and
understanding



Learning
Outcome 2

Learning
Outcome 3

Transferable
skills





Learning
Outcome 5

Learning
Outcome 6



Cognitive
(thinking) skills
Professional
skills and
attitudes

Learning
Outcome 4
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Mode of Assessment
This module is un-assessed, but you need to complete all elements over term 2 with 100%
attendance will receive a certificate of COMMITMENT AND EMPLOYABILITY

Topic

Learning and Teaching Strategy
Content
Module Overview

INDUCTION
WEEK

Week 1

At the end of this session you will have
an understanding of what you will learn
by studying this module and how it will
be assessed. Key topics and resources.

Topic Title: Business communication
In this topic we will discover the rules of
professional electronic communication.
We will look at the role of social media
in business contexts. At the end you will
be able to:

Week 2



Demonstrate skill in writing
polite and succinct emails



Draw on the rules of business
etiquettes



Use social media in a business
context

Topic Title: Presentation practice
In this topic you will discuss the
feedback you received for your
formative assessment, and have a
chance to practice the presentation
again. You will receive generic feedback
which you can use for your summative
presentation. At the end you will be
able to:


Respond to feedback on your
presentation



Identify areas of your

Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Distinguish between well written emails
and those which cause confusion or
misunderstanding in the reader
Consider appropriate and inappropriate
social media use
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Take good business etiquette into
consideration to draft clear emails and
use social media in a constructive way
Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Review your feedback with your PPE
individual members
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Practise your presentation again,
incorporating the feedback from your
formative assessment
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presentation which need
improvement

Week 3

Topic Title: Cultural Awareness
This session will look at the importance
of cultural awareness in business
settings. We will discuss the importance
of being culturally aware, examining
what culture is and the implications for
conducting business across borders. At
the end of the session you will be able
to:



Week 4

Week 5

Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Elaborate on cultural norms in
Task:
international business situations Suggest a plan to carry out a business deal
with international clients
Propose a culture-specific plan
Comment on how this plan would be
to conclude a business deal
modified to suit different cultures

Topic Title: Emotional Intelligence
In this session we will look at why
emotional intelligence is vital in the
workplace. We will examine which
personality traits are key for emotional
intelligence and how it can be applied
to various workplace contexts. By the
end of the session you will be able to:


Distinguish emotional
intelligence from personality



Debate the key traits of
emotionally intelligent workers



Practise key techniques to
display emotional intelligence in
work contexts

Topic Title: Preparation for Video ‘Who
am I?’
This session will mark the start of your
preparation to produce a 5-minute
video entitled ‘Who am I?’ to show to
prospective employers. By the end of
the session you will be able to:


Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Discuss how business is conducted in
various countries

Explain what the video is and its

Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Examine the difference between EQ and
personality
Discover what makes an emotionally
intelligent worker
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Consider a range of business situations
and discuss different approaches to
optimise performance

Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Discover what the video is and which
employees require you to produce it
Use a personal USP questionnaire/SWOT
analysis form to produce a list of key
attributes
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uses

Week 6



Carry out a personal
USPs/SWOT analysis



Review SMART goals from week
3



Start producing your video
using editing software

Topic Title: Developing your USP
This session looks at the steps you will
take to develop your personal USP. We
will examine different USPs and how
they are presented by outstanding
candidates. By the end of it you will be
able to:


Week 7

Week 8

Explain the importance of
having a personal USP



Compare USPs from different
job candidates



Carry out a personal audit to
discover your own USP

Topic Title: Interview Skills
In this topic we will examine the key
skills necessary to maximise your
chances of success in an interview. By
the end of it you will be able to:


Research key facts about an
organisation prior to interview



Prepare for competency-based
interview questions



Consider how to optimise your
appearance



Utilise body language to engage
your interviewer

Topic Title: Assessment Centres
In this session we will look at the
growing importance of assessment
centres. We will discover why
employers hold them and how to
maximise your performance when you

Internship Study and Employability Skills

Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Produce a plan for the video
Discover main features of available
editing software

Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Discover how important personal USPs
are
Analyse USPs from a range of job
applicants
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Start producing your own personal USP
Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Carry out research on your desired
employer
Predict answers to competency-based
interview questions
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Conduct a practice interview

Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills
Task:
Discover what assessment centres are
and which employers use them
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attend them. By the end of the session
you will be able to:

Week 9

Week 10-22



Explain what assessment
centres are



Appraise your own job skills



Formulate a plan to optimise
your performance at
assessment centres

Topic Title: Using social media to
enhance employability
This session will look at how the main
social media platforms can be a tool to
improve employability and contribute
to your professional online image.
By the end of it you will be able to:


Maximise your visibility on
LinkedIn through the use of SEO
keywords



Optimise your LinkedIn profile
to give showcase your skills and
achievements



Utilise Twitter to advertise
yourself in the job market

Internship Study and Employability Skills

Research assessment centres from a given
list to discover their requirements
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment
Task:
Produce a plan to attend and perform to
your potential in an assessment centre

Workshop Activity 1:
Employability and Career Skills Task:
Discover the uses of LinkedIn and the key
sections
Draft a summary, experience section and
skills list
Workshop Activity 2:
Skills Assessment Task:
Discover how Twitter is used to enhance
employability
Practise a range of techniques to improve
visibility and employability on Twitter

Internship
During this period you will be expected
to complete the assessments as
specified
If for any reason you are unable to
complete you internship these weeks
will be used to complete your
remaining
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PATHWAY TO HOSPITALITY
The following modules comprise of the first term of study where students will undertake four modules
prior to progressing to the level 6 ‘Top-up’ degree
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INTRODUCTION TO HOSPITALITY
General Information
School

SOFELS

Level

Level 5

Credit Value

Not Credit Bearing

Contact Hours

30 Hours

Programme(s)

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’

Module Leader

Paul Evans
None
None
BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’

Pre-requisites
Co-requisites
Related
Post-requisites
Modules
Excluded
Combinations
External Accrediting Body

None
BPP University

Introduction
Based on Oxford Economics’ estimates (2015) and official data of employment by sector, the
hospitality industry is the UK’s fourth biggest industry in Economic contribution of the UK!
In employment terms and accounts for 8.8 per cent of total employment. This places it ahead of
industries such as education (8.7 per cent), manufacturing (7.8 per cent) and construction (6.3 per
cent).
Hospitality is defined as the:
1. the friendly reception and treatment of guests or strangers.
2. the quality or disposition of receiving and treating guests and strangers in a warm, friendly,
generous way (www.dictionary .com)
Sometimes it is difficult to remember, in the world of big business and economic statistics that this
simple definition underpins everything that we do today in order to create competitive advantage in
the hospitality industry.
We strive to provide the best friendly reception, the most effusive treatment of guests in order that
they come to us time and again. Sometimes too, as customers, we are not greeted and treated in a
warm, friendly generous way. So as hospitality managers what are you going to do about this?
By the way – this often has to happen 24 hours a day, seven days a week and 52 weeks of the year…
and you have to make a profit... oh, and there is loads of competition!
No problem!
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Educational Aims
This module aims to:

Develop your understanding of hospitality and the nature of the service
industry
Develop your understanding of the importance of the service encounter and
customer care
Provide an overview of the specific marketing challengers that face the
hospitality industry
Revisit the principals of management accounting.

Develop an understanding of the importance of human resources and effective
leadership in hospitality
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Learning Outcomes
1. Research and assess paradigms, theories, principles, concepts and factual information in a
hospitality context
2. Plan, design, execute and communicate a sustained piece of independent intellectual work
which provides evidence of critical engagement with, and interpretation of, appropriate data
3. Evaluate and apply vocationally relevant concepts associated with the operational and strategic
management of financial, human and physical resources in hospitality
4. Critically reflect upon the origin, meanings and development of hospitality

Knowledge and
understanding
Cognitive
(thinking) skills
Professional
skills and
attitudes
Transferable
skills

Learning
Outcome 1

Learning
Outcome 2











Learning
Outcome 3

Learning
Outcome 4
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Mode of Assessment
This module is assessed through the completion of one independent task [the Summative Element].
In addition to the summative element, the module contains two tasks to assist you in evaluating
your progress in the module [the Formative Elements].
Formative Elements
There is one formative assessment tasks for this module. Please Note: This element does not count
towards your final module grade.
Formative
2. Each week you will compile a Portfolio: (This formative element will relate to a relevant area of
study in the module.)
The compilation of a portfolio analysing key business elements of an identified key hospitality
company. This may include use of blogs, group discussions of articles, audio logs/recordings, and
reflection pieces/summary of an article, chapter, lesson or other instructional activity and/or
analysis of company information or a relevant business issue.

Summative
Please Note: You must achieve a pass in the summative assessment task in order to pass the
module.
There are two (2) summative assessments [100% of Module Grade].
3.

750 - 1000 word essay on an aspect of hospitality business management from a choice of
subjects directed by your tutor. [25% of Module Grade].

4.

Completion of a weekly industry portfolio on key business elements of an identified key
hospitality company. (This will relate to a relevant area of study in the module). [75% of
Module Grade]

This may include use of blogs, group discussions of articles, audio logs/recordings, and reflection
pieces/summary of an article, chapter, lesson or other instructional activity and/or analysis of
company information or a relevant business issue
The formative and graded elements are awarded a percentage grading according to the Marking
Criteria contained in your programme handbook.
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Indicative Reading
To develop your skills in finding, accessing and analysing hospitality business information, data and
knowledge you are encouraged to explore all sources of information to drive and enhance your
learning (books, academic and professional journals, online resources, etc.).
Below is an indicative list of reading that you may find helpful in your studies; more specific readings
may be utilized throughout the module.
Core Reading
Bojanic D, and Reid R., (2016), Hospitality Marketing Management, Wiley and Sons 6th edition
Chesser J., (2016), Human Resource Management in Hospitality Environment, Apple Academic Press
Conway S., (2016), Managing Service Innovation Paperback, Routledge
Hayes D. et al., (2016), Hotel Operations Management, Pearsons
Human Resource Management in Hospitality Environment Hardcover – 10 Jul 2016
Kotler P. et al. (2013), Marketing for Hospitality and Tourism: Pearson, 6th Edition
Laurie J. Mullins L. and Dossor P., (2013), Hospitality Management and Organisational Behaviour,
Pearson 5th edition
Schmidgall R., (2010), Hospitality Industry Managerial Accounting, IIAH 7th Edition
Walker J. (2016), Introduction to Hospitality Management, Prentice Hall 5th Edition
Academic and Professional Articles
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-innovation-skills
http://www.greatbusiness.gov.uk/start/
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/index.html
http://www.fsb.org.uk/
http://www.isbe.org.uk/
http://businesshelp.lloydstsbbusiness.com/
http://www.eban.org/
http://ecorner.stanford.edu/
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Indicative Scheme of Work
In some instances information regarding content of module is indicative - actual module content will
be determined according to considerations (for example, opportunities for work with specific
external partners or new developments in the field) which are taken into account at the time of
module delivery.

Syllabus









Introduction to the Hospitality industry
Strategy and Change management
Strategic Customer Care
Human Resources in Hospitality
Hospitality Marketing
Leadership in Hospitality
Financial management
Communication in Hospitality
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Week

Content

Learning and teaching strategy

Week 1a

Introduction to the Hospitality
Industry
Introduction to the course

Workshop;
Define ‘Service Industry’, and identify
the aims and key challenges that face
hospitality operators and stakeholders

Analyse the history, present and future
of hospitality and the global drivers of
change in the industry.
Explore the dimensions, diversification
and unique attributes of hotels, and
links with tourism.
Look at profile brands, industry ratings
and associations.

Multimedia Presentation;
None
Workshop Content;
Introduction to Module
Journal / Handouts;
Enz C. and Siguaw J., (2000), Best
Practices in Service Quality, Cornell
Hotel Administration Quarterly
Work required for next week;
Look at various brands of hotels and
their growth

Week 1b

Strategy and Change Management in
Hospitality
Analyses macro and micro changes
occurring in the industry and planning
to meet future trends.
Review the planning processes
available and appropriate
methodologies.

Reading Required;
Walker J. (2016), Introduction to
Hospitality Management, Prentice Hall
5th Edition
Chapter 1
Workshop;
Define ‘Strategy’ and applications to
the hospitality industry
Multimedia Presentation;
Marriot Hotels Branding Strategy Video
For next week;
Visit to Park Lane, London to collect
brochures / view hotels
Journal / Handouts;
Kotter J.,(2001) What Leaders Really
Do, Harvard Business Review
Talbot B., (2016) The Power of
Personal Service:
Why It Matters, What Makes It
Possible, How It Creates Competitive
Advantage, CHR Industry Perspectives,
Cornell University Publications
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Work required for next week;
Top five international trends in an
agreed area of hospitality over the last
5 years
Reading Required;
Walker J. (2016), Introduction to
Hospitality Management, Prentice Hall
5th Edition
Chapter 4

Week 2a

Strategic Customer Care
Understand the concept and
importance of building customer
loyalty through quality.
Analysis the methods and collation of
customer care information and the
management and successful
implementation of customer care
programmes.

Workshop;
Evaluate the foundation and
importance of customer care and
service quality within the hospitality
industry
Multimedia Presentation;
Kano and servqual models
Workshop Content;
Mr and Mrs Brown London Hotel Visit
Case Study
Journal / Handouts;
Dube L., and Renaghan L.,Building
Customer Loyalty – Guests
Perspectives of the Lodging Industry’s
Functional Best Practices, Cornell Hotel
Administration Quarterly Vol. 40 (4)
Dube L., and Renaghan L., How Hotel
Attributes Deliver the Promised
Benefits– Guests Perspectives of the
Lodging Industry’s Functional Best
Practices, Cornell Hotel Administration
Quarterly Vol. 40 (5)
Kandampully and Suhartanto,
(2000),Customer loyalty in the hotel
industry: the role of customer
satisfaction and image, International
Journal of Contemporary Hospitality
Management, Volume: 12 (6) Page:
346 - 351
Work required for next week;
The demographics of retired v
employed people in 2015 and
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implications for the industry
Reading Required;
Walker J. (2016), Introduction to
Hospitality Management, Prentice Hall
5th Edition
Marketing for Hospitality and Tourism
International Edition
4th Edition, 2005
Philip Kotler, John Bowen, James
Makens
Chapter 11
Conway S., (2016), Managing Service
Innovation Paperback, Routledge
Week 2b

Human Resources in Hospitality
Look at the importance of culture and
ethnic diversity within the service
environment.

Workshop;
Review the particular importance of
strategic HRM in hospitality

Multimedia Presentation;
Analysis of the growth in strategic HRM Starbucks Video
in relation to the traditional
‘personnel’ model.
Workshop Content;
Last ten years – next ten years…?
Study various industry labour market
strategies, including manpower
Assignment discussion for submission
planning, resourcing and retention.
week 8 – case study
Journal / Handouts;
‘Hospitality Ethics: An industry
perspective’, Yeung S. 2004,
International Journal of Contempory
Management.
‘Red Carnation blooms through
management training, Morale
improves and employee turnover falls
at boutique hotel group’, Human
Resource Management International
Digest
Volume 14 Number 6 2006 pp. 11-14
Pfau B. and Kay I., (2002), Does 360degree feedback negatively affect
company performance? Performance
Management HR Magazine,
Work required for next week;
Prepare 10 minute group presentation
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on a particular hotel brand strengths
and weaknesses

Week 3a

Hospitality Marketing
Review the methodology of the
compilation of the marketing plan,
inclusions and considerations.

Reading Required;
Managing People in the Hospitality
Industry
6th Edition 2012, Laurie Mullins
Chapter 1 & 2
Workshop;
The marketing plan and operation
Multimedia Presentation;
Intercontinental CEO - View from the
top video
Workshop Content;
Group Presentation on brands
prepared from last week
Journal / Handouts;
Siguawand J. and Enz C., Best Practices
in Marketing, CHR Industry
Perspectives
Dube L. and Renhagan L.,
Sustaining Competitive Advantage,
CHR Industry Perspectives
Dube L. and Renhagan L.,(2000),
Marketing your hotel with and through
Intermediaries, CHR Industry
Perspectives
Work required for next week;
The *** Hotel in London – how many
different ways of booking and what
was the best price for a Saturday in
three weeks’ time…?
Reading Required;
Bojanic D, and Reid R., (2016),
Hospitality Marketing Management,
Wiley and Sons 6th edition

Week 3b

Leadership and in hospitality
Leadership styles, requirements,
organization governance and ethical
considerations.

Kotler P. et al. (2013), Marketing for
Hospitality and Tourism: Pearson, 6th
Edition
Workshop;
Leadership styles, requirements,
organization governance and ethical
considerations
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Future trends in the hospitality
industry.
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Multimedia Presentation;
Appreciating Employees podcast
Paul Levy at Beth Israel
Workshop Content;
Class debate and discussion - This
house believes that leaders are born
not made…
Journal / Handouts;

Work required for next week;
Identify 10 hotel sales in the past year
and amount spent per bedroom…?
Reading Required;
Walker J. (2016), Introduction to
Hospitality Management, Prentice Hall
5th Edition
Laurie J. Mullins L. and Dossor P.,
(2013), Hospitality Management and
Organisational Behaviour, Pearson 5th
edition

Week 4a

Finance and Hospitality
Analyse the budgeting process,
measurement and use of
benchmarking.
Review required statistical analysis and
controls.
Evaluate the process of Food and
Beverage control and analysis.

Ethical Decision-Making in the
Hospitality Industry
(Prentice Hall) Christine Jaszay
ISBN13: 9780131136809, ISBN10: 013-113680-1
Workshop;
Management accounting in hospitality
Multimedia Presentation;
None
Workshop Content;
Analysis of actual budgeted
spreadsheet
Journal / Handouts;
TBC
Work required for next week;
Reading case study on communication
Reading Required;
Schmidgall R., (2010), Hospitality
Industry Managerial Accounting, IIAH
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Marking Criteria

ACADEMIC SKILLS
General Information
School
Level
Credit Value
Contact Hours

School of Foundation and English Language Studies
Level 5
Not Credit Bearing
30 Hours

Programme(s)

BSc(Hons) International Hospitality Management ‘Top-up’

Module Leader(s)

Helen McKenna

Pre-requisites
Co-requisites
Related
Post-requisites
Modules
Excluded
Combinations
External Accrediting Body

None
None
None
None
None

Introduction
The module will provide you with the Academic skills necessary to undertake an undergraduate
degree in Hospitality at BPP University.
You will be offered the opportunity to improve your Academic English skills which will include
presentation and study skills. This will be done through practice and enhancement of your reading,
writing, speaking and listening skills relevant to your chosen field of study.
An emphasis will be put on teaching methods, materials and assessments which are relevant to your
needs to successfully undertake undergraduate study with BPP University in the immediate future,
and also that will help you in your future career
The various skills will be reinforced through regular formative assessments, and homework.
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Educational Aims
This module aims to:
 Provide you with essential academic and language skills for undertaking an honours level
undergraduate study in hospitality through the medium of English at BPP University
 Provide you with an opportunity to increase your knowledge of English grammar and
vocabulary relevant to your chosen field of undergraduate study and future career
 Develop your reading, writing, speaking and listening skills in an academic setting
 Develop your communication skills across a range of platforms, including web-based
technologies
 Provide you with presentation skills relevant to academic studies generally

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the module you should be able to:
1. Understand a wide range of demanding, longer written and oral texts in their chosen
discipline.
2. Write and speak effectively using an appropriate general and academic skills.
3. Demonstrate appropriate language level to follow a course of academic study at university
undergraduate level.
4. Utilise the technology appropriately to give presentations and write assignments
5. Be critically aware of your own learning strategies, including the ability to learn both
independently and co-operatively.

Knowledge and Understanding

LO1

LO2

LO3

LO4

X

X

X

X

Cognitive Skills

L05

X

Professional Skills and attitudes

X

X

X

X

General Transferable Skills

X

X

X

X
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Mode of Assessment
Overview
This module is formatively assessed through the testing of four elements of study: Listening,
Presenting, Reading and Writing.
There is a final summative assessment when students are required to evidence an overall IELTS
equivalent score of 6.5 (6.0 in writing) in order to progress to term 2 of the ‘Top-up’ degree.
Formative assessments are designed to give you the opportunity to practise assessments and to
receive tutor feedback on progress against the learning outcomes prior to the final summative
assessment.
Listening
Formative assessment
2. Evaluates the ability to effectively listen to and take notes from a formal
academic/professional audio-visual talk or lecture testing capacities to listen for gist and
specific details, and take notes effectively. The talks are chosen from a variety of
sources, and will be academic or professional in nature.
Summative assessment
2. Listening is summatively assessed by evaluating the ability to effectively listen to and
take notes from a formal academic/professional audio-visual talk or lecture.
[25% of module grade]
Speaking
Formative assessment
2. The evaluation of your performance in an academic presentation based on an aspect of
hospitality
Summative assessment
2. Speaking is summatively assessed through the evaluation of your performance in an
academic presentation based on an aspect of hospitality. You will be assessed on having
suitable supportive academic arguments, the appropriate organisation of material,
relevant language and vocabulary and effective pronunciation and intonation.
[25% of module grade]
Reading
Formative assessment
2. Reading is formatively assessed through various activities and strategies. A range of
professional and academic texts are used. Reading skills are regularly evaluated through
reading comprehension activities.
Summative assessment
2. Reading is summatively assessed by evaluating your ability to read and understand a
range of academic texts. The assessment questions are designed to test a range of skills,
including skim, scan and detailed reading, identifying specific information, as well as
more critical reading skills.
[25% of module grade]
Writing
Formative assessment
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2. Formative assessments reflect the Summative assessment in terms of their style and
focus. Students are evaluated on their knowledge of various elements of academic
discourse and style, incorporating elements such as paragraphing, argumentation and
academic referencing.
Summative assessment
2. The written assessment takes the form of a timed written task at the end of the module
and the submission of portfolio tasks.
[25% of module grade]
In the timed assessment, you are required to write the response to a discursive task, and
you should demonstrate an ability to take a position on a certain issue and defend it in
an academically sound way. The task will draw on assessments and material from their
subject specific modules, which will then be assessed for their Academic Skills in terms
of structure, grammar and lexis.
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Core Text (all subjects)
Bailey, S. (2015). Academic writing: a handbook for international students. 4th ed. London:
Routledge.

Additional core texts by subject area:
Business
Mascull, B. (2002) Business Vocabulary in use: intermediate. 2nd ed, (Bill Mascull) Cambridge:
Cambridge Professional English
Law
Brown, G. and Rice, S (2007) Professional English in use: Law. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
Recommended Texts and Reading
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (6th edition), Harlow, Pearson Education Ltd (2014).
Blundel, R., Ippolito, K. and Donnarumma, D. (2013), Effective Organisational Communication,
Pearson: Harlow
Hamp-Lyons, L. Study Writing: A Programme in Written English for Academic Purposes (2006) 2nd
edition
Glendinning, E. Study Reading: A Programme in Reading Skills for Academic Purposes (2004) 2nd
edition
Lynch, T. Study Listening: A programme in listening to self-directed lessons and note-taking, (2004)
2nd ed, CUP
Academic and Professional Articles
Your will be strongly encouraged to use journal articles relevant to your area of specialisation, in
order to develop your reading and comprehension skills. You are strongly encouraged to read
articles from The Economist, and British newspapers such as The Guardian. These will really help you
to improve your reading fluency. Your teacher will also recommend books and articles for you to
read during the course.
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INDICATIVE SCHEME OF WORK
In some instances information regarding the module content is indicative - actual module content
may change (for example, new developments in the field or new postings on the Internet) which are
taken into account at the time of module delivery.
The indicative scheme of work details the subject matter and learning and teaching strategy for that
week.
Actual terms are 10 weeks long in addition to the headstart/induction week.
You may have a reading week, consolidation weeks and examinations or assessments weeks.
Further details on these will be provided at appropriate points throughout the programme.
Module Title: ACADEMIC SKILLS
Syllabus:
Listening and Speaking Skills:
 Listening & note-taking (pre-recorded self-directed lessons, online viewings etc.).
 Pre-listening activities include brainstorming and discussion of the forthcoming lesson
topic.
 Vocabulary development: pre- and post-listening activities include vocabulary building.
Reading and Writing Skills:
 Academic study skills: reading skills, exam revision and preparation, etc.
 Comprehension skills and strategies: reading for the gist, reading for details etc.
 Linguistic knowledge; text structure & purpose.
 Intensive & extensive reading through variety of text types.
 Critical reading.
 Writing process (generating ideas; planning and organisation; revision skills etc.).
 Language of academic texts (grammar and sentence structure, academic style and
vocabulary).
 Different genres of writing (description, compare/contrast; reason/consequence;
argument).
 Use of source references in academic writing: introduction.
Language Development:
 Initial assessment and analysis of your needs.
 Systematic work on key areas of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation (to be adjusted
depending on your needs).
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INDICATIVE OUTLINES
The Academic Skills II module is organised as follows (split is an expected average per week of selfdirected study and may be adjusted on week-by-week basis according to the needs of the individual
or cohort).

Academic Skills
Week

Outcome

Content

Headstart Introduction to the Programme

In the Headstart week the tutor will conduct a
presentation which explains what this term will
cover and gives an overview of the module
subjects and assessments. This will include the
resources, module guide, vle and assessment tasks

Week 1a

To recognise effective communication skills for
business and law
To identify barriers to listening - accents
To introduce presentation skills – link to lecture
To introduce different text types, case
summaries, memos, abstracts, journal articles,
case studies, business reports
To practice discursive Vocabulary
To expand vocabulary relating to work and
jobs/legislation

Workshop Activity 1
Online materials with a focus on presentation skills
Designing and developing presentations.

To explore different types of writing
To select appropriate sources
To read for gist and topic
To identify essay structures
To apply knowledge of essay structures to
planning
To expand vocabulary relating to work and
jobs/legislation

Workshop Activity 1
Identifying and using different sources in writing
Sample essay and coursework plans

Week 1b

Workshop Activity 2
Example student essays which make comparisons
Language of presentations
Reading
Blundel, R., Ippolito, K. and Donnarumma, D.
(2013), Effective Organisational Communication,
Pearson: Harlow
Business Report Example: Adapted from Language
Learning Online Website
<http://www.monash.edu.as//
Lls/llonline/writing/general/report/1.xml>
[Accessed on 06.06.2015]
Bailey Chapter 2

Workshop Activity 2
Evaluation of student essays
Work on vocabulary development
Reading
TED Talk: Why we need to
rethink Capitalism, Paul Tudor Jones II (2015)
CSR Programmes: adapted from: Lawler, E.E.
(2015) CSR Programs Are Not The Answer Forbes.
The Spread of CSR: adapted from: Grguric, J.
(2012) Corporate Social Responsibility: Good for
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Business, Good for Us. Daily Finance.

Week 2a To practise listening and writing academically
To analyse features of essay introductions and
conclusions
To expand vocabulary relating to assets, liabilities
and the balance sheet
To focus on the concept of 'signposting' as a
listening skill
To critically engage with a lecture
To critically engage with a text

Workshop activity 1
Online materials to look at introductions and
conclusions
Practise using sources in writing
Workshop activity 2
Practise listening to sample lecture
Notes Completion
Signposting Language
Reading:
CSR Text 1: CSR is not the answer: Adapted text original available at:
CSR Text 2: Corporate Social Responsibility Good
for Business Good for Us:
Campbell, C & Smith, J. (2012). English for
Academic Study: Listening. Unit 3. Reading: Garnet
Education.

Week 2b To focus on language of argumentation
To distinguish between descriptive and
evaluative writing
To make claims and arguments in spoken texts
To practise describing visual data
To practise giving persuasive presentations
To expand vocabulary relating to work and
jobs/legislation

Workshop activity 1
Online materials on using of argument
Workshop activity 2
Students provide peer feedback using evaluation
sheets provided
Complete unit 2 on use of visual information
Reading and listening:
Tidd, J. & Bessant, J. (2009) Managing Innovation:
Integrating Technological Market and
Organizational Change. Wiley: Chichester.
Mohr, L.A., Webb, D. J. and Harris, K.E. (2001). Do
consumers expect companies to be socially
responsible? The impact of corporate social
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Responsibility on buying behaviour. Journal of
Consumer Affairs. 35(1), pp. 45-72.
TED Talk: Try Something New for 30 Days: Matt
Cutts (2011) available at
https://www.ted.com/talks/matt_cutts_try_somet
hing_new_for_30_days

Week 3a To expand vocabulary relating to work and
jobs/legislation
To listen interactively
1. To introduce problem questions/business
reports
2. To analyse task approach
3. To analyse problem question/business
report titles

Week
3b

To report findings from research
To practice discussing key facts/'data
To analyse source information
To plan an essay or report
To look at techniques for presenting visual data

Workshop activity 1:
Listening and Reading online materials
Explore the use of cohesion (Bailey, pp.96 -99)
Workshop activity 2:
Practise presentations
Reading:
Criminal Law: Homicide (Hutchinson, O, 2014)
available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XgUalSuZHQ
Workshop activity 1:
Explore sample model case studies and reports
Workshop activity 2:
Complete online activities focussing on style and
business reports
Complete Unit 2.13 Style (Bailey pp. 138-145)
Reading:
The Economist (2011) The Rot Spreads: available at
http://www.economist.com /node/14931615
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Week
4a

To Look at different case studies and reports.
To practise paraphrasing
To use questions to guide research
To revise features of introductions and look at analysing
and formulating definitions
To practise reading for detail
To practise using visual aids in presentations

Marking Criteria

Workshop activity 1:
Complete online activities focusing on writing definitions
through an exploration of different written introductions
And sample student texts
Workshop activity 2:
Complete comprehension style questions with a focus on
vocabulary expansion
Complete Unit 1.7 Summarising and Paraphrasing(Bailey
pp. 42-51
Reading:
Business Case Study 1: Creating an Engaged Workforce.
CIPD Research Report 2010.
Business Case Study 2: Managing an age-diverse
workforce: What employers need to know. CIPD
Research Report February 2015.
UK Productivity Gap with Developed Nations Now Widest
for 20 years (The Guardian) (Business)

Week
4b

To identify arguments and counter arguments in a
written text
Evaluating common errors relating to genre
To revise conclusion writing
To practise note taking skills
To expand vocabulary relating to work and jobs

Workshop activity 1:
Students complete online activities on structuring a
conclusion and supporting an argument (use of sources,
logic, explanation)
Workshop activity 2:
Further practice and development of note taking skills
Reading:
Is Illegal downloading like stealing a wallet – The
Guardian
Worksheet 7 Analysing a conclusion
Brown and Rice (p68-69)
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Level 6 Assessment Criteria
PASS

REFER

Criterion

80-100%

70-79%

60-69%

50-59%

40-49%

30-39%

0-29%

Knowledge &
Understanding
a) Systematic
Understanding
b) Emerging
Thought

(a) Very deep
knowledge of
the topic,
explicitly related
to extremely
comprehensive
knowledge of
the discipline(s).
Evaluation and
contribution to
current
knowledge
(b) Excellent
usage of recent
emerging
thought and/or
practices from a
range of
appropriate
disciplines

(a) Deep
knowledge of the
topic, explicitly
related to
comprehensive
knowledge of the
discipline(s).
Evaluation of
current
knowledge
(b) Application of
recent emerging
thought or
practices from
the discipline

(a) Very good,
thorough and
explicit
knowledge &
understanding of
the topic.
An appreciation
of and explicit
links to a wider
field.
(b) Some clear
evidence of the
application of
thoughts and
practices at the
forefront of the
discipline

(a) Good
knowledge and
understanding of
central topic
issues, some
explicitly
identified.
Some
appreciation of a
wider field.
(b) Clear
evidence of an
understanding of
thoughts and
practices at the
forefront of the
discipline.

(a) Some
knowledge and
understanding of
central topic
issues.
(b) Some
evidence of the
understanding of
the thoughts and
practices related
to the discipline
indicated.

(a) Inadequate,
poor or very poor
knowledge or
understanding of
central topic
issues.
(b) Not clear or
precise
understanding of
thoughts and
practices related
to the required
discipline
indicated

(a) Little or no
knowledge or
understanding of
central topic
issues.
(b) Significant
gaps in the
understanding of
practices related
to the discipline
indicated
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PASS

REFER

Criterion

80-100%

70-79%

60-69%

50-59%

40-49%

30-39%

0-29%

Argument
a) Analysis,
Synthesis &
Evaluation
b) Numerical
Analysis
c)
Argumentation
d) Independent
Research

(a) Consistently
high levels of
ability to analyse
critically using a
wide range of
appropriate
criteria, sources
and
perspectives.
Excellent
synthesis of
elements of the
argument
including
contrary views.

(a) A high level of
ability to analyse
critically using a
range of
perspectives.
Excellent
synthesis of
elements of the
argument
including
contrary views.

(a) Presentation
of a coherent
critical argument
demonstrating
the ability to
analyse,
synthesise and
evaluate to form
a balanced and
supportable
judgement. Use
of contrasting
perspectives.

(a) The
development of a
critical analysis
without
guidance. Some
ability to
synthesise
concepts,
theories and
practice.
Application of a
range of
analytical
methods
appropriate to
the task.

(a) Evidence of
some critical
awareness.
There is analysis
which is
structured within
guidelines.
Some difficulty in
balancing and
substantiating
points made.

(a) Work is
descriptive and
uncritical.
Generalisations,
unsubstantiated
assertions and
exaggeration.

(a) Work is
wholly
descriptive and
uncritical.
Contains
numerous
generalisations,
unsubstantiated
assertions and
exaggeration.

(b) Numeric
analysis that is
complete and
free from errors
with application
of methods that
may be
insightful or
original
(c) Extremely
strong and
consistent

(b) Numeric
analysis that is
complete and
mostly free from
errors with fluent
and appropriate
application of
methods.
(c) Extremely
strong and
consistent
argument that
convincingly
addresses issues
including
uncertainties and

(b) Numeric
analysis that is
complete and
mostly free from
errors with
relevant and
effective
application of
methods.
(c) Evidence of an
argument that is
generally
convincing with a
good internal

(b) Numeric
analysis that is
complete and
mostly free from
significant or
critical errors
with appropriate
application of
methods.
(c) Evidence of an
overall

(b) Numeric
analysis that is
mostly complete
but contains
errors with
significant effect,
or methods that
are applied
inappropriately
(c) Evidence of a
consistent
argument but
may have
weaknesses,
significant gaps
or be

(b) Numeric
analysis that is
incomplete or
contains errors
which have
critical effect, or
methods that are
applied
inappropriately
(c) Lack of
consistency or
structure in the
argument.
Serious
weaknesses in
the integration of
evidence and/or
no awareness of
the limitations or
weaknesses of

(b) Numeric
analysis is almost
non-existent and
also incorrect
(c) Total lack of
consistency or
structure in the
argument. Nil or
limited
integration of
evidence and no
awareness of the
limitations or
weakness of
research
(d) Generally only
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PASS
Criterion

REFER

80-100%

70-79%

60-69%

50-59%

40-49%

30-39%

0-29%

argument
making a
convincing
whole with
evidence of
originality.
Impressive
ability in the use
of information
gathered to
support the
argument.

conflicts.
Excellent use of
information
gathered which
to support and
further the
argument

consistency and
addresses most
issues. Very good
use of
information
gathered to
support the
argument.

convincing
argument but
may have
weaknesses, gaps
or
inconsistencies.
Clear use of
information
gathered but
may have some
weaknesses in
the integration
into the
argument.

unconvincing.
Clear use of
information
gathered but
may not be
sufficient to
sustain the
argument.
(d) Evidence of a
consistent
argument but
may have
weaknesses or be
unconvincing.
Clear use of
information
gathered but
may not be
sufficient to
sustain

the research.

a very restricted
range of personal
research which is
not evaluated
and is not
directly related
to the question

(d) Evidence of
an innovative or
original use of
extensive
personal
research which
has been
thoroughly
evaluated
conceptually

(d) Substantial
research and
evidence of an
innovative use of
a wide range of
personal
research with
clear and
consistent
evaluation
conceptual

(d) Clear
evidence of
considerable
personal
research and the
use of a diverse
range of
appropriate
sources but may
contain problems
with consistency
in the conceptual
evaluation

(d) Appropriate
use of a wide
range of personal
research which is
critically
evaluated for key
conceptual issues
although this
may not be
consistent
throughout

(d) Over reliance
on very restricted
range of personal
or secondary
research much of
which may not
be evaluated and
may not be
directly related
to the question
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PASS

REFER

Criterion

80-100%

70-79%

60-69%

50-59%

40-49%

30-39%

0-29%

Presentation
a) Structure
b) Referencing
c) Use of
Language

(a) Excellent
structure and
presentation
(b) Precise, full
and appropriate
references and
notes.
(c) Subtle use of
language
expressing a
high degree of
thought with
clarity and
precision to a
level
appropriate for
submission for
publication.

(a) Excellent
structure and
presentation
(b) Precise, full
and appropriate
references and
notes.
(c) Precise use of
language
expressing
complex thought
with clarity,
accuracy and
precision which
furthers and
enhances the
argument

(a) Good
structure and
presentation
(b) Full and
appropriate
references and
notes with minor
or insignificant
errors
(c) Clear and
precise use of
language
allowing a
complex
argument to be
easily
understood and
followed

(a) Adequate
structure and
presentation
(b) Good
references and
notes with minor
or insignificant
errors or
omissions
(c) Generally
clear use of
language
sufficient for
arguments to be
readily
understood and
followed

(a) Adequate
structure and
presentation
(b) Competent
references and
notes but may
contain
inconsistencies,
errors or
omissions
(c) Generally
understandable
use of language
but significant
errors in
expression
affecting overall
clarity

(a) Poor structure
and presentation
(b) Poor
references and
notes with
multiple
inconsistencies,
errors or
omissions
(c) Serious errors
in the use of
language which
makes meaning
unclear or
imprecise

(a) Extremely
poor structure
and presentation
(b) Very limited
or nil referencing
with numerous
errors and
omissions
(c) Extreme
errors in use of
language and an
extreme lack of
clarity
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STAFF CONTACTS
Staff Member

Title

Email

Paul Evans

Deputy Dean

paulevans@bpp.com

Marcia Gomes

Student Manager

marciagomes@bpp.com

Sarah Hamilton

Director of Programmes

sarahhamilton@bpp.com
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PROGRAMME REGULATIONS
BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management
1.

Authority

These regulations are made under the authority of the University’s General Academic
Regulations, Part A, Paragraph 7, and in accordance with these provisions, are cited as the BSc
(Hons) International Hospitality Management Programme Regulations.
2.

Conflict with the General Academic Regulations

The Academic Council has no specifically approved derogations for this programme, therefore in the
event of a conflict between these regulations and the General Academic Regulations, and its subregulatory instruments, the latter shall prevail.

3.

Conditions for Admission

Students wishing to obtain the BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management Top-up will require:
•

A recognised and equivalent level 5 qualification at Merit level (examinations
and management experience will be considered)

OR
•

Possess a recognised and equivalent vocational, industry or professional
qualifications such as City and Guilds, NVQ’s etc.

•

Applicants whose first language is not English and who do not hold an honours
degree that was delivered in English, shall be required to provide certified proof of
ability in written and spoken English to, at least, IELTS level 6.5 (overall) or equivalent,
plus a minimum of 6.0 in writing.

AND

Students who do not possess a merit pass and who also are at IELTS 6.0 (overall) will be permitted to
join – but must first successfully complete a first term ‘Pathway to Hospitality’ modules.
4.

Conditions of Acceptance

An offer of a place on the programme is subject to the terms and conditions stated in the
documentation accompanying the offer, these regulations and the General A c a d e m i c Regulations,
as in force at the time of interpretation. The acceptance of the offer is taken as agreement to these
regulations.
5.

Changing Modules or Specialisations
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Subject to the approval of the Director of Programmes, a candidate may be permitted to change
from one elective module to another at an appropriate point in the programme.
6.

Conditions for Progression

The programme is divided into three stages
Stage 1: Pathway to Hospitality;
Stage 2: Honours Degree;
Stage 3: Internship
A student may be permitted to progress from term to term carrying referrals in up to 30 credits, but
must attempt to retrieve that failure at the next available assessment sitting unless approved by the
DOP to sit at a later point.
Student will not be permitted to undertake their internship holding any outstanding referrals
7.

Reassessment of Failed Assessment(s)
a)

A student who fails an assessment should re-sit that assessment at the next assessment
opportunity unless directed by the DOP.

b) Where an assessment is divided into more than one component, a student who fails one or
more assessment component(s) will only be reassessed in the failed assessment
component(s).
c)

A student shall be permitted three attempts at each assessment component; one first sit and
two resits. Further attempts may only be permitted in accordance with the regulations on
appeals and the rules on concessions.

d)

Where a student resits and passes an assessment component the component mark shall be
capped at the pass mark. The capped mark shall be aggregated with the original mark(s) of the
other component(s) and the aggregated mark shall appear on the transcript.

8.

9.

Conditions for the Granting of Awards
a)

A student, who completes an approved programme of study, as described in the
Diagram of Outcomes Leading to Award and Programme Learning Outcomes, shall be
awarded a BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management.

b)

Those students who choose to exit the Programme without completing will not be
entitled to an award.

c)

Candidates will be awarded an Honours Degree according to the procedures set down
in the Manual of Procedures Part H, Section 2.

Condonation
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A student may be condoned by the Board of Examiners:
a) once in one none-core module where the student has achieved a mark in the range 35%39%, has otherwise met the intended learning outcomes and has no other failed
modules; and,
Condonation will only be granted prior to the final Board of Examiners where the student has
exhausted all permitted attempts at the assessment and would otherwise be required to withdraw
permanently from the University.
10.

Classification of Award

The following classification will be adopted for the overall award:
First Class
Upper Second Class

70% or above
60% - 69%

Lower Second Class

50% - 59%

Third Class

40% - 49%

Fail

Below 40%

11.

Confidentiality

A student’s assessment results shall be confidential to the student, however the terms and conditions
of the programme will allow results to be shared with the UKVI for the purpose of monitoring student
progress for visa compliance purposes.
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CURRICULUM MAP - BSc (Hons) International Hospitality Management (Level 6)

Mangt Plan
and Report

Performance
Mangt

Digital
Marketing

Personal and
Proff Develop

Mangt People
and Projects

Contemporary
Issues in Hosp.

Entrepreneurship
and Innovation

Knowledge and Understanding
Ref

A. You should be able to demonstrate a:

K1

Understanding of the internal and external
business environments in which hospitality
managers operate in order to contribute to
management decisions.

K2

Plan, design, manage and execute practical
activities using appropriate techniques and
procedures whilst demonstrating high
levels of relevant skills

K3

Critical awareness of contemporary issues
in International Hospitality Management
and their impact on current practice

Cognitive
Skills
Ref

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

B. You should be able to:

C1

Research and assess hospitality, theories,
principles, concepts and factual
information, and apply such skills in
explaining and solving problems

C2

Describe, synthesise, interpret, analyse and
evaluate information and data relevant to
a professional or vocational context .

X

X

X

X
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C3

Apply knowledge to the solution of familiar
and unfamiliar problems develop a
sustained reasoned argument, perhaps
challenging previously held assumptions

Programme Mapping

X

X

Professional
Skills and
Attitudes
Ref

P1

P2

P3

C. You should be able to:
Plan, design, execute and communicate a
sustained piece of independent intellectual
work which provides evidence of critical
engagement with, and interpretation of,
appropriate data
Critically assess and evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of data in the context of
research methodologies and data sources
and approaches

X

X

X

Recognise and respond to moral, ethical,
sustainability and safety issues in
hospitality including relevant legislation
and professional codes of conduct

X

General
Transferable
Skills
Ref
D. You should be able to:
T1

Take and demonstrate responsibility for
their own learning and continuing personal
and professional development

X

X

BSc (Hons) in International Hospitality Management

Programme Mapping

T2

Reflect upon their experiences and
performance, seeking and incorporating
feedback in order to contribute to your
professional development.

X

X

T3

Work effectively independently and
demonstrate effective communication and
presentation skills

X

X

BSc (Hons) in International Hospitality Management

Programme Mapping

Mangt Plan and
Report

Performance
Mangt

Digital
Marketing

Personal and
Proff Develop

Mangt People
and Projects

Contemporary
Issues in Hosp.

Entrepreneurism
and Innovation

Knowledge and Understanding
Ref
K1

K2

K3

A. You should be able to demonstrate a:
Understanding of the internal and external
business environments in which hospitality
managers operate in order to contribute to
management decisions.
Plan, design, manage and execute practical
activities using appropriate techniques and
procedures whilst demonstrating high
levels of relevant skills
Critical awareness of contemporary issues
in International Hospitality Management
and their impact on current practice

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cognitive Skills
Ref
C1

C2

B. You should be able to:
Research and assess hospitality, theories,
principles, concepts and factual
information, and apply such skills in
explaining and solving problems

X

Describe, synthesise, interpret, analyse
and evaluate information and data relevant
to a professional or vocational context .

Apply knowledge to the solution of
familiar and unfamiliar problems develop a
sustained reasoned argument, perhaps
challenging previously held assumptions
Professional Skills and Attitudes
C3

C. You should be able to:
Plan, design, execute and communicate a
sustained piece of independent
P1
intellectual work which provides evidence
of critical engagement with, and
Critically assess and evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of data in the context of
P2
research methodologies and data sources
and approaches
Recognise and respond to moral, ethical,
sustainability and safety issues in
P3
hospitality including relevant legislation
and professional codes of conduct
General Transferable Skills

X

X

X

X

X

Ref

X

X

X

X

Ref

D. You should be able to:

T1

Take and demonstrate responsibility for
their own learning and continuing personal
and professional development

X

X

T2

Reflect upon their experiences and
performance, seeking and incorporating
feedback in order to contribute to your
professional development.

X

X

T3

Work effectively independently and
demonstrate effective communication and
presentation skills

X

X

